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Executive
Summary



INTRODUCTION

Deepening interdependencies between the electric power grid and other 
critical infrastructure sectors pose immense challenges and opportunities for 
strengthening national resilience. “Black Sky” power outages lasting a month 
or more, covering multiple regions of the United States, would inflict cascading 
failures across the electricity-dependent sectors essential for preserving the 
economy and national security, and for sustaining the lives of the population in 
affected regions. The EPRO Handbook project is structured to help private and 
public partners protect against such cascading failures and limit their societal 
impact.1

This two-volume work, EPRO Handbook II, provides options to strengthen 
the resilience of two especially vital infrastructure components against Black 

1 The EPRO Handbook project is part of a broader, integrated set of resilience initiatives supported by 
the Electric Infrastructure Security (EIS) Council. For an overview of EIS Council’s programs, please visit 
www.EISCouncil.org
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Sky power outages: the water sector, with its uniquely essential services, and 
the natural gas infrastructure on which power generation increasingly depends. 
EPRO II provides a detailed range of preparedness options that infrastructure 
owners and operators can consider and adapt to help meet their own system-
specific needs. 

The Handbook also offers a methodology for developing Black Sky playbooks 
to help these sectors guide emergency operational planning and resilience 
initiatives. This approach is designed to be useful for water, wastewater and 
natural gas system owners and operators, and those partner sectors with whom 
they share interdependencies, or upon whose services they will rely in extreme 
outages. This playbook methodology, rooted in classic Systems Engineering 
methodology, may also represent a valuable framework for progress in other 
infrastructure sectors that would be severely disrupted by Black Sky power 
outages. 

The United States and partner nations remain at risk of blackouts far more 
severe than those which occurred in Superstorm Sandy (2012), Hurricane 
Katrina (2005), or any previous event. 
The electric power industry is making 
great strides in strengthening its 
protections against the natural and 
manmade hazards that could cause 
severe outages. The industry is also 
rapidly improving its ability to restore 
power when blackouts occur. Yet, much 
greater progress will be necessary to 
build preparedness for Black Sky outages 
– that is, outages covering multiple U.S. 
states or regions that last a month or 
longer.

The first volume of the EPRO Handbook Series, EPRO I, provided options 
to help the electric subsector protect against two especially significant Black 
Sky hazards, which are now the focus of growing resilience initiatives by 
industry and its public sector partners. The first hazard is that of severe solar 
storms. These storms create geomagnetic disturbances (GMD) that can damage 
unprotected high voltage transformers and other high voltage grid components 
over multistate regions. The second threat is that posed by Electromagnetic 

While the power industry is 
making great strides in 
strengthening protection 
against more conventional 
hazards, the United States 
and its allies remain at risk 
from particularly severe, 
multi-region Black Sky 
outages.
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Pulse (EMP) attacks, with associated electromagnetic effects that will damage 
or destroy a portion of unprotected grid equipment over exceptionally wide 
areas, making discovery and replacement particularly challenging.

While utilities in a growing number of U.S. regions are hardening their 
systems against these threats, many more years of risk-based, strategically-
targeted investments in protection will be required before the grid as a whole 
is even minimally resilient. Ensuring that utilities can recover their costs 
for such prudent investments will be critical for sustaining progress against 
electromagnetic threats. 

Sustained investment will also be required against catastrophic storms, 
combined cyber and kinetic attacks on key grid components, and other threats 
to the electric subsector. Yet, while such protection efforts must continue, it 
will never be possible to fully prevent large scale outages caused by Black Sky 
hazards. Most notably: no remotely affordable investments in grid resilience can 
ever prevent Black Sky outages from occurring if (or rather, when) cataclysmic 
earthquakes strike in the Cascadia seismic zone, the Hayward fault, New 
Madrid seismic zone, and other regions in the United States and in many 
partner countries. 

Thus, Black Sky power grid protection efforts have two priorities. The first 
is to find cost-effective ways to accelerate targeted electric subsector resilience 
investments and preparedness planning against the full range of Black Sky 
hazards.  The second is to strengthen collaboration with the subsector’s partners 
to make the polices and regulatory changes needed to facilitate protection 
and power restoration operations, and ensure that electric utilities have the 
external support functions they will require severely disrupted environments. 
Handbook I recommended an array of options to scale up such capabilities from 
the electric subsector’s partners for Black Sky events, many of which are now 
going forward.2 The Handbook also emphasized the development of capabilities 

2 For example, in discussions facilitated by EPRO Steering Committees, an array of Non-Governmental 
Organizations (NGOs) are exploring how to strengthen their support for utility power restoration 
operations, including both traditional functions (such as support for debris removal and road 
clearance) and novel missions, (such as targeted support for the families of utility crews on extended 
deployments). Similarly State Public Utility Commissions have now initiated an EPRO Regulatory 
Sector Steering Committee process, with ten states participating in the inaugural meeting, cohosted 
in June, 2016 by the Governor of Pennsylvania, the Pennsylvania PUC and EIS Council. http://www.
eiscouncil.com/EPro/Esc
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and plans for “whole community” preparedness against Black Sky outages, 
including contributions from individuals and families, the private sector, and 
Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs).3

The first volume of the Handbook also identified an urgent need for follow-
up analysis to strengthen cross-sector resilience. While EPRO I focused on 
building the grid’s resilience and restoration capabilities against Black Sky 
hazards, wide area, long duration power outages would also disrupt other 
infrastructure sectors that depend on the flow of electricity. 

These disruptions could cause catastrophic problems to public health and 
safety. Two of these problems represent particularly critical challenges. If water 
and wastewater systems failed in 
communities across multiple states or 
U.S. regions, the societal consequences 
and risk to the lives and safety of affected 
populations would be difficult to 
overestimate. Black Sky events could also 
disrupt the flow of natural gas on which 
electricity generation depends in a 
growing number of U.S. regions, and 
thereby magnify the difficulty of 
restoring power just when lives depend 
most on bringing the grid back into 
service. 

This publication, EPRO Handbook II, offers proposals to address both of 
these challenges. Section I of this executive summary briefly summarizes the 
findings and recommendations of EPRO II for strengthening the resilience of 
the water sector, which includes both water and wastewater systems, against 
Black Sky outages. Section II examines opportunities to strengthen the resilience 
of fuel supplies for power generation in Black Sky events, especially natural gas. 
Section III identifies future priorities for analysis, including those that reflect 
the ongoing evolution of cyber threats and other Black Sky hazards. 

3 FEMA, Whole Community. https://www.fema.gov/whole-community

EPRO II offers proposals 
to address two primary 
challenges associated with 
long duration outages caused 
by Black Sky hazards: 
Sustaining water and 
wastewater service to 
communities, and ensuring 
continuity of fuel delivery to 
electric power plants.
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I | WATER SECTOR RESILIENCE

A key finding of the EPRO I Handbook was that the ability of the water 
and wastewater systems to sustain emergency operations in a Black Sky event 
will offer a particularly valuable means to avert catastrophic threats to societal 
continuity and human life. Water pumps, lifts, water and wastewater treatment 
systems and other critical system components depend on electricity to function. 
If those components fail in a power outage across multiple cities and states in a 
wide area, long duration blackout, it will not be possible to provide emergency 
drinking water to millions of affected U.S. citizens. Failure of wastewater systems 
across multi-state regions would also result in contamination of available 
surface water, and likely become a primary factor in spreading disease. EPRO 
I emphasized that, “Nothing could pose such an immediate threat to public 
health and safety, or be more likely to prompt a massive, unplanned migration 
from a major urban area, than the loss of municipal water service for drinking 
and fighting fires.”4 

4 Electric Infrastructure Security (EIS) Council, EPRO Handbook I, p. 83.
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This follow-on publication, Handbook II, finds that the water sector is 
significantly strengthening its ability to sustain operations during typical, short 
duration power outages. A growing number of utilities are installing their own 
emergency power generators, or arranging with partners (including the U.S 
Army Corps of Engineers) to install generators when an emergency strikes. 
Many utilities are also expanding their capacity to store generator fuel onsite, 
and are improving their ability to provide mutual assistance when severe events 
occur.5 This progress needs to be sustained and provides a valuable foundation 
on which to build preparedness for longer-duration events. 

Yet, such bottom-up progress alone will never be adequate for resilience 
against Black Sky outages. In addition, this Handbook recommends that the 
sector and its partners will need to build 
resilience from the top down, and 
develop a water sector playbook to guide 
resilience investments and emergency 
plans scaled up for Black Sky events. 
Individual water and wastewater systems 
can then use that sector playbook as a 
framework for developing their own 
system-specific plans and capabilities. 

Water sector leaders will be 
able to develop and execute some 
resilience initiatives internally, often in 
collaboration with regulators and other 
resilience stakeholders. However, to sustain even reduced operations in an 
outage lasting a month or more, many systems will also depend on government 
and private sector partners to provide them with replacement backup power 
generators, resupply fuel for those generators, deliver essential treatment 
chemicals and provide other essential services. These “external partners” will 
also need to account for -- and prioritize -- water sector support missions in 
their own Black Sky playbooks. 

5 The Water and Wastewater Agency Response Network (WARN) network offers especially significant 
mechanism for utilities to provide for mutual assistance, and help each other respond to and recover 
from emergencies. See American Water Works Association, Water/Wastewater Agency Response 
Networks. http://www.awwa.org/resources-tools/water-knowledge/emergency-preparedness/
water-wastewater-agency-response-network.aspx

Building on progress being 
made in resilience to more 
conventional disasters,  
sector resilience for Black Sky 
hazards will require the kind of 
“top down” progress and 
planning that can be hosted 
by development of a Water 
Sector playbook for these 
hazards.
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“The Summary of Findings and Recommendations” in Volume II of this 
two-volume Handbook provides a comprehensive review of recommendations 
to strengthen water sector resilience. Key initiatives and their sequence for 
developing Black Sky playbooks:

■ Step One: Define top level goals.
The first step will be for the water sector and its external partners 
(including regulators and emergency managers) to determine the 
basic, overarching goals that the sector should seek to achieve in Black 
Sky events, focused on ensuring societal continuity and recovery. The 
options examined by this volume are aimed at minimizing the potentially 
catastrophic threats to public health and safety that disrupted water 
service will otherwise entail, and limiting the impact on sustaining lives, 
and on the U.S. economy and national security.

■ Step Two: Establish minimalist, sustainable service levels. 
Based on the top level goals for the water sector, water and wastewater 
systems will need to define an actionable range of sustainable, “bare 
minimum” service levels for meeting customer needs in wide area 
blackouts lasting a month or more, where normal levels of service will 
become increasingly difficult (if not impossible) to sustain due to limited 
fuel and treatment chemical resupply and other logistical problems. 
Coordination and consensus with regulators, emergency managers 
and other external sector partners will be essential in establishing these 
minimalist service levels.

■ Step Three: Develop internal requirements – specify infrastructure 
investments and other requirements to maintain minimalist service, 
and develop the emergency operations plans needed to achieve 
those service levels. 
Water and wastewater utilities will need to make carefully prioritized 
investments in emergency power generators, onsite fuel storage tanks 
and other infrastructure necessary to implement the service level they 
select from the range summarized in the water sector Black Sky playbook. 
The water sector and its external partners will also need emergency 
operations plans to sustain these service levels. A growing number of 
water and wastewater systems have emergency plans that are well suited 
for outages lasting a few days, and can rely on established planning 
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guidelines to prepare for such events.6 For preparedness against Black 
Sky hazards, utilities will not only need to ramp up those plans, but also 
consider stringent new measures to reduce water service in terms of areas 
served, water quality, and other service parameters. 

■ Step Four: Develop external requirements – define support 
requirements or policy changes the water sector will need to 
implement and complement its own Black Sky resilience measures 
and sustain reduced levels of service. 
Many of the water sector’s Black Sky resilience investments and operational 
planning will require additional funding that must be approved by utility 
boards of directors or government officials. Other investments, including 
those in water and wastewater treatment and in power generators and fuel 
storage, may require regulatory policy development and associated pre- 
or post-outage waivers of Clean Air Act standards and other regulatory 
policy changes. Developing new approaches to account for tradeoffs 
between Black Sky resilience and regulatory objectives will be essential 
for progress. 
External partners will also need to improve their ability to meet essential 
water sector requirements for critical services and support. As noted 
above, private contractors and government agencies will need to be able 
to supply replacement generators, fuel and treatment chemicals despite 
the severe disruption of transportation and communications systems 
that Black Sky hazards will create. And, at a minimum, water sector 
utilities will need to be included in planning for a Black Sky outage-
compatible emergency communication system, to ensure at least minimal 
communication can occur between utilities and partner sectors.

Volume II provides detailed options for how the water sector and their 
partners can develop these playbook components. However, one size will not fit 
all. Each water and wastewater utility system faces its own particular Black Sky 
resilience challenges, and will need to adapt these options to fit their system- 
specific circumstances and priorities. 

6 See, for example, the preparedness recommendations in American Water Works Association (AWWA), “Electric 
Power Reliability for Public Water Supply and Wastewater Utilities,” Resolution as adopted and revised by 
the AWWA Board of Directors, January 19, 2014. http://www.awwa.org/about-us/policy-statements/policy-
statement/articleid/198/electric-power-reliability-for-public-water-supply-and-wastewater-utilities.aspx
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II | RESILIENT FUEL RESOURCES  
FOR POWER GENERATION IN  
BLACK SKY EVENTS: THE KEY ROLE 
OF NATURAL GAS

Gas is rapidly replacing coal as the primary fuel for power generation in 
many regions of the United States. At the same time, key components of gas 
pipeline systems, including the compressors and industrial control systems that 
keep gas flowing to power generators and other users, are increasingly reliant 
on electric power. These growing interdependencies create risks of cascading, 
mutually-reinforcing failures across both the Electricity and Oil and Natural 
Gas (ONG) energy subsectors, and magnify the potential risks of catastrophic 
power outages to public safety, the economy, and national security. 

The natural gas industry is well positioned to collaborate with the electric 
subsector to meet these resilience challenges. The natural gas industry has 
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achieved a strong record of safety and reliability against traditional hazards.7 
Drawing on lessons from Superstorm Sandy, natural gas companies are investing 
to improve their ability to sustain service in future events, and also strengthen 
the gas systems’ resilience against cyberattacks and other emerging threats.8 
These investments provide a solid basis for additional progress in building 
cross-sector resilience. So, too, do the growing collaborative efforts between 
the ONG and electric subsector coordinating councils. 

However, Black Sky events will pose extraordinarily severe challenges to 
cross-sector resilience, and will require an array of new, Black Sky-focused 
initiatives by the two subsectors and their external partners (including regulators 
and state government officials). 

1. Sustaining the Flow of Natural Gas for Power Generation
As the electric industry increases 

the protection of key power generators 
against EMP effects and other Black 
Sky hazards, it will also be necessary to 
ensure that both surviving and repaired 
generation plants will have the fuel they 
need to restore the flow of electricity 
across the affected region. 

For some types of fuel, generators 
will have assured access to adequate 
supplies. Nuclear reactors, for example, 
typically load sufficient fuel in their 

7 U.S. Government Accountability Office, GAO-13-168, Better Data and Guidance Needed to Improve 
Pipeline Operator Incident Response, January, 2013. http://www.gao.gov/assets/660/651408.
pdf; VanNess Feldman LLP, Natural Has Pipeline Safety and Reliability: An Assessment of Progress, 
American Gas Foundation, 2015. http://www.napsr.org/SiteAssets/mediainfo/Pipeline%20Safety-
AGF%20Report%202015.pdf

8 Revkin, Andrew, “How natural gas kept some spots bright and warm as Sandy blasted New York 
City,” The New York Times, November 5, 2012. http://dotearth.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/11/05/how-
natural-gas-kept-some-spots-bright-and-warm-as-sandy-blasted-new-york/?_r=0; and Learning from 
Superstorm Sandy: PSE&G Improves Infrastructure, Communications and Logistics, PSEG, October 28, 
2014. https://www.pseg.com/info/media/newsreleases/2014/2014-10-28.jsp#.V2rPtPkrKUk; American 
Gas Association, “2016 Playbook,,” http://playbook.aga.org/#p=1

With natural gas rapidly 
replacing more fuel-secure 
generation in many regions of 
the nation, ensuring the 
resilience of gas collecting, 
storage and distribution 
systems is an important 
priority to address long 
duration outages.
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core to sustain operations for 18 to 24 months. Hydroelectric power plants 
typically have assured access to their gravity-fed generation facilities. Coal-fired 
generators also have such assured access to fuel; sufficient coal is usually stored 
onsite to enable these generators to produce electricity for many weeks before 
resupply becomes necessary. This onsite storage and built-in resourcing gives 
hydroelectric, nuclear and coal-fired generators significant resilience against 
disruptions in their fuel supplies. 

However, hydroelectric power is available only in limited locations, nuclear 
generation is trending downward in the United States, and generation companies 
across the nation are rapidly retiring coal-fueled plants and increasing their 
reliance on generators that run on natural gas. The Department of Energy notes 
that natural gas is not typically stored onsite and must generally be delivered 
as it is consumed.9 

The direct destructive effects of Black Sky hazards on gas gathering 
infrastructure, interstate transportation pipelines and distribution systems 
could disrupt the flow of natural gas to power generators. The gas industry 
is already making significant investments to protect its systems against many 
natural and manmade hazards.10 Ramping up that progress, and providing 
for cost recovery in investments in protection and system redundancy will be 
essential for Black Sky resilience. 

Black Sky hazards can also jeopardize gas deliveries in an indirect fashion, 
by disrupting the flow of electric power on which many gas system components 
depend. Such power losses will create the risk of spiraling, cross-sector effects: 
as gas systems lose the electricity they need to function, the flow of gas to 
power generators will also be disrupted, leading to still further cuts in power 
availability for gas systems and other critical customers. 

9 U.S Department of Energy (DOE), “Natural Gas Infrastructure Implications of Increased Demand 
from the Electric Power Sector,” February 2015, p. v. http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2015/02/f19/
DOE%20Report%20Natural%20Gas%20Infrastructure%20V_02-02.pdf. As will be discussed in this 
volume, storage of natural gas in salt caverns or other facilities colocated with power generators may 
offer viable storage options in some regions – but only if those storage facilities have the power they 
need to operate. 

10 American Gas Association, Natural Gas Utilities Value Effective Security Partnership with TSA, April 
19, 2016. https://www.aga.org/news/news-releases/natural-gas-utilities-value-effective-security-
partnership-tsa
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2. Resilience Options
The “Volume Summary” (in Section One of Volume I) provides a 

comprehensive overview of recommendations for fuel supply resilience for 
Black Sky power generation. These recommendations also specify which of 
their action items will need to be advanced 1) internally, within either the 
electric or natural gas subsectors; 2) collaboratively, through coordinated 
or joint initiatives by both industries; and 3) externally, through improved 
support missions or policy changes by regulators, government leaders, private 
contractors, and other resilience partners for the gas and electric systems. 

Key opportunities for progress

■ Increased Use of Dual-Fuel Generators. 
Dual-fuel power generators offer an especially effective means to hedge 
against disruptions in natural gas supplies. These generators can run on 
either natural gas, their primary fuel, or -- if gas supplies are interrupted 
– use clean diesel/#2 fuel oil or other secondary sources of fuel to sustain 
operations until the flow of gas is restored. However, dual-fuel generators 
are declining in numbers in many U.S. regions where they were once 
common. Changes in environmental regulations and new incentives and 
cost recovery mechanisms will be vital to reverse this trend. 

■ Mitigate the Resilience Challenges Posed by Gas Pipeline 
Compressors. 
Gas transmission systems need compression pumps to sustain the flow of 
gas to power plants and other customers. Historically, these compressors 
were fueled with gas taken from the pipelines themselves. However, in 
many regions of the United States, these compressors are being replaced 
by variable speed electric-powered units to reduce onsite methane 
emissions and increase compressor efficiency. Black sky outages could 
interrupt the flow of electricity to these units, and (in a classic case of 
spiraling effects) magnify those outages by disrupting gas deliveries to 
power generators essential for power restoration.11 

11 Even if compressor stations rely exclusively on gas-powered compressors, these stations typically 
require; electricity for other functions, including control, gas cooling, and telecommunications 
systems. Most compressor stations have backup power generators to keep these systems 
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Reassessing the regulations that are driving the transition to electric 
compressors, and incentivizing the use of dual-fuel compressors that 
can revert to gas-fueled operations if a blackout strikes, offer important 
starting points to address these resilience challenges. 

■ Coordinated Investments in Infrastructure.
Significant opportunities are emerging for gas and electric utilities to 
coordinate such investments to account for their interdependencies and 
reduce the risks of cross-sector failure. Colocation of new gas storage and 
power generation facilities offers a prime example. If power generators 
can be sited adjacent to storage facilities, a ready supply of backup fuel 
will be available until pipeline flows are restored. Coordinated decisions 
on pipeline construction, generator siting and other infrastructure 
investments can offer significant resilience benefits as well.

■ Prioritized Restoration of Power to Electricity-Dependent Gas 
System Components. 
In a number of blackouts examined in this Handbook, power distribution 
companies were not always aware of the electricity-dependent gas 
transmission system components in their footprints, and were unable to 
prioritize the delivery of power to them so that gas flows to generators 
could be sustained or restored. Collaboration between the gas and electric 
subsectors to provide for prioritized restoration of critical gas system 
assets can help reduce the duration of Black Sky outages. 

■ Prioritize and Plan for the Delivery of Gas to Power Generators in 
Black Sky Events.
Many electric utilities rely on lower cost “interruptible” (versus “firm”) 
gas delivery contracts that leave them susceptible to curtailed service 
in emergencies. Moreover, under the laws and regulations of a large 
number states, gas companies are required to treat power generators 
as a much lower priority for sustained service than homes and other 
customers, further increasing the likelihood that generators will suffer 

functioning if outside electric service is interrupted. However, if compressor stations rely on electric 
powered compressors versus gas alternatives, their generator and fuel resupply requirements will be 
significantly greater. 
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gas curtailments in Black Sky events. Measures to enable generation 
companies to recover the costs of shifting to firm contracts can help 
address these challenges. State authorities should also reassess curtailment 
laws and regulations to strike an appropriate balance between gas delivery 
priorities when catastrophic blackouts occur. 

3. Black Start Operations as a Special Fuel Resilience Priority
In the power outages caused by Sandy, Katrina and other previous events, 

electric utilities have restored power from the “outside-in.” Under this typical 
approach to restoration, utilities bring in 
power from beyond the blackout region, 
and use that power to re-start the 
generators that had gone off-line. 

Black Sky events are likely to 
require restoration from assets within 
the outage region through black start 
operations: that is, re-energize the grid 
by using specially designated generation 
resources within a blacked-out area, 
rather than by importing power from outside that zone.12 

Black start operations depend on two basic types of generators: black start 
units and cranking path generators. Black start units are power generators 
(often either hydro or diesel-fueled) that can start without support from an 
outside electric supply.13 Once started, these units then provide power to start 
larger generators along a specially designated cranking path to gradually re-

12 “Blackstart resources are generating units that have the ability to be started without support from 
the rest of the bulk power system, or are designed to remain energized without connection to the 
remainder of the bulk power system, and can be used to re-start other generating units as part of 
the process of re-energizing the system.” North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) 
and Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), “FERC-NERC Regional Entity Joint Review of 
Restoration and Recovery Plans,” January 2016, p. 1. https://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/2016/01-
29-16-FERC-NERC-Report.pdf 

13 PJM, “Black Start Service,” http://www.pjm.com/~/media/committees-groups/subcommittees/
rscs/20130815/20130815-item-02-1b-m-12v28-srstf-black-start-changes.ashx

Ensuring that at least a 
designated portion of black 
start resources have adequate 
onsite fuel for weeks of 
operation will be essential to 
power restoration from 
extreme, Black Sky hazards.
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energize the grid. 14 Black start units, cranking path generators, the associated 
transmission system and the other electric system components essential for 
black start operations are collectively termed “black start resources.”

Coal-fired generators have served as crucial black start resources in many 
regions of the United States, especially in areas where hydroelectric plants are 
of limited availability. Major coal units typically have sufficient fuel stored 
onsite to operate for many weeks before they need to be resupplied. As these 
coal units are shut down and replaced by gas-fired generators that require a 
steady flow of fuel, new challenges will continue to emerge for maintaining 
the current resilience of black start systems -- especially given the growing 
interdependencies between gas and electric systems. 

Many of the action items highlighted in the preceding section can be 
specifically targeted to strengthen black 
start resilience. Two other initiatives will 
also be vital. 

First, a designated, geographically-
distributed portion of cranking 
path generators and the other grid 
components essential for black start 
power restoration will need to be 
hardened against the direct, destructive 
effects of electromagnetic pulses and 
other Black Sky hazards. Second, 
through closely coordinated planning with the electric subsector, the ONG 
subsector will need to launch equivalent hardening initiatives for those gas 
system components on which gas-fueled black start cranking path generators 
depend. All such investments will need to be supported through appropriate 
cost recovery mechanisms.

Broader efforts will also be necessary to ensure that black start systems will 
function as needed in Black Sky events. The Black Sky/Black Start Protection 
Initiative (BSPI) examines the special challenges that EMP attacks and other 

14 NERC defines the cranking path as “a portion of the electric system that can be isolated and then 
energized to deliver electric power from a generation source to enable the startup of one or more other 
generating units. NERC, Glossary of Terms, p. 33. http://www.nerc.com/files/glossary_of_terms.pdf

Black Sky hazard hardening of 
a designated portion of black 
start and cranking path 
generators, and of the gas 
delivery systems that supply 
them, will be essential to 
ensure resilience in long 
duration outages.
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Black Sky hazards will pose to black start resources, operational plans, and 
coordination mechanisms. This initiative is also developing options for the 
electric subsector to help strengthen the resilience of black start systems in the 
face of increasingly severe threats.15

15 EIS Council, Black Sky / Black Start Protection Initiative, http://www.eiscouncil.com/Protection/
ItemDetails/60

III |  ADDITIONAL PRIORITIES 
FOR PROGRESS

While EPRO II focuses on interdependencies between the electric grid, 
natural gas systems and the water sector, preparedness against Black Sky hazards 
will also require broader initiatives to strengthen cross-sector resilience. The 
analysis that follows provides a framework for assessing these requirements, 
and highlights four especially urgent areas for progress (all of which are the 
focus of ongoing analytic and partner support projects by EIS Council):

• Plans and capabilities for the prioritized distribution of emergency 
generators, emergency fuel, and associated technical support in long 
duration, wide area power outages, when demand for these assets will 
vastly outstrip currently available supplies. Coordinated planning 
for the prioritized distribution of treatment chemicals and other 
“consumables” vital for water treatment systems and other critical 
infrastructure components, in the highly disrupted environments that 
would otherwise disrupt the availability of such products.
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• Long duration outage-compatible, widely distributed emergency 
communications systems to support restoration of critical services and 
other Black Sky response operations.

• Opportunities to build on the National Response Framework and 
National Disaster Recovery Framework to coordinate and facilitate 
response/recovery operations in Black Sky events.16 

1. A Typology of Black Sky Effects on Critical Infrastructure:  
An Agenda for Action 
Measures to strengthen infrastructure resilience against Black Sky hazards 

will need to account for three different categories of disruption. They include: 

■ Direct, sector-specific effects. 
An EMP attack, earthquake or other Black Sky event will damage or destroy 
some of the infrastructure within most, if not all of the 16 infrastructure 
sectors identified as critical by Presidential Policy Directive (PPD) 21, 
Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience (February, 2013).17 
As in the case of the electric, natural gas and water infrastructure, 
strategically targeted investments to protect carefully selected, key system 
nodes for the 16 critical sectors against direct damage from Black Sky 
hazards will be necessary to sustain essential functions and support 
broader restoration of service. Cost recovery mechanisms to support 
those investments will be vital to facilitate such progress.
Sector-specific Black Sky playbooks, initially for those critical 
infrastructures essential for power restoration or immediately saving 
and sustaining lives, will also be necessary to help set core sector goals.

16 U.S Department of Homeland Security (DHS), National Response Framework, May 2013, 
FEMA, http://www.fema.gov/media-library-data/20130726-1914-25045-1246/final_national_
response_framework_20130501.pdf; U.S Department of Homeland Security (DHS), National 
Disaster Recovery Framework, FEMA, September 2011. http://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/20130726-1820-25045-5325/508_ndrf.pdf

17 Presidential Policy Directive (PPD) 21, Critical Infrastructure Security and Resilience, February, 2013. 
https://www.whitehouse.gov/the-press-office/2013/02/12/presidential-policy-directive-critical-
infrastructure-security-and-resil
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These goals will establish minimalist levels of service and functionality to 
sustain, and scale up existing emergency operations plans and capabilities 
to account for the catastrophic effects of Black Sky hazards. Over time, 
similar playbooks will be required by all 16 critical infrastructure sectors. 
The analysis in EPRO II of playbook requirements and methodologies 
for the water sector can serve as a model for other critical infrastructure 
sectors to modify and adapt to reflect their own structural features and 
resilience requirements. 

■ Indirect, collateral impacts. 
The gas-electric interdependencies examined in EPRO Handbook 
II are part of a much broader category of risk in Black Sky events. If 
a catastrophic cyberattack or other Black Sky hazard disrupts one 
infrastructure sector -- for example, the electric subsector – natural gas 
systems will suffer collateral effects from the loss of electric service, even if 
their own systems were not directly attacked. In turn, because the electric 
grid depends on the flow of natural gas to sustain and restore electric 
service, the collateral effects on gas systems will severely disrupt power 
restoration operations (leading to still further cross-sector disruptions). 

Power restoration also depends on infrastructure beyond the natural gas 
subsector. In particular, the availability of communications systems to help 
utilities coordinate and conduct restoration operations will be absolutely 
vital during Black Sky events. Yet, as occurred in Superstorm Sandy, the loss 
of electric service on which cell towers and other communications nodes 
depend, can cripple communications systems. Assessing and mitigating 
the indirect, collateral effects that Black Sky events will create, ultimately 
to include all 16 infrastructure sectors, will be essential for progress. 
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DHS and its government and private sector partners have taken important 
steps to facilitate such progress. The Critical Infrastructure Cross Sector 
Council is structured to help identify and support collaboration between 
infrastructure sectors.18 Sector Coordinating Councils, including the 
Electric Subsector Coordinating Committee (ESCC), are increasingly 
reaching out to other sectors to advance cross-sector resilience initiatives. 
The National Infrastructure Advisory Council (NIAC) has proposed to 
establish a Strategic Infrastructure Executive Council (SIEC) to “identify 
national priorities and develop joint or coordinated action plans for cross-
sector resilience.”19 
The EPRO Executive Steering Committee and Sector Steering Committee 
process supports such cross-sector coordination, with a special focus 
on extreme, Black Sky hazards, facilitating coordinated planning among 
a growing number of critical sectors and the public and private sector 
partners necessary to build resilience against these uniquely severe 
scenarios.20 
All such initiatives should be ramped up and be aligned for unity of effort 
to strengthen Black Sky preparedness. 

■ Multi-sector, cascading failures. 
As in Katrina, Sandy and other catastrophes, Black Sky hazards will 
simultaneously disrupt many -- if not all -- infrastructure sectors. The 
risk of a combined cyber-kinetic attack on multiple sectors illustrates this 
risk. In the 2015 cyberattack on the Ukraine power grid, the perpetrators 
struck both power distribution systems and the phone system; the latter 
attack prevented customers from reporting outages and disrupted the 
ability of grid operators to focus on restoration operations accordingly.21 

18 Critical Infrastructure Cross Sector Council Charter, Approved: November 12, 2015. https://www.dhs.
gov/sites/default/files/publications/cipac-cross-sector-council-charter-2015-508.pdf. 

19 Wallace, Michael and Kepler, David. Executive Collaboration for the Nation’s Strategic Critical 
Infrastructure: Final Report and Recommendations, National Infrastructure Advisory Council, March 
20, 2015, p. 7, https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/niac-executive-collaboration-
final-report-508.pdf 

20 EIS Council. http://www.eiscouncil.com/EPro/Esc

21 ICS-CERT, Cyber-Attack against Ukrainian Critical Infrastructure, February 25, 2016. https://ics-cert.
us-cert.gov/alerts/IR-ALERT-H-16-056-01 
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To achieve similar synergistic effects, adversaries may launch simultaneous 
attacks on the electric, communications, and other sectors. Such multi-
sector attacks (and the cascading 
failures they would produce) 
would compound problems for 
infrastructure restoration.22 
Cascading failures would also 
present immense restoration and 
recovery challenges in catastrophic 
earthquakes, EMP attacks, and 
other natural or manmade Black 
Sky hazards. 
Exercises offer a key means to reveal unanticipated risks of cross-sector 
failure and develop mitigation strategies to address them. In November 
2015, GridEx III examined the cascading failures that would be created by 
an attack on the power grid, and the ways in which resulting disruptions in 
the communications and financial sector would disrupt power restoration 
operations.23 The summer 2016 Hamilton Exercise has further assessed 
the impact of power outages on the financial sector. The DHS Cyber 
Storm V exercise, conducted in March 2016, also examined cross-sector 
restoration challenges for the health, retail, and communications sectors.24 
Exercises specifically focused on Black Sky events will also be vital to help 
government and private sector partners identify risks of cascading, multi-
sector disruptions of infrastructure, and build plans and capabilities for 
resilience against them. A series of EIS Council Black Sky exercises is now 
underway to help meet these requirements. In a June, 2016 exercise in 

22 For additional analysis of the risks of cross-sector cyberattacks and mechanisms to coordinate 
responses to them, see Homeland Security Advisory Council (HSAC), Final Report of the 
Cybersecurity Subcommittee: Part I: Incident Response. June 2016. https://www.dhs.gov/sites/
default/files/publications/HSAC_Cybersecurity_IR_FINAL_Report.pdf

23 North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC). GRID Security Exercise: GridEx III Report, 
March 2016. http://www.nerc.com/pa/CI/CIPOutreach/GridEX/NERC%20GridEx%20III%20Report.pdf 

24 U.S Department of Homeland Security, Cyber Storm: Securing Cyber Space. https://www.dhs.gov/
cyber-storm. See also U.S DHS, Informing Cyber Storm V: Lessons Learned from Cyber Storm IV, 
June 2015. https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/publications/Lessons%20Learned%20from%20
Cyber%20Storm%20IV.pdf 

Cross-sector exercises will be 
particularly critical to plan 
and train for the unique, 
well-coordinated multi-sector 
planning needed for Black Sky 
hazards.  
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Pennsylvania, Governor Tom Wolf noted that the state’s Black Sky exercise 
(which included participation from multiple infrastructure sectors and 
all levels of government) was essential to help participants “minimize 
the impact of such an event and recover as quickly as possible.”25 In 
the coming years, EIS Council anticipates working with 
partner organizations on an expanded set of multi-
sector, Black Sky exercises, designed for broad, 
international participation. These Emergency 
All-sector Response Transnational Hazard 
Exercises (EARTH EXTM), now in planning, 
are being developed to help build planning 
and training to address the unique 
requirements, associated with Black Sky 
hazards, for exceptionally well-coordinated 
cross sector planning.
Equivalent exercises should go forward in additional 
states and regions.

2. Emergency Power: Addressing a Critical Gap in Black  
Sky Preparedness
In Black Sky events, an enormous mismatch will emerge between demands 

for emergency power generators and the ability of public agencies and private 
contractors to supply them. Volume II of this Handbook finds that to meet 
potential generator requirements of the water sector alone, generator providers 
in many regions of the United States would find their inventories inadequate 
for long duration, wide area outages. 

Moreover, water and wastewater utilities will be in a de facto competition 
for emergency generators against oil refineries and chemical plants, hospitals, 
nursing homes, and many other critical facilities. This competition will grow 
especially intense as generators begin to break down from extended use and 
need to be replaced. The net result: far fewer emergency generators will be 

25 Pennsylvania Public Utility Commission, PUC, Governor and EIS Council Host ‘Black Sky’ Exercise to 
Prepare for Large-Scale Outage Event, June 3, 2016. http://www.puc.state.pa.us/about_puc/press_
releases.aspx?ShowPR=3700

TM
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available in a Black Sky event than the water sector -- and the Nation as a 
whole – will require. 

A similar shortfall will exist in supplying the fuel for these generators. In a 
power outage lasting a month or more, affecting multiple states or regions of 
the United States, without advance planning, private fuel contractors would 
generally not be prepared to operate in the highly disrupted environments 
associated with these scenarios. And, without thorough preplanning, any 
attempt to sustain private fuel contractor deliveries would be overwhelmed by 
the simultaneous requirements for resupply that many thousands of critical 
infrastructure system owners and operators will create. The difficulties of 
meeting these requirements will be magnified by the disruptive effects of Black 
Sky events on communications, family support for key personnel, gas stations 
along key evacuation routes and major transportation corridors, food and water 
supplies, fuel supply chains and transportation systems. 

A series of 2016 exercises based on catastrophic earthquake scenarios, 
including Clear Path IV and Cascadia Rising, have helped highlight the severity 
of these challenges for emergency power and the broader resilience of U.S. 
energy systems.26 The after-action reports from these exercises should provide 
rich opportunities to clarify shortfalls in generator and fuel stockpiles and 
delivery capabilities, and provide a basis for consensus-building on options 
to fill these gaps. 

Planning initiatives are also underway to meet these resilience challenges. 
Especially important, the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA) 
is partnering with the Department of Energy (DOE) to develop a new Power 
Outage Incident Annex to the Response and Recovery Federal Interagency 
Operations Plans (FIOPs), which will address the response and recovery to a 
mass or long-term power outage regardless of the cause. FEMA is expected to 
release this annex in late 2016. In the coming years, FEMA will expand this 
national planning effort to include joint federal-state plans conducted at FEMA 

26 Testimony of Patricia A. Hoffman, Assistant Secretary for Office of Electricity Delivery and Energy 
Reliability, DOE, Before the Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure: Subcommittee on 
Economic Development, Public Buildings, and Emergency Management, April 14, 2016. http://
transportation.house.gov/uploadedfiles/2016-04-14-hoffman.pdf; Cascadia Rising 2016 Exercise, 
June 7-10, 2016. https://assets.documentcloud.org/documents/2724308/Cascadia-Rising-2016-
Exercise-Plan-REVISED-DRAFT.pdf
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Regions to increase fidelity into plans and expand agency partnerships with local 
and regional power providers and other key energy resilience stakeholders.27

FEMA, the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (USACE), and other Federal 
agencies are also making significant progress in strengthening U.S. emergency 
generator inventories and fuel delivery capabilities. 

However, Black Sky events will entail such demanding requirements that 
consideration should be given to creating a new entity to provide for cross-sector, 
nationwide coordination of emergency power assets and delivery operations. 
Consideration should be given to the creation of a National Emergency Power 
Council (NEPC) or equivalent organization to help meet these requirements.28

Similarly, availability of critical consumables required by water and 
wastewater utilities, electric utilities, ONG companies and other critical facilities 
will only be available in such highly disrupted environments if thorough public-
private sector coordination and preplanning is in place.

3. Survivable Communications for Black Sky Restoration and 
Response Operations
Many critical infrastructure system owners and operators maintain robust 

backup communications systems to use if hurricanes or other hazards disrupt 
their primary means of communication. Such backup systems are absolutely 
essential to guide the repair and replacement of infrastructure when primary 
communications links go down, and to help maintain situational awareness and 
provide for coordination with public and private sector partners as restoration 
operations go forward.

Backup communications capabilities will be especially important, but also 
at great risk, in Black Sky events. The direct effects of EMP attacks, earthquakes, 
or other Black Sky hazards could cause highly disruptive damage on 
communications system components. These hazards could also degrade 

27 U.S Department of Homeland Security (DHS), Written testimony of FEMA Administrator Craig 
Fugate for a House Committee on Transportation and Infrastructure, Subcommittee on Economic 
Development, Public Buildings and Emergency Management, “Blackout! Are we Prepared to Manage 
the Aftermath of a Cyber-Attack or Other Failure of the Electrical Grid?” April 14, 2016. https://www.
dhs.gov/news/2016/04/14/written-testimony-fema-administrator-house-transportation-and-
infrastructure

28 EIS Council. http://www.eiscouncil.com/Protection/ItemDetails/64
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communications systems indirectly, by interrupting the flow of electric power 
on which communications infrastructure depends. Most important: unless 
backup communications systems are 
protected against Black Sky hazards, they 
will go down along with primary systems 
and jeopardize restoration operations. 

The National Security 
Telecommunications Advisory 
Council (NSTAC) report by the 
Communications Resiliency Task 
Force (2011) recommends a range of 
options to strengthen the resilience 
of communications systems against 
emerging threats.29 The NSTAC 
Information Technology and 
Communications (ITC) Mobilization Report (2014) provides additional 
resilience options.30 Implementation of these recommendations will make 
significant contributions to preparedness for Black Sky events, especially against 
increasingly severe cyber threats to the communication sector. 

However, the unique requirements associated with extreme, long duration 
Black Sky outages suggest the need for development of a “back pocket,” Black-
Sky-robust communication system. In such scenarios, at least minimally 
adequate voice and data communication will be required for a remarkably 
wide set of critical stakeholders, including the critical lifeline utility sectors, 
emergency fuel and consumables supply chain companies and distributors, 
emergency responders, critical facility operators and many others. And, as 
a critical requirement, such a system, and all of its assets, must be operable 
without external power for at least the baseline 30 days planned for in Black 
Sky scenarios.

29 National Security Telecommunications Advisory Committee (NSTAC), Report to the President 
on Communications Resiliency, April 19, 2011, p. 29. https://www.dhs.gov/sites/default/files/
publications/NSTAC-Report-to-the-President-on-Communications-Resiliency-2011-04-19.pdf

30 National Security Telecommunications Advisory Committee (NSTAC), Report to the President on 
Information and Communications Technology Mobilization, 2014. https://www.dhs.gov/sites/
default/files/publications/ICTM%20Final%20Draft%20Report%2011-2014%20(2).pdf

Widely distributed emergency 
communication, capable of 
operation without external 
power for at least 30 days, will 
be essential to restoration and 
recovery from severe, Black Sky 
hazards. The ECOM system 
architecture study represents 
one approach to implement 
such requirements.
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The ECOM Emergency Communication System Architecture Project 
provides one approach to build such a Black Sky-specific, “back pocket” system, 
with options for a national communication system designed for use in such 
extended, multi-region power outages. While focused primarily on the voice 
and data needs of lifeline utilities and their government and NGO partners, 
the ECOM architecture is also structured to support very wide distribution 
among the many stakeholders among whom communication will be essential to 
save and sustain lives in Black Sky outages. Designed to provide users with the 
multi-level services they will need, ECOM is also designed to support eventual 
incorporation into an overall National Recovery Coordination Support System, 
that will include situational awareness and assisted decision-making tools for 
response agencies, utilities, key service providers and other stakeholders.31 

4. Coordination of Black Sky Response and Recovery 
A critical finding of EPRO Handbook I was that the existing framework for 

disaster response and recovery in the United States, including the National 
Response Framework and the National 
Recovery Framework, provide a strong 
foundation on which to build 
preparedness for preserving public 
health and safety in Black Sky events.32 

The Handbook also noted that 
FEMA and its interagency partners 
were making considerable progress in 
integrating private sector partners into 
decision-making to help guide and 
prioritize support for infrastructure 
restoration operations. Most notable, 
the establishment of an Energy Task 
Force during the response to Sandy (and 
giving the electric industry a “seat at the table” at FEMA’s National Response 
Coordination Center) constituted a major step forward in strengthening 

31 EIS Council. http://www.eiscouncil.com/Protection/ItemDetails/62

32 Electric Infrastructure Security (EIS) Council, EPRO Handbook I, p. 19.

EPRO Handbook III will explore 
options to build on existing 
national recovery planning, 
with suggestions for a Black 
Sky-focused National Recovery 
Coordination Support 
Framework that could support 
the unique needs for 
thorough, advance multi-
sector coordination that will be 
essential in such scenarios.
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government-industry collaboration, and provided valuable lessons learned 
for how restoration operations can be better coordinated in future disasters.33 

However, Black Sky events will entail vastly greater response and recovery 
coordination challenges. All 15 Emergency Support Functions (ESFs) will need 
to function in a coordinated, integrated fashion with the owners and operators 
of systems in all 16 critical infrastructure sectors.34 Moreover, these coordinated 
operations will need to go forward in a severely disrupted and politically white-
hot environment, where response and recovery support assets will inevitably 
fall far short of need. Given the extraordinary and unique challenges, thorough 
advance planning, resourcing and training of such a multi-sector coordination 
process, along with the many new tools and capabilities it will need (many, 
but not all of which have been highlighted above), will be essential to success.

EPRO Handbook III will assess these challenges and offer options for 
structuring a Black Sky-focused National Recovery Coordination Support 
Framework that could help to meet them. But the recommendations that follow 
in this volume provide a critical starting point to do so. Measures to increase 
the resilience of the water sector and the flow of fuel for power generation will 
make enormous contributions to Black Sky preparedness, and greatly facilitate 
response and recovery operations when – not if – Black Sky hazards strike. 

33 FEMA, Hurricane Sandy, FEMA After-Action Report, July 1, 2013. https://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/20130726-1923-25045-7442/sandy_fema_aar.pdf

34 For a description of these emergency Support Functions, see FEMA, Energy Support 
Function Annexes: Introduction, January 2008. http://www.fema.gov/media-library-
data/20130726-1825-25045-0604/emergency_support_function_annexes_introduction_2008_.pdf
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Natural gas pipeline. Oil and Natural Gas (ONG) and Electric utility  
interdependencies create serious challenges for Black Sky resilience. 

INTRODUCTION 
Deepening interdependencies between natural gas and electric utilities 

are creating new challenges -- and significant opportunities -- to 
strengthen the resilience of the 
energy sector against severe 
earthquakes, Electromagnetic 
Pulse attacks, and other Black 
Sky hazards. Gas is rapidly 
replacing coal as the primary fuel 
for power generation in many 
regions of the United States. At 
the same time, key components of 
gas pipeline systems, including 
the compressors and industrial control systems that keep gas flowing to 
power generators and other users, are increasingly reliant on electric 
power. These growing interdependencies create risks of cascading, 
mutually-reinforcing failures across both energy subsectors, and magnify 
the potential risks of catastrophic power outages to public safety, the 
economy, and national security. 

Deepening interdependencies 
between natural gas and 
electric utilities could cause 
cascading, mutually-reinforcing 
failures of both systems, 
increasing risk of catastrophic 
power outages.
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A growing number of industry and government initiatives are 
underway to analyze gas-electric interdependencies and mitigate the 
cross-sector vulnerabilities they create. However, Black Sky hazards 
are capable of disrupting the flow of gas to generators (and the flow of 
electricity to gas infrastructure) on a vastly greater scale than has yet been 
experienced and examined. To build resilience against these hazards, new 
policies, plans, infrastructure investments and partnership initiatives will 
be essential.

Electric utilities across the United States and partner nations are 
strengthening the protection of the power grid against a broad range of natural 
and manmade hazards. They are also improving their plans and capabilities 
to accelerate power restoration when severe outages occur, and are partnering 
with government agencies and Non-Government Organizations (NGOs) to 
reduce the impact that such events will inflict on critical facilities and disaster 
response operations. 

Yet, these initiatives will be of little value unless power generators have the 
fuel they need to operate. For some types of fuel, generators have assured access 
to adequate supplies. Nuclear reactors, for example, typically load sufficient fuel 
in their core to sustain operations for 18 to 24 months. Coal-fired generators 
also have such assured access to fuel; sufficient coal is usually stored onsite to 
enable these generators to produce electricity for many weeks before resupply 
becomes necessary. This onsite storage gives nuclear and coal-fired generators 
significant resilience against disruptions in their fuel supplies. 

However, nuclear generation is trending downward in the United States, 
and generation companies across the nation are rapidly retiring coal-fueled 
plants and increasing their reliance on generators that run on natural gas. The 
Department of Energy notes that natural gas is not typically stored onsite and 
must generally be delivered as it is consumed. 

The reliance of gas generators on the sustained, uninterrupted flow of fuel 
will create special challenges for fuel resilience in Black Sky events -- challenges 
that nuclear and coal-fired generators largely escape by virtue of their on-
site fuel storage. Accordingly, this volume focuses on opportunities to ensure 
that gas-operated generators will have the fuel they need when catastrophic 
earthquakes, Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) attacks, or other Black Sky hazards 
strike. 
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Ongoing resilience initiatives by the natural gas industry create a strong 
foundation for meeting these challenges. For decades, the industry has achieved 
an admirable record of safety and reliability against traditional hazards.1 Gas 
companies are investing to build on that record. For example, to strengthen 
gas system resilience against earthquakes, gas pipelines in seismic zones 
increasingly utilize high-strength steel or polyethylene plastic materials, which 
have greater flexibility and improved likelihood to withstand significant earth 
movement without sustaining damage.2 

Drawing on lessons from Superstorm Sandy, natural gas companies are 
improving their ability to sustain service against other hazards as well.3 
Investments in cybersecurity are especially notable. Spending by the ONG 
subsector on cybersecurity will reach an estimated $1.87 billion by 2018, 
reflecting a sharp and sustained increase since 2014.4 The Department of 
Energy’s Oil and Natural Gas Subsector Cybersecurity Capability Maturity 
Model (ONG-C2M) and other initiatives are facilitating additional progress 
against increasingly severe cyber threats.5

The Downstream Natural Gas Information Sharing and Analysis Center 
(DNG -ISAC) provides an online platform for sharing cyber and physical threat 
intelligence as well as tools to help enhance the security of natural gas utilities. 

1 U.S. Government Accountability Office, GAO-13-168, Better Data and Guidance Needed to Improve 
Pipeline Operator Incident Response, January, 2013. http://www.gao.gov/assets/660/651408.
pdf; VanNess Feldman LLP, Natural Has Pipeline Safety and Reliability: An Assessment of Progress, 
American Gas Foundation, 2015. http://www.napsr.org/SiteAssets/mediainfo/Pipeline%20Safety-
AGF%20Report%202015.pdf 

2 American Gas Association, Natural Gas Pipeline Systems: Delivering Resiliency, October 10, 2014. 
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2015/04/f21/AGA%20QER%20Comments%20-%20System%20
Resiliency.pdf

3 Revkin, Andrew, “How natural gas kept some spots bright and warm as Sandy blasted New York 
City,” The New York Times, November 5, 2012. http://dotearth.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/11/05/how-
natural-gas-kept-some-spots-bright-and-warm-as-sandy-blasted-new-york/?_r=0; Learning from 
Superstorm Sandy: PSE&G Improves Infrastructure, Communications and Logistics, PSEG, October 
28, 2014; and https://www.pseg.com/info/media/newsreleases/2014/2014-10-28.jsp#.V2rPtPkrKUk; 
American Gas Association, “2016 Playbook” http://playbook.aga.org/#p=1 

4 Luke, Ronke. “Cyber Threat Has Oil and Gas Majors on Edge,” Oil Price, July 7, 2015. http://oilprice.com/
Energy/Energy-General/Cyber-Threat-Has-Oil-And-Gas-Majors-On-Edge.html

5 Department of Energy, Oil and Natural Gas Subsector Cybersecurity Capability Maturity Model 
(ONG-C2M2), http://energy.gov/oe/cybersecurity-capability-maturity-model-c2m2-program/oil-and-
natural-gas-subsector-cybersecurity
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The Oil & Natural Gas Sector Coordinating Council Cybersecurity Working 
Group, an operators’ forum supported by the U.S. Department of Energy and 
the U.S. Department of Homeland Security, further promotes effective security 
strategies, communications, and policy initiatives across the ONG subsector.6 
Collaborative initiatives between the ONG and electric subsectors are growing 
and provide an especially valuable basis for building cross-sector resilience. 

Hurricanes Katrina and Rita (2005), the “Big Chill” in the U.S. Southwest 
(2011) and the Polar Vortex in the Northeast (2014) have highlighted three 
types of risks to fuel supplies and cross-sector resilience. Each of these risks 
will be much more severe in Black Sky events.

■ Direct, hazard-specific impacts on gas supplies and delivery systems
In the Big Chill, extremely cold weather disabled key generator 
components, and also disrupted the gathering of gas and its distribution 
to electric power generators. Black Sky hazards such as catastrophic 
earthquakes or coordinated cyber/kinetic attacks on natural gas pipelines 
and industrial control systems would also cause such direct damage to 
gas systems, and could require extensive repairs before flows of gas to 
power generators could resume. 

■ Curtailment of gas deliveries for power generation
When supplies of gas ran low in the Polar Vortex and demand spiked for 
gas to heat homes and meet other needs, natural gas companies cut back 
their deliveries of gas to power 
generators in favor of higher 
priority customers. The emphasis 
that many State laws and 
regulations place on sustaining 
flows for home heating is 
understandable in severe cold 
snaps, especially given the time-
consuming process required to re-

6 American Gas Association, Natural Gas Utilities Value Effective Security Partnership with TSA, April 
19, 2016. https://www.aga.org/news/news-releases/natural-gas-utilities-value-effective-security-
partnership-tsa

Long duration, outages could 
have devastating effects on 
gas production and delivery, 
disrupting the flow of fuel to 
generators precisely when 
electricity will be most vital.
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light heating system pilots if gas distribution systems lose pressure. 
However, unless the gas and electric sectors (and their public sector 
partners) can reach consensus to radically change these prioritization 
criteria, Black Sky Hazards could risk creating massive curtailments in 
gas supplies to electric power generators. 

■ Disruption of electric power essential for natural gas system 
operations
As cold weather effects cut power generation in the Big Chill, the Electric 
Reliability Council of Texas (which operates the grid in much of the 
state) implemented rolling blackouts. As rolling blackouts spread across 
the region, electric-powered pumps at well-heads, gas drying plants, 
pipeline compressors and other components of the gas system went out 
of service. That loss of service further disrupted gas production and 
heightened curtailment of gas to fuel electric generators, resulting in 
a spiraling “positive feedback” loop that significantly reduced power 
generation. Well-head freeze-up and the effects of severe cold on 
generator components during this event – especially on newer natural 
gas generating plants that had not previously experienced such conditions 
– caused even greater loss of generation capacity than that due to fuel 
disruptions. 

This spiral of weather-induced generation losses, reductions in gas flows, 
and still further cuts in power generation provided a heads-up for both the 
electric and gas industries. Since the Big Chill and Polar Vortex, the electric 
industry and its partners have launched a range of initiatives to strengthen the 
grid’s resilience against cold weather-induced fuel supply interruptions.

However, outages caused by Black Sky hazards will have much more 
devastating effects on gas production and delivery than occurred in the Big 
Chill or any other event to date. Unless mitigated, those effects on the gas system 
will catastrophically disrupt the flow of fuel to power generators, precisely when 
electricity will be most vital for saving and sustaining lives. 

It would be utterly impractical to mitigate these risks by seeking to 
reverse the historic shift from coal to natural gas. The declining price of 
natural gas and coal-plant costs to comply with environmental regulations 
enable generators to produce far cheaper power with gas than with coal. 
Indeed, reduced fuel costs for gas generators have helped drive wholesale 
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electricity prices down to their lowest levels for more than a decade, 
producing significant economic benefits for both commercial and residential 
electricity customers (though hurting the bottom line and creating 
potential difficulties for investing in resilience for many power companies).7

Relying on gas and renewables also drastically reduces the production of carbon 
dioxide and other emissions by the electric industry. Combined with the other 
advantages of gas generators, including dispatch flexibility (that is, their ability 
to rapidly respond to changes in demand) and relatively short construction 
cycles to build them, the displacement of coal by gas will almost certainly 
continue for many years to come. The key challenge is how to mitigate the 
risks that this dominance creates for power generation, especially for Black 
Sky Hazards. 

That same issue confronts other nations as well. The United Kingdom, Israel, 
Canada and many other U.S. security partners have become increasingly 
dependent on natural gas for power 
generation.8 In some of these countries, 
electricity sector leaders are expressing 
serious concern over the danger that gas 
supplies will be disrupted and create 
catastrophic risks to their power grids.9 

 Building resilience against such 
disruptions and accounting for gas-
electric sector interdependencies offers a growing opportunity to forge 
international partnerships and share emerging best practices. 

7 Rebecca Smith, “Cheap Gas Pinches Power Generators,” Wall Street Journal, 26 January, 2016. http://
www.wsj.com/articles/cheap-gas-pinches-power-generators-1453854551

8 Rowena Mason, “UK to Close All Coal Plants and Switch to Gas and Nuclear,” The Guardian, 18 
November, 2015, http://www.theguardian.com/environment/2015/nov/18/energy-policy-shift-
climate-change-amber-rudd-backburner; Future of Natural Gas in the UK, researchbriefings.files.
parliament.uk/documents/.../POST-PN-0513.pdf

9 Sharon Wrobel, “Gas Policy Vacuum Endangers Israel Power Flow, IEC Says,” Bloomberg News. 7 
September, 2015. http://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2015-09-07/gas-policy-vacuum-
endangers-israeli-power-flow-says-iec-chairman

As replacement of coal 
generation by gas expands, the 
key challenge is how to 
mitigate the risk this creates for 
resilience in Black Sky events. 
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Power Lines [Source: U.S Department of Energy] 

I | BLACK START RESILIENCE 
AS A SPECAL PRIORITY

The transition from coal to gas will also create particularly significant 
challenges for ensuring fuel resilience for black start operations: that is, 
planning for operations to re-energize the grid by using specially designated 
generation resources within a blacked out area, rather than by importing power 
from outside that zone.10 

Black Start operations depend on two basic types of generators: black start 
units and cranking path generators. Black start units are power generators 

10 “Blackstart resources are generating units that have the ability to be started without support from 
the rest of the bulk power system, or are designed to remain energized without connection to the 
remainder of the bulk power system, and can be used to re-start other generating units as part of 
the process of re-energizing the system.” North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) 
and Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), “FERC-NERC Regional Entity Joint Review of 
Restoration and Recovery Plans,” January 2016, p. 1. https://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/2016/01-
29-16-FERC-NERC-Report.pdf 

https://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/2016/01-29-16-FERC-NERC-Report.pdf
https://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/2016/01-29-16-FERC-NERC-Report.pdf
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(often either hydro or diesel-fueled) that can start without support from an 
outside electric supply.11 Once started, these units then provide power to start 
larger generators along a specially designated cranking path to gradually re-
energize the grid. 12 Black start units, cranking path generators, and the other 
electric system components essential for black start operations are collectively 
termed “black start resources.”

In the power outage created by Sandy and other in other previous blackouts, 
utilities have been able to restore electric service without relying on black start 
operations. Utilities have restored electricity instead by bringing in power from 
beyond the blackout region, and using that power to re-start the generators 
that had gone off-line. 

However, black start operations will be critical against EMP attacks, 
catastrophic earthquakes, cyber/kinetic attacks, or other Black Sky hazards. 
These hazards may cause outages that 
extend across multiple regions of the 
United States, and inflict potentially 
massive damage to the transmission 
systems necessary for importing power 
to areas that lack electricity. The scale 
and destructiveness of these events could 
slow or drastically impede outside-in 
power restoration. Instead, “inside-out” 
restoration by black start resources 
within the affected region will be 
essential, especially to accelerate power restoration to nuclear power plants, 
hospitals, and other critical loads. 

Every region in the United States maintains black start plans, procedures, 
capabilities, equipment testing and exercises that must comply with the North 
American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) Reliability Standard EOP-
005-2, “System Restoration from Blackstart Resources,” and other regulatory 

11 PJM, “Black Start Service,” http://www.pjm.com/~/media/committees-groups/subcommittees/
rscs/20130815/20130815-item-02-1b-m-12v28-srstf-black-start-changes.ashx

12 NERC defines the cranking path as “a portion of the electric system that can be isolated and then 
energized to deliver electric power from a generation source to enable the startup of one or more 
other generating units. NERC, Glossary of Terms, p. 33 

Ensuring fuel availability for 
black start power restoration is 
a vital requirement for Black 
Sky scenarios. Meeting this 
requirement will pose major 
challenges for the gas and 
electric industries, regulators, 
and government agencies.
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mandates.13 These standards provide a strong foundation on which to ensure 
that the transition from coal to gas is managed in a way that accounts for 
potential cross-sector risks to black start resilience. 

Coal-fired generators have served as crucial black start resources in many 
regions of the United States, especially in areas where hydroelectric plants are 
of limited availability. As previously noted, major coal units typically have 
sufficient fuel stored on-site to operate for many weeks before they need to 
be resupplied. As these coal units are shut down and replaced by gas-fired 
generators that require a steady flow of fuel, new challenges will continue to 
emerge for maintaining the current resilience of black start systems -- especially 
given the growing interdependencies between gas and electric systems. 

Accordingly, this volume focuses particular attention on opportunities to 
strengthen the resilience of fuel supplies for gas-fired generators designated 
for black start operations. These resilience options are intended to help the 
gas and electric industries, regulators, and government agencies collaborate to 
ensure that black start power restoration will effectively function when Black 
Sky events make such restoration essential for saving and sustaining lives. 

13 North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) Reliability Standard EOP-005-2, “System 
Restoration from Blackstart Resources, Jul 1, 2013, http://www.nerc.com/pa/Stand/Reliability%20
Standards/EOP-005-2.pdf
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Generator Station 

II | VOLUME SUMMARY: 
RESILIENCE CHALLENGES AND 
PROPOSED NEXT STEPS

The Federal Government made cross-sector resilience for gas and electric 
systems a key priority in the Energy Sector-Specific Plan (2010), co-produced 
by the U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and Department 
of Energy (DOE). The Plan emphasized that it was vital to “understand 
key sector interdependencies and collaborate with other sectors to address 
them, and incorporate that knowledge in planning and operations.”14 DOE’s 
Quadrennial Energy Review (2015) provided a far-reaching analysis of those 

14 U.S. Department of Homeland Security (DHS) and U.S. Department of Energy (DOE), “Energy Sector-
Specific Plan – An Annex to the National Infrastructure Protection Plan,” 2010, p. 2. http://www.dhs.
gov/xlibrary/assets/nipp-ssp-energy-2010.pdf 

http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/nipp-ssp-energy-2010.pdf
http://www.dhs.gov/xlibrary/assets/nipp-ssp-energy-2010.pdf
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interdependencies, and called for intensified efforts to build collaboration 
between gas and electric systems.15

A growing array of industry and government initiatives are now underway 
to improve cross-sector resilience. They provide a crucial starting point to 
strengthen preparedness against Black Sky hazards, and -- in many cases -- 
should be ramped up to meet the especially severe challenges that these hazards 
will create. However, additional measures will also be essential to address these 
interdependencies, both within the gas and electric industries and beyond. 

This Executive Summary highlights 
the most significant recommendations 
for progress offered in the analysis that 
follows. Many additional proposals are 
offered in that analysis as well; a full 
list of them is provided in Appendix 
A. Taken together, these initiatives 
can help support the development of 
a Black Sky playbook for resilience 
planning by gas utilities, electric 
utilities, other infrastructure sectors, 
and their partners in government and 
beyond. 

1. Categorizing Recommendations for Action 
The complexities and scope of gas-electric interdependencies create 

significant challenges for advancing clear, actionable plans to strengthen their 
shared resilience against Black Sky hazards. One challenge lies in the sheer 
number and diversity of opportunities for progress. This volume proposes over 
20 initiatives that could help fill significant gaps in cross-sector resilience, many 
of which will only be effective if they are advanced in an integrated, coordinated 
effort. 

15 U.S Department of Energy (DOE), “Quadrennial Energy Review, Chapter II: Increasing the Resilience, 
Reliability, Safety and Asset Security of TS&D Infrastructure,” April 2015, p. 2-23. ; http://energy.gov/
sites/prod/files/2015/04/f22/QER%20ch2%20final_1.pdf

The initiatives summarized in 
this section are intended as a 
Black Sky playbook resource for 
resilience planning, including:
1) Internal initiatives – resilience 
measures that the Electric and Oil 
and Natural Gas subsectors can 
pursue largely on their own (often 
in collaboration).
2) External initiatives that will 
require cross-sector engagement. 

http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2015/04/f22/QER ch2 final_1.pdf
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2015/04/f22/QER ch2 final_1.pdf
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Another challenge lies in the broad range of private and public sector 
partners necessary for progress. Many of the most promising opportunities 
to strengthen cross-sector resilience will require collaboration not only across 
multiple components of the gas and electric industries, but also by regulators, 
elected officials, and other public sector leaders. Still other initiatives will 
require supporting initiatives by infrastructure sectors beyond the energy 
realm (including communications and transportation sectors), and by Non-
Governmental Organizations (NGOs). 

One way to help manage efforts of this scope and complexity is to leverage 
a key insight from systems engineering: that is, the imperative to assign 
responsibility and accountability for leading specific tasks in large-scale 
projects.16 Following that approach, the Executive Summary (and the volume 
as a whole) categorizes resilience initiatives in terms of which sectors and 
subsectors might best take the lead in advancing them. 

Fortunately, a strong organizational foundation already exists for categorizing 
these leadership responsibilities. The Energy Sector as a whole includes two 
subsectors critical for building resilience against mutually-reinforcing, Black 
Sky disruptions in the flow of generator fuel and electricity:

■ Oil and Natural Gas (ONG) Subsector
This subsector, as reflected in the membership and charter of the ONG 
Subsector Coordinating Council, includes natural gas and production, 
transmission, storage and distribution companies, trade associations, and 
other ONG entities.17 The subsector also includes liquid fuels important 
for power generation, including diesel for “dual-fuel” generators that can 
operate either on natural gas or on secondary fuels. 

■ The Electricity Subsector
This subsector includes power generation, transmission and distribution 
utilities, as well as regional transmission organizations, independent 

16 Charles S. Wasson, System Engineering Analysis, Design, and Development: Concepts, Principles, and 
Practices, 2nd Edition (Hoboken, NJ: John Wiley and Sons, 2015), p. 401.

17 Department of Homeland Security (DHS), “Energy Sector Oil and Natural Gas Subsector Coordinating 
Council Governance Principles and Operating Procedures,” January 2015, https://www.dhs.gov/sites/
default/files/publications/Energy-ONG-SCC-Charter-2015-508.pdf
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system operators (ISOs/RTOs), and other entities.18

Taken together, these two subsectors are best positioned to lead most of 
the Black Sky resilience initiatives proposed in this volume. These initiatives 
are “internal” to the Energy Sector; they can be launched within the ONG and 
electricity subsectors, and tailored to meet specific utility circumstances and 
resilience priorities. However, many efforts led by the natural gas and electric 
industries will also require support from regulators and government officials 
to go forward. The analysis of these recommendations identifies where such 
external support will be crucial. 

The Executive Summary also identifies opportunities for government 
agencies, NGOs, and other infrastructure sectors (including communications 
and transportation) to lead initiatives that will help strengthen cross sector 
resilience between natural gas systems and the power grid. Such external 
support initiatives are only briefly examined in this volume; they will be 
analyzed in detail in subsequent Black Sky playbook initiatives.19 

 

Natural Gas-Fired Power Generator

18 DHS, “Electricity Sub-Sector Coordinating Council Charter,” August 2013, https://www.dhs.gov/sites/
default/files/publications/Energy-Electricity-SCC-Charter-2013-508.pdf

19 Development of these playbooks will be supported by the EPRO Executive Steering Committee, 
ONG/Electric subsector Steering Committees, and by multi-sector collaborative initiatives convened 
by EIS Council and partner organizations. Electric Infrastructure Security Council, “Protection and 
Resilience Initiatives,” http://www.eiscouncil.com/Protection/CategoryDetails/29
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Electric and Oil and Natural Gas (ONG) Subsector 
Initiatives: Findings and Recommendations

1.  Dual-Fuel Generators
In past decades, dual-fuel generators have provided a vital hedge against 

disruptions in the flow of natural gas for power generation. Dual-fuel power 
generators can run on either natural gas, their primary fuel, or -- if gas supplies 
are disrupted – use clean diesel no. 2 fuel 
oil or other secondary sources of fuel to 
sustain operations until the flow of gas is 
restored. As long as that secondary 
source of fuel can be stored onsite and 
resupplied as needed in long duration 
power outages, investments in dual-fuel 
generators could greatly improve the 
grid’s resilience against Black Sky 
hazards, especially as natural gas-fueled 
generators become an increasingly 
dominant source of electricity. 

A pioneering study by the North American Electric Reliability Corporation 
(NERC) on Accommodating an Increased Dependence on Natural Gas for 
Electric Power (2013) emphasizes that “Gas-to-oil fuel switching to enhance 
overall system reliability represents the preeminent means of maintaining 
system reliability when natural gas supplies to gas-fired power units are 
constrained or interrupted.” Accordingly, the NERC report and other studies 
recommend that generator owners strengthen their fuel-switching capabilities.20 

However, in many U.S. regions where dual-fuel generators were once 
common, they are rapidly dwindling in number. The power industry is 
transitioning from steam generators and simple cycle peaking plants (which 

20 North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), “2013 Reliability Assessment: Accommodating 
an Increased Dependence on Natural Gas for Electric Power, Phase II: A Vulnerability and Scenario 
Assessment for the North American Bulk Power System,” May 2013, p. 4. http://www.nerc.com/pa/
RAPA/ra/Reliability%20Assessments%20DL/NERC_PhaseII_FINAL.pdf

Investments in dual-fuel 
generators could greatly 
improve the grid’s resilience 
against Black Sky hazards.
However, in many U.S. regions 
where dual-fuel generators 
were once common, they are 
rapidly dwindling in number. 
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were typically designed to be dual-fuel capable) to more efficient natural 
gas combined‐cycle generators. The vast majority of these combined-cycle 
generators are not designed to operate on secondary fuels because of the 
cost of onsite tank farms and environmental permitting. As that transition 
goes forward, a crucial source of resilience against gas supply interruptions is 
declining. The recommendations below propose steps to reverse that decline, 
and help ensure availability and resilience of dual-fuel generators to support 
black start operations and other critical priorities.

Recommendations
Internal Electric Subsector Requirements

■ Adopt resilience criteria in siting new dual-fuel generators
The “FERC-NERC-Regional Entity Joint Review of Restoration and 
Recovery Plans” (January, 2016) notes that to speed the restoration of 
power to critical loads, some transmission operators specifically identify 
areas within their footprint where it would be beneficial to locate black 
start resources. 21 A similar approach should be considered for siting dual-
fuel generators. Bulk Electric System (BES) entities should collaborate 
with other resilience stakeholders to identify priority loads, and analyze 
how locating dual-fuel generators might help accelerate power restoration 
to those loads when Black Sky Hazards create wide-area disruptions of 
gas and electric infrastructure. 

■ Expand onsite storage of secondary fuels
Even the widest possible distribution of fuel-switching capabilities will be 
of little resilience value when gas flows are interrupted unless they have 
the secondary fuel they need to operate. Onsite storage of secondary fuel 
offers the greatest value for resilience in Black Sky events. Expanded on-
site storage would be especially important for dual-fuel generators that 
help comprise black start cranking paths, or that serve other critical loads. 
Zoning boards, environmental regulators and other officials should work 

21 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and the North American Electric Reliability 
Corporation (NERC), “FERC-NERC-Regional Entity Joint Review of Restoration and Recovery Plans,” 
January 29, 2016, http://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/2016/01-29-16-FERC-NERC-Report.pdf
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with stakeholders in power resilience to include resilience considerations 
in assessing specific tank construction proposals. 
Future dual-fuel gas generators might also be strategically sited near 
major pre-existing or proposed secondary fuel storage facilities and 
terminals. However, these facilities themselves must have the emergency 
power required to operate and help sustain fuel deliveries in a blackout 
– a key shortfall that was revealed for the Kinder Morgan terminal and 
other facilities in Superstorm Sandy.22

External Sector Requirements

■ Emergency waivers of environmental regulations on fuel switching 
Ensuring that dual-fuel generators are compliant with existing emissions 
standards is important for improving air quality during normal periods 
of operation. However, during Black Sky events when power generation 
is essential for saving and sustaining lives, dual-fuel generators should 
be able to operate on secondary fuel beyond the periods for which they 
are typically permitted – indeed, for as long as necessary until the flow 
of natural gas to them is restored. 

■ Create new incentives and cost recovery mechanisms for 
construction of dual-fuel generators. 
In part due to the cost of seeking emission permits and installing 
necessary pollution control equipment, new dual-fuel generators and 
their fuel systems are more expensive than their gas-only counterparts, 
and are more expensive to maintain. Regulators and other stakeholders 
in power resilience should partner to examine how financial inducements 
might be created to encourage the construction of dual-fuel generators.

■ Create special incentives to provide fuel-switching capabilities for 
cranking path generators. 
In the January 2016 “FERC-NERC-Regional Entity Joint Review of 
Restoration and Recovery Plans,” FERC and NERC recommended that 

22 Cyrus Sanati, “Was the gas shortage preventable?” Fortune, November 5, 2012, http://fortune.
com/2012/11/05/was-the-gas-shortage-preventable/

http://fortune.com/author/cyrus-sanati/
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studies be made of possible strategies for replacing lost coal-fired black 
start resources, and of factors to be included in replacing them (including 
geographical diversity and fuel switching capabilities). 23 As those studies 
go forward, they should develop targeted incentives and cost recovery 
mechanisms for dual-fuel generators serving as black start resources. 

■ Planning for emergency and secondary fuel distribution: 
Prioritize the resupply of secondary fuels to critical power 
generators. 
While expanded storage of secondary fuel can provide generators with 
a valuable hedge against gas interruptions, sustaining power generation 
in long-duration interruptions will eventually necessitate the resupply 
of fuel. Black Sky events will create an enormous mismatch between 
secondary fuel supplies and the demand for them. Development of a 
National Emergency Power Council24 or some similar framework to 
host development of state, regional and national plans will be essential 
to provide for the prioritized delivery of fuel to dual-fuel generators 
(and also address multi-sector needs for nationwide emergency fuel 
distribution). Prioritized fuel delivery will be especially important for 
generators that support black start restoration operations or that would 
serve nuclear power plants, regional hospitals and other critical loads in 
Black Sky events. 

2. Gas Pipeline Electric - Powered Compressors
Gas transmission systems need compression pumps to sustain the flow of 

gas to power plants and other customers. Historically, these compressors were 
fueled with gas taken from the pipelines themselves. In many regions of the 
United States these compressors are being replaced by variable speed electric-
powered units to reduce onsite emission and increase compressor efficiency. 
While most compression stations still have gas-fired compressors, the balance 

23 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and the North American Electric Reliability 
Corporation (NERC), “FERC-NERC-Regional Entity Joint Review of Restoration and Recovery Plans,” 
January 29, 2016, http://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/2016/01-29-16-FERC-NERC-Report.pdf

24 EIS Council, “Development of a National Emergency Power Council,”http://www.eiscouncil.com/
Protection/ItemDetails/64
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is now shifting toward electric powered units. And while most of these electric 
compressors have emergency power generators to sustain short-term operations 
in a blackout, very wide-area, long duration outages could seriously disrupt gas 
transmission systems that depend on these generators. 

A large scale electric compressor

Recommendations

Internal ONG Subsector Requirements

■ Gather more comprehensive data on the replacement of gas-
powered compressors by electric units. 
No comprehensive data in the 
Quadrennial Energy Review 
(QER) or any other publicly-
available source provides the 
current or projected scale of the 
shift from gas to electric-powered 
compressor units. To better 
understand this emerging source 
of interdependence between the 
electric and gas sectors, it would be 
very helpful if the natural gas industry could gather such data on current 
and projected utilization of electric compression systems. 

■ Increase emergency diesel fuel storage at gas compression stations
All compression stations – including those using gas-fired compressors – 
require electricity for various aspects of their operation. And while most 

The balance is now shifting 
toward electric powered 
compressors. Black Sky outages 
could seriously disrupt gas 
transmission systems that 
depend on these electrically 
powered units.
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compression stations have onsite emergency generators, fuel storage for 
these generators is typically sized for very short duration emergencies. 
This onsite storage should be increased to at least seven days of normal 
use, to allow time for system-wide emergency generator refueling during 
a Black Sky event. For gas-fired compressor stations where electricity is 
required only for incidental operational needs, storage could be designed 
to support 30 days of operation at normal usage levels.

■ Assess minimum compressor requirements for Black Sky events
To help prioritize investments in compressor resilience, including the 
installation of dual drive systems and fuel storage initiatives, analysis 
should be conducted to determine the minimum number of compressors 
in a given gas transportation system necessary to sustain the operations 
of key power generators. Such an analysis should include assessments 
of the extent to which reduced flow rates and line pressure might still 
be adequate to meet generator needs. The analysis should also focus on 
ensuring sufficient flows of fuel to “cranking path” generators that are 
essential for black start power restoration (see Recommendation 6 below). 

External Sector Requirements

■ Incentivize the use of dual-fuel compressors
A growing number of vendors produce compressors that can operate 
using electricity as their primary, low emission source of power, or -- in 
a blackout -- use offtake gas as a backup system. Such “dual-drive” or 
older back-up compressors may provide an especially useful means to 
both maintain air quality and provide for resilient operations in Black 
Sky events. 

■ Re-examine the regulatory incentives driving the transition to 
electric-powered units 
In Pennsylvania and other states where this transition is accelerating, 
noise and air quality regulations provide strong incentives for gas 
companies to shift to electric powered compressors, despite the additional 
risk that electric-powered system components create if blackouts occur. 
Some states may wish to reconsider the value of such regulations relative 
to the potential vulnerabilities they will create for grid resilience, and 
facilitate permitting of gas-powered compressors. It may be necessary 
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to have emergency criteria where back-up compressor can be permitted 
and used in an emergency.

 
Interstate Gas Pipeline 

3. Coordinated Investments in Infrastructure
Significant opportunities are emerging for gas and electric utilities to not 

only strengthen their resilience of their own infrastructure, but also coordinate 
such investments to account for their 
interdependencies and reduce the risks 
of cross-sector failure. Colocation of new 
gas storage and power generation 
facilities offers a prime example. If power 
generators can be sited adjacent to 
storage facilities, a ready supply of 
backup fuel will be available until 
pipeline flows are restored. Coordinated 
decisions on pipeline construction, 
generator siting and other infrastructure investments can offer significant 
resilience benefits as well. 

Significant opportunities are 
emerging for gas and electric 
utilities to coordinate resilience 
investments to account for 
their interdependencies and 
reduce the risks of cross-sector 
failure. 
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Recommendations

Internal Requirements Within and Between the ONG and Electric 
Subsectors

■ Planning for pipeline redundancy
Electric companies considering the construction and siting of large-scale 
power plants (or plants that will serve as cranking path generators for black 
start operations) should partner with gas companies to identify single 
points of failure or other potential shortfalls in pipeline transmission 
system redundancy.

■ Expand natural gas storage
Developing new storage facilities for natural gas can provide a valuable 
means to hedge against Black Sky disruptions in gas transmission 
networks, especially if storage facilities are colocated with generators. 
Underground storage, particularly salt caverns, offers cost-effective 
options to strengthen the resilience of fuel supplies for power generation. 
Where underground storage is not geographically practical, the ongoing 
expansion of Liquid Natural Gas (LNG) facilities and other above-ground 
options should also be leveraged to support fuel supply resilience. 
However, all such storage facilities will require electricity to provide 
gas in Black Sky events. Ensuring the availability of sufficient power for 
these facilities will be a prerequisite for them to strengthen cross-sector 
resilience against wide area, long duration blackouts.

External Sector Requirements

 ■ In some U.S. regions, sufficient market incentives may not exist to spur the 
construction of new gas storage facilities vital for grid resilience, especially 
given the permitting and regulatory challenges that such construction entails.  
Regulators should work with the natural gas industry to help develop 
new cost recovery mechanisms and permitting criteria for storage 
projects. These efforts could be tailored to account for resilience benefits 
of expanded gas storage (as opposed to just in time reliability of fuel 
supplies), and might incentivize construction of facilities that have special 
value for ensuring the flow of fuel to power plants that serve as black 
start resources or serve critical loads. Equivalent criteria might be applied 
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also to permitting and regulatory assessments of proposed transmission 
pipeline projects that would enhance Black Sky fuel resilience.

 

Natural Gas Compressor Station

4. Prioritized Restoration of Power to Electricity-Dependent Gas 
System Components

In the 2014 Polar Vortex and other 
past outages, power distribution 
companies were not always aware of the 
electricity-dependent gas transmission 
system components in their footprints, 
and were unable to prioritize the delivery 
of power to them so that gas flows to 
generators could be sustained or restored. 
Such mutually-reinforcing disruptions of 
gas and electric service will present a key 
resilience challenge in Black Sky events. 

Recommendations

Internal Requirements Within and Between the ONG and Electric 
Subsectors 

■ Cross-sector information sharing is essential for resilience: 
Strengthen sharing of data on electric powered compressors and other 
electricity-dependent elements of gas gathering, transmission, and 
storage systems

Mutually reinforcing gas and 
electric service disruptions: 
Power companies unaware of 
electricity-dependent gas 
system components in their 
footprints cannot prioritize 
them for power restoration, 
thus shutting down the gas 
needed to generate power. 
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Power companies cannot prioritize sustaining or restoring power 
to critical gas system components if gas companies do not share the 
necessary information. 
A December, 2014 report by the National Petroleum Council, “Enhancing 
Emergency Preparedness for Natural Disasters – Government and Oil 
and Natural Gas Industry Actions to Prepare, Respond and Recover,” 
recommends that gas system owners and operators should explain the 
relative importance of the asset to the local or regional supply chain 
to assist their local utilities in planning restoration priorities.25 That 
information sharing should be built into gas company Black Sky 
playbooks, and become increasingly detailed, to support accelerated 
power restoration to gas systems that serve power generators. 

■ Further prioritize electric service to gas system components in 
accordance with generator criticality. 
A number of transmission companies already treat gas compressors as 
priority loads when those compressors serve pipelines that fuel black 
start resources. Such efforts should go forward on a nationwide basis. 
Power distribution companies should adopt a similar strategy to sustain 
gas flows to generators that serve regional hospitals and other critical 
loads. To implement that strategy, detailed gas-electric sector data sharing 
will be need to pre-identify which critical compressors are on particular 
feeder lines. 

25 National Petroleum Council, “Enhancing Emergency Preparedness for Natural Disasters – 
Government and Oil and Natural Gas Industry Actions to Prepare, Respond and Recover,” December, 
2014, http://www.npc.org/reports/npc_emprep_report_2014-12-18.pdf
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5. Prioritize and Plan for the Delivery of Gas to Power Generators 
in Black Sky Events
Power generators represent only one of many critical customers that depend 

on the flow of natural gas. In addition, however, virtually all of these customers 
also depend on the availability of 
electricity to function. Ensuring the 
delivery of natural gas to generators will 
be essential to help maintain critical 
electric services in Black Sky events. 

Yet, despite this imperative to 
help sustain grid operations, many 
electric utilities rely on “interruptible” 
(versus “firm”) contracts that leave 
them susceptible to curtailed service 
in emergencies. Moreover, under the 
laws and regulations of many states, gas 
companies must treat power generators 
as a much lower priority for sustained 
service than homes and other customers, 
further increasing the likelihood that generators will suffer gas curtailments in 
Black Sky events. The net result: homes and other higher priority gas customers 
(as well as gas systems themselves) will risk losing the electric power on which 
they depend.

Recommendations

Internal Requirements Within and Between the ONG and Electric 
Subsectors 

■ Data Sharing: Faster and more comprehensive sharing of data on 
potential gas shortages. 
Significant progress is underway in some U.S. regions to provide for 
shared situational awareness (and even confidential data sharing) 
between gas and electric companies, to assist cross-sector coordination 
of emergency plans and operations. These initiatives constitute emerging 
best practices that should be widely shared, and modified as needed to 
fit region-specific requirements and opportunities. 

Virtually all gas customer 
classes share a common, 
society-wide need for 
sustained electric service as 
their common, highest priority 
in an emergency. 
Yet prioritized, uninterrupted 
service to generators is 
typically not a priority. In many 
states existing regulations 
prevent gas companies from 
prioritizing such service.
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■ Leverage the Oil and Natural Gas (ONG) Industry Preparedness 
Handbook
The ONG Subsector Coordinating Committee has issued an Oil and 
Natural Gas Industry Preparedness Handbook as a key emergency 
training reference. As proposed by the National Petroleum Council, the 
Handbook should be updated to offer much more specific emergency 
management recommendations for gas companies to consider to avert 
cross-sector failures. 

External Sector Requirements

■ Incentivize firm pipeline contracts: Create market rules and 
regulatory mechanisms to recover the additional costs of firm 
versus interruptible contracts. 
Many state utility regulators who approve regulated utility cost recovery 
have not been amenable to the excess cost that accompanies firm pipeline 
contracts, even though such firm contracts can greatly reduce the 
likelihood of gas curtailments. Generation companies should work with 
regulators to clarify the resilience benefits of adopting firm contracts, and 
develop options to provide for the additional funding those contracts 
require. Similarly, in regions where generation is procured through market 
mechanisms, stakeholders should work with the market operator to 
develop options for recovery of the costs of firm transportation contracts 
to ensure generators entering into such contacts to increase resiliency 
are not disadvantaged. Note, however, that even with firm contracts, 
“Force Majeure” clauses that are often included in such contracts could 
likely come into play in Black Sky events, limiting their benefit for power 
generation.

■ Conduct reassessments of curtailment priorities 
Gas and electric subsector leaders, emergency managers, utility 
regulators, and other government officials should participate in cross-
sector discussions about curtailment priorities that would best serve 
public health and safety requirements in a long duration, wide area power 
outages. In particular, they should consider including gas generators 
within ‘essential human needs’ category to speed power restoration and 
limit disruption of electricity-dependent gas system components. 
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■ Authorize emergency waivers to avert curtailments to power 
generators
Many state governors already have the authority to declare an energy 
emergency when they determine that the health, safety, or welfare of 
their citizens is imminently threatened by gas supply shortages.26 These 
emergency authorities should be revised to provide that when an 
especially severe event occurs, including those that would fall into the 
category of Black Sky events, governors can temporarily revise state 
curtailment policies and state environmental rules and make preservation 
of gas service to power generators a top priority. 

■ Identify critical power generators for prioritized gas deliveries 
To further reduce potential opposition to changes in curtailment policies, 
officials might partner with industry to designate only a limited, high-
value set of generators for sustained gas service in emergencies. These 
generators could include those that are designated as back start resources 
or that serve nuclear power plants, military bases, and other critical loads. 

6. Strengthen Fuel Resilience for Black Start Operations
In many regions of the United States, coal-fired generating plants critical 

for black start operations are rapidly 
being replaced by gas-fueled power 
plants. In addition to the measures cited 
above to strengthen the resilience of fuel 
supplies for gas-dependent cranking 
path generators, two other sets of 
initiatives will be necessary. 

First, these generators and the other 
grid components essential for black start 
power restoration will need to be hardened against the direct, destructive effects 

26 The State of Ohio is typical in this regard. For a description of such authorities and how energy 
companies prioritize service in a declared emergency, see Duke Energy, “Natural Gas Priority Use 
Customers,” https://www.duke-energy.com/ohio-business/products/natural-gas-priority-use-
customers.asp 

Prioritization of Black Sky 
hardening investments will be 
crucial to ensure critical black 
start assets, supplemented, 
potentially, by nuclear power 
plants, will be available to 
support national recovery.  

https://www.duke-energy.com/ohio-business/products/natural-gas-priority-use-customers.asp
https://www.duke-energy.com/ohio-business/products/natural-gas-priority-use-customers.asp
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of electromagnetic pulses and other Black Sky hazards. Second, through closely 
coordinated planning with the electric subsector, the ONG subsector will need 
to launch equivalent hardening initiatives for those gas system components on 
which black start cranking path generators depend. 

Nuclear Power Generator

Doing so will require significant investments by utility companies (and, 
ultimately, ratepayers). Given the shortage of resources relative to potential 
utility needs, a broader strategy will be needed to prioritize the protection of 
those electric grid and gas system components essential for black start power 
restoration. By carefully targeting such utility resilience investments, black start 
resources critical to Black Sky recovery (supplemented, potentially, by nuclear 
power plants modified for flexible power operations after a blackout occurs)27 
will be available to support national recovery from catastrophic events. 

Recommendations

Internal Requirements Within and Between the ONG and Electric 
Subsectors

■ EMP and severe hazard protection for critical gas and electric 
assets: Develop a strategy for protection of a limited set of critical 

27 On opportunities to modify nuclear power plants for flexible power operations, see the analysis on 
pp. 228-229 of this volume, and also “Program on Technology Innovation: Approach to Transition 
Nuclear Power Plants to Flexible Power Operations,” Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), January, 
2014, http://www.epri.com/abstracts/Pages/ProductAbstract.aspx?ProductId=000000003002002612

http://www.epri.com/abstracts/Pages/ProductAbstract.aspx?ProductId=000000003002002612
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black start-associated natural gas and electric system assets against 
EMP and other Black Sky hazards. 
As examined in EPRO Handbook Volume I (EPRO I) 28 and further 
analyzed in the Black Sky / Black Start Protection Initiative Whitepaper 
(BSPI),29 power restoration following a Black Sky event will be possible 
only if at least a minimalist, especially critical set of grid assets is hardened 
against electromagnetic threats and other Black Sky hazards. Handbook 
I provided a methodology to identify and selectively protect these 
“Tier 1” assets. A similar, closely aligned approach should be taken to 
prioritize hardening investments in the ONG subsector, so as to ensure 
the availability of fuel for protected grid assets and minimize the cross-
sector failures that will otherwise result. 
Handbook I recommended that to help determine which electric system 
components should be hardened against electromagnetic threats, such 
investments priorities should be based on a broader strategy: that is, the 
creation of carefully selected and secured power “enclaves” to continue 
serving (or very quickly restore) especially critical loads during a Black 
Sky event, and also help accelerate black start power restoration on a 
region-wide basis. Such enclaves would typically include: 

• A black start unit (often either hydro or diesel-powered) that 
can begin operating without outside electricity, and which then 
provides power to start larger generators along the cranking path. 

• The hydro, coal and gas-fired generators that help comprise that 
cranking path, and can gradually increase the power available to 
meet critical loads in the enclave and beyond. 

These generators and their associated transmission lines and other grid 
infrastructure would constitute Tier 1 assets, and would be treated as 
a top priority for hardening against EMP and other Black Sky hazards.
However, protecting Tier 1 gas generators would be only one step to 
ensure their resilience. It will also be necessary to selectively harden 
the fuel supply infrastructure on which these generators depend. In a 

28 EIS, E-Pro Handbook (2014), pp. 89-190.

29 EIS, Black Sky Protection Initiative (BSPI), http://www.eiscouncil.com/App_Data/Upload/BSPI.pdf
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closely coordinated manner, gas and electric utilities should partner to 
identify the transmission pipelines, storage facilities, and other gas system 
infrastructure essential for fueling Tier 1 generators. Those infrastructure 
components would then themselves constitute Tier 1 assets, and become 
a top priority for selective hardening against EMP or other Black Sky 
hazards. 

■ Nuclear power considerations
As part of the Tier 1 prioritization of investments in protection for 
generators and their associated gas supply infrastructure, those power 
plants and transmission lines that are best positioned to re-start the 
supply of electricity to nuclear power plants should also considered of 
paramount importance (equivalent to the priority that electric utilities
already place on restoring “offsite” power to such plants).30 To assist this 
prioritization process, analysis might be conducted to determine how 
each nuclear plant could be most effectively “coupled” with specific Tier 
1 hydroelectric plants, or fuel-secure gas or coal generating stations, and 
their associated transmission lines. 
Consideration might also be given to how those nuclear power plants 
might be more rapidly brought back on line to serve increasing load, 
especially as technical progress is made to enable “flexible power 
operations” (that is, the ability of nuclear power plants to vary their output 
in response to regional electrical grid demands). Nuclear power plants in 
France and other nations already have significant capabilities to conduct 
such operations.31 

30 NERC standards pertaining to such prioritized restoration are contained in NUC-001-3, Nuclear Plant 
Interface Coordination, including Requirement R9.3.5 concerning the restoration process. Note 
that in this terminology, “offsite” power typically refers to power transmitted to a nuclear plant from 
beyond its perimeter, versus the power produced by on-site emergency generators during blackout 
conditions. NUC-001-3, Nuclear Plant Interface Coordination, http://www.nerc.com/pa/Stand/
Reliability%20Standards%20Complete%20Set/RSCompleteSet.pdf. 

31 Electric Power Research Institute, Program on Technology Innovation: Approach to Transition Nuclear 
Power Plants to Flexible Power Operations, January, 2014, http://www.epri.com/abstracts/Pages/
ProductAbstract.aspx?ProductId=000000003002002612&Mode=download; International Atomic 
Energy Agency, Technical Meeting on Flexible (non-baseload) Operation Approaches for Nuclear 
Power Plants, September 6, 2013, https://www.iaea.org/NuclearPower/Meetings/2013/2013-09-04-
09-06-TM-NPE.html

http://www.nerc.com/pa/Stand/Reliability Standards Complete Set/RSCompleteSet.pdf
http://www.nerc.com/pa/Stand/Reliability Standards Complete Set/RSCompleteSet.pdf
http://www.epri.com/abstracts/Pages/ProductAbstract.aspx?ProductId=000000003002002612&Mode=download
http://www.epri.com/abstracts/Pages/ProductAbstract.aspx?ProductId=000000003002002612&Mode=download
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This approach could yield enormous benefits to national recovery from 
Black Sky outages, potentially allowing utilization of the nation’s nuclear 
generators (which can typically operate for a year or more without 
requiring fuel resupply) to accelerate power restoration. Of course, the 
Nuclear Regulatory Commission (NRC), the Institute of Nuclear Power 
Operations (INPO), and the U.S. nuclear power industry as a whole 
would need to carefully address the safety and reliability requirements 
associated with flexible power operations. The analysis of such issues 
should go forward as part of a broader effort to integrate nuclear fleet 
considerations into Black Sky resilience planning. 
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Natural Gas Pipelines

III | ORGANIZATION OF THE VOLUME

Building on the Introduction and Executive Summary above (Section I), 
Section II examines forces that are driving the shift of power generation from 
reliance on coal to natural gas and other fuels, and analyzes the implications 
of this transition for Black Sky resilience. 

Section III provides an overview of the U.S. natural gas system and its 
growing dependence on electric power. 

Section IV examines the vulnerabilities that gas-electric interdependencies 
create for both sectors, and proposes initiatives that gas and electric companies 
can advance (in coordination with their regulators) to build resilience against 
Black Sky power outages. 
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Interstate gas pipeline

INTRODUCTION

A striking and irreversible shift is underway in the sources of fuel for U.S. 
power generation. The percentage of electricity generated by coal-fired plants 
is shrinking. Solar, wind and other renewable sources of power are on the rise. 
However, due to environmental regulations, thermal efficiency and declining 
costs of natural gas relative to coal, gas is becoming the base load fuel of choice 
as coal plants are being replaced or converted to natural gas operations. 

Gas generation is also gaining prominence as the preferred source of 
power for microgrids, in part because gas is perceived to be a reliable and 
resilient source of fuel that can be used for combined heat and power with 
80% thermal efficiency. The section that follows examines the reasons for this 
transformational change in fuel resources, and the implications for energy 
sector resilience. 
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I | Electricity Fuel Forecast Moves to 
Natural Gas and Renewables

In 2013, natural gas fueled 27 percent of electric power generation. That 
share is expected to increase to 31 percent in 2040. Solar and other renewable 
generation sources are also expected to increase from 13 percent in 2013 to 
18 percent in 2040. In contrast, coal fired generation, which in 2013 was at 
39 percent, is expected to decrease to 34 percent by 2040. Nuclear generated 
power will decline from 19 percent to 18 percent during the same time period. 
Electricity generated from petroleum and other liquids is expected to remain 
constant at 1 percent. 1

1 US Energy Information Administration (EIA), “Annual Energy Outlook 2015,” April 2015, p.24. http://
www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/pdf/0383(2015).pdf 

http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/pdf/0383(2015).pdf
http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/pdf/0383(2015).pdf
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I | Electricity Fuel Forecast Moves to 
Natural Gas and Renewables

In 2013, natural gas fueled 27 percent of electric power generation. That 
share is expected to increase to 31 percent in 2040. Solar and other renewable 
generation sources are also expected to increase from 13 percent in 2013 to 
18 percent in 2040. In contrast, coal fired generation, which in 2013 was at 
39 percent, is expected to decrease to 34 percent by 2040. Nuclear generated 
power will decline from 19 percent to 18 percent during the same time period. 
Electricity generated from petroleum and other liquids is expected to remain 
constant at 1 percent. 1

1 US Energy Information Administration (EIA), “Annual Energy Outlook 2015,” April 2015, p.24. http://
www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/pdf/0383(2015).pdf 

The shift from coal to gas and renewables is still greater in terms of planned 
and “conceptual” additions of gas-fired generating capacity versus coal. 2 
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Figure 1 | Electricity Generation by Source 2013-2040 3

Conceptual additions reflect those projects that are typically in the early 
stages of planning, and have a high degree of uncertainty of being completed 
than projects categorized as planned. 4 Figure 2 illustrates the expected decline 
in goal generating capacity relative to planned and conceptual capacity additions 
for gas.

Several factors have contributed to natural gas gaining an increasingly 
prominent role in electricity generation. Two are especially important: 
the declining price of gas relative to other fuel sources, and environmental 
regulations. 

2 NERC, 2012 Long Term Reliability Assessment, November 2012, p. 63. http://www.nerc.com/pa/RAPA/
ra/Reliability%20Assessments%20DL/2012_LTRA.pdf

3 U.S. EIA, April 2015, p.24. 

4 NERC, 2012 Long Term Reliability Assessment, November 2012, p. 18. 

http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/pdf/0383(2015).pdf
http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/pdf/0383(2015).pdf
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      Current   2022 Planned   2022 Planned & Conceptual   
                            

      Capacity Share   Capacity Share Change   Capacity Share Change   
Coal   307,201 29.78% 290,915 26.86% -16,286 278,775 22.61% -28,426 
Petroleum   52,498 5.09% 51,954 4.80% -544 51,377 4.17% -1,121 
Gas 397,464 38.53% 429,462 39.65% 31,998 529,328 42.94% 131,863 
Nuclear 113,821 11.03% 123,525 11.41% 9,704 136,361 11.06% 22,540 
Other/Unknown 271 0.03% 5,840 0.54% 5,569 12,683 1.03% 12,412 
Renewables 160,420 15.55% 181,311 16.74% 20,891 224,235 18.19% 63,815 
TOTAL     1,031,676 100.00%   1,083,007 100.00% 51,332   1,232,759 100.00% 201,083   
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Figure 2 | NERC-Wide Planned Capacity Additions5

A | Plunging Gas Prices 

The rise of gas had its roots decades 
ago. In 1987, Congress repealed 
key sections of the Power Plant and 
Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978, which 
had restricted the use of natural gas by 
electric utilities and other industrial 
users.6 Rapid advances followed in gas-
powered generation technology, making 
gas increasingly cost-effective as a fuel 
source. 

Most important, however, skyrocketing supplies of gas have driven prices 
down to historic lows. New technologies, including directional drilling and 
hydraulic fracturing, have revolutionized shale gas production. 

5 NERC, 2012 Long Term Reliability Assessment, November 2012, p. 63 

6 Kubiszewski, Ida. “Powerplant and Industrial Fuel Use Act of 1978,” The Encyclopedia of Earth, 
September 3, 2006. http://www.eoearth.org/view/article/155329/ 

The rise of gas as an electricity 
fuel of choice began with the 
repeal of sections of the Power 
Plant and Industrial Fuel Use 
Act of 1978 that restricted use 
of natural gas, followed by 
rapid advances in gas 
production technology. 

http://www.eoearth.org/view/article/155329/
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In the Texas Barnette and Eagle Ford areas, the Rock Mountains region, the 
Marcellus and Utica shale fields of the Appalachian region, and other areas of 
the United States, increased production (and in regions such as the Northeast, 
greater pipeline capacity) has drastically reduced gas prices.7 In turn, these 
price reductions have created powerful incentives for electric power generation 
companies to shift toward gas as their fuel of choice for new construction 
generators. These incentives [and recent and likely future environmental 
regulations like the Mercury Air Toxics Standards (MATS) and proposed 
Clean Power Plan] also encourage power companies to convert their existing 
generators to make them gas-capable, when technically practical.8

The economic impetus of this transition to gas is being reinforced by the 
comparatively high cost of coal and the increasing average age of the coal-fired 
generation fleet. The U.S. Energy Information Administration notes that at the 
same time that coal has become more expensive, a growing number of coal-
fired generators are exceeding their intended design lifetimes.9 The net result: 
the power industry has compelling incentives to shift from coal to gas. 

Officials from Duke Energy have highlighted the importance of these 
incentives in explaining their company’s dramatic movement towards gas. These 
officials note not only that gas prices are declining in comparison with coal, and 
are expected to stay low, but also that gas is cheaper to transport. According to 
Thomas Williams, a Duke Energy spokesman, 

“Thirty percent of our coal plants’ cost is in transportation. With gas at two 
and a half bucks or two bucks [per million British Thermal Units], incredibly 
low, it’s way ‘in the money’ compared to coal. That’s not unique to Duke, that’s 
an industry trend and that’s why people are building all these combined cycle 
plants to get electricity from gas.” 10

7 Carolyn Davis, “Bad Feeling for natural Gas Prices; Henry Hub Forecast to Collapse Below $2.00,” NGI 
Daily’s Gas Price Index, 12 January, 2016. http://www.naturalgasintel.com/articles/104972-bad-
feeling-for-natural-gas-prices-henry-hub-forecast-to-collapse-below-200 

8 Quadrennial Energy Review (QER) Task Force Secretariat and Energy Policy and Systems Analysis 
Staff, Stakeholder Meeting - Natural Gas and Electricity Interdependence. U.S. Department of 
Energy, July 24, 2014, p. 1. http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/07/f17/qermeeting_denver_
backgroundmemo.pdf 

9 U.S Energy Information Administration (EIA), Monthly Energy Review, November, 2015, p. 143. http://
www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/pdf/mer.pdf

10 Mooney, Chris. “How super low natural gas prices are reshaping how we get out power.” The 

http://www.naturalgasintel.com/articles/104972-bad-feeling-for-natural-gas-prices-henry-hub-forecast-to-collapse-below-200
http://www.naturalgasintel.com/articles/104972-bad-feeling-for-natural-gas-prices-henry-hub-forecast-to-collapse-below-200
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/07/f17/qermeeting_denver_backgroundmemo.pdf
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/07/f17/qermeeting_denver_backgroundmemo.pdf
http://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/pdf/mer.pdf
http://www.eia.gov/totalenergy/data/monthly/pdf/mer.pdf
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Possible future increases in the price of gas could erode these economic 
incentives. The U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA) notes that 
projected levels of natural gas-fired power generation could significantly vary 
with the price of gas.11 

However, it is not at all clear that such price rises will occur anytime soon, 
given the immense unconventional gas resources in the United States that can 
be produced at low cost.12 Moreover, given recent and projected construction 
of new power plants that will be in service for many decades to come, and 
the retirement of large numbers of coal plants, the shift in fuel resources for 
power generation is here to stay. Figure 3 illustrates the scale of that transition. 
Examining the potential risks to power grid resilience that this shift will entail, 
and scaling up measures to mitigate those risks, will be important -- especially 
as environmental regulations reinforce economic incentives to move away from 
coal. 

MEGAWATTS BEING RETIRED AND ADDED (2015-23)

MEGAWATTS BEING RETIRED 

MEGAWATTS BEING RETIRED 

MEGAWATTS BEING ADDED

Total megawatts
being retired

39,017
Total megawatts
being added

70,671
28,337 (72.7%)

7,492 (19.2%) 33,920 (48.0%)

19,675 (27.8%)

7,475 (10.6%)

82 (0.2%)

0 (0%)

615 (1.6%)

2,451 (6.3%)

5,522 (7.8%)

2,173 (3.1%)

1,906 (2.7%)

NATURAL GAS

WIND

SOLAR

NUCLEAR

OTHER

COAL

Figure 3 | Projected Power Generation Capacity Being Added and Retired 13

Washington Post, 28 October, 2015. https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/
wp/2015/10/28/how-super-low-natural-gas-prices-are-reshaping-how-we-get-our-power/ 

11 US EIA, April 2015, p. ES-4. http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/pdf/0383(2015).pdf 

12 Fueling the Future with Natural Gas: Bringing It Home, www.ihs.com/fuelingthefuturewithng; Kool, 
Tom, “Six Reasons Natural Gas Prices Are Staying Down,” Nasdaq, 6 October, 2015. http://www.nasdaq.
com/article/six-reasons-natural-gas-prices-are-staying-down-cm527369 

13 Grunwald, Michael. “Inside the war on coal.” Politico. 26 April, 2015. http://www.politico.com/agenda/
story/2015/05/inside-war-on-coal-000002 

https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2015/10/28/how-super-low-natural-gas-prices-are-reshaping-how-we-get-our-power/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/news/energy-environment/wp/2015/10/28/how-super-low-natural-gas-prices-are-reshaping-how-we-get-our-power/
http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/pdf/0383(2015).pdf
http://www.ihs.com/fuelingthefuturewithng
http://www.nasdaq.com/article/six-reasons-natural-gas-prices-are-staying-down-cm527369
http://www.nasdaq.com/article/six-reasons-natural-gas-prices-are-staying-down-cm527369
http://www.politico.com/agenda/story/2015/05/inside-war-on-coal-000002
http://www.politico.com/agenda/story/2015/05/inside-war-on-coal-000002
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B | Environmental Regulations 

Current and proposed Federal, regional and state environmental regulations 
provide an additional impetus for the transition of power generation from 
coal to gas and renewables. The adoption of the Clean Air Act and its 
amendments of 1990 marked an especially important regulatory shift. That 
legislation targeted sulfur dioxide (SO2) 
and nitrogen oxides (NOx) as a primary 
focus for efforts to reduce acid rain and 
air pollution. Power plants burning coal 
and heavy oil produce over two-thirds of 
the annual SO2 emissions in the United 
States. Approximately 40 percent of NOx 
emissions are from power plants. 

The Clean Air Act amendments 
launched a series of initiatives to reduce 
emissions of these pollutants. Total SO2 
releases for the nation’s power plants are 
permanently limited to the level set by the 1990 Clean Air Act - about 50 percent 
of the levels emitted in 1980. The law also required the highest-emitting units 
at 110 power plants in 21 Midwest, Appalachian, and Northeastern states to 
reduce emissions of SO2, with further reductions required in subsequent phases 
of the program.14 

More recent environmental initiatives could produce a still stronger impetus 
to shift power generation from coal to gas and renewables. On May 3, 2011, 
EPA issued the proposed air toxics standards for coal and oil-fired electric 
utility steam-generating units (EGUs) called the Mercury Air Toxics Standards 
(MATS). The standards were based on the premise that air toxic emissions, most 
notable mercury, pose hazards to public health and the environment. After the 
MATS rule had largely been implemented by the industry; the Supreme Court 
remanded it back to the EPA. The EPA is now developing proposals to deal 
with the costs of compliance with the standards. The EPA published that cost 

14 U.S Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Reducing Acid Rain, September 10, 2015. http://www3.
epa.gov/airquality/peg_caa/acidrain.html 

More recent environmental 
initiatives could produce a 
still stronger impetus to shift 
power generation from coal to 
gas and renewables. 
The EPA is now developing 
proposals to deal with the 
costs of compliance with new 
standards.

http://www3.epa.gov/airquality/peg_caa/acidrain.html
http://www3.epa.gov/airquality/peg_caa/acidrain.html
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analysis in April 2016. 15 The U.S. Energy Information Administration projects 
that comply with the MATS standards, coupled with low natural gas prices and 
competition from renewables, have or will soon lead to the retirement of 31 
gigawatts (GW) of coal-fired generating capacity and the conversion of 4 GW 
of coal-fired generating capacity to natural gas in the next few years.16 

The Clean Power Plan would accelerate this transition in fuel resources. The 
EPA finalized the Clean Power Plan on August 3, 2015, which would significantly 
reduce carbon emissions from power 
plants. The Clean Power Plan establishes 
state-by-state targets for carbon 
emissions reductions, and provides a 
flexible framework under which states 
may determine how to best meet their 
targets. The final version of the rule 
would reduce electric sector emissions 
by an estimated 32 percent below 2005 
levels by 2030. Key options for cutting 
emissions include investing in renewable 
energy and natural gas, and shifting 
away from coal-fired power. 17

In February 2016, the U.S. Supreme 
Court issued a temporary stay on the 
implementation of the Clean Power Plan. 
However, electric industry leaders believe that the ruling will do little to slow 
the transition from coal to gas-fueled generation. Officials of the Edison Electric 
Institute said the court’s 5-to-4 decision “doesn’t really change anything” in an 
industry in which nearly all new electricity generation is coming from efficient 
generators that burn natural gas and other non-coal sources. “You can’t simply 
put the genie back in the bottle when it comes to major strategic investments 

15 Hagan, Daniel and Rueger, Jane. “Power Dynamics: Forces shaping the future of coal in the United 
States.” White and Case, October 19, 2015. http://www.whitecase.com/publications/insight/power-
dynamics-forces-shaping-future-coal-united-states 

16 U.S EIA, April 2015, p. 23. 

17 “The Clean Power Plan: A Climate Game Changer,” Union of Concerned Scientists. http://www.ucsusa.
org/our-work/global-warming/reduce-emissions/what-is-the-clean-power-plan#.VmCSc3arQuU 

A growing number of states 
are also going beyond Federal 
standards to reduce emissions 
from their power plants. 
California has practically 
eliminated coal from its energy 
portfolio, and governors in 
other states, including 
Washington, have also 
adopted the goal of 
eliminating coal generation in 
favor of natural gas and 
renewables.

http://www.whitecase.com/publications/insight/power-dynamics-forces-shaping-future-coal-united-states
http://www.whitecase.com/publications/insight/power-dynamics-forces-shaping-future-coal-united-states
http://www.ucsusa.org/our-work/global-warming/reduce-emissions/what-is-the-clean-power-plan#.VmCSc3arQuU
http://www.ucsusa.org/our-work/global-warming/reduce-emissions/what-is-the-clean-power-plan#.VmCSc3arQuU
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that the captains of industry are making,” said Quin Shea, the institute’s vice 
president for environment.18

Even companies that have joined lawsuits against the administration over 
the rules emphasize that they will continue their shift from coal to gas. A 
spokeswoman for American Electric Power, an electricity provider and one 
of the country’s top coal users, noted that the court case “doesn’t change our 
focus on the diversification of our generation fleet” toward natural gas and 
renewables.19

Coal-powered Generating Plant

Of course, natural gas is still a fossil fuel. Gas also has risks of methane 
leakage in its production, storage, distribution and use. As will be discussed in 
subsequent sections of this volume, state regulatory initiatives to reduce methane 
leakages are having a significant impact on pipeline infrastructure (especially 
in driving a transition from gas-powered compressors to electric compressors). 
Nevertheless, in terms of current and emerging Federal requirements for 
reducing carbon, mercury, and SO2 emissions, gas has enormous advantages 
over coal for power generation. That decisive and durable advantage will help 
sustain the transformation of fuel resources for power generation in the decades 
to come. 

18 Warrick, John, “Utilities shrug off court decision, say carbon-cutting plans are on track,” Washington 
Post, February 12, 2016. https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/utilities-shrug-
off-court-decision-say-carbon-cutting-plans-are-on-track/2016/02/11/d9e7dcb8-d10e-11e5-88cd-
753e80cd29ad_story.html

19 Ibid

http://www.washingtonpost.com/people/joby-warrick
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A similar phenomenon exists at the regional level. The Regional Greenhouse 
Gas Initiative (RGGI) exemplifies how multi-state efforts can have significant 
effects on fuel resources for power generation. The RGGI is a cooperative effort 
among the states of Connecticut, Delaware, Maine, Maryland, Massachusetts, 
New Hampshire, New York, Rhode Island, and Vermont to cap and reduce 
CO2 emissions from the power sector.20 That initiative is driving a region-wide 
decline in coal generation and a commensurate increase in natural gas use. 
States in the RGGI program saw coal’s share of their generation mix fall from 
23% to 9% from 2005 to 2012, while natural gas rose from 25% to 44% over 
the same period.21

A growing number of states are also going beyond Federal standards to 
reduce emissions from their power plants. California has practically eliminated 
coal from its energy portfolio, as part of a broader regulatory effort to cut 
greenhouse gas emissions.22 Governors in other states, including Washington, 
have also adopted the goal of eliminating coal generation in favor of natural gas 
and renewables.23 Only 2% of the power generation in the Pacific Coast states 
of California, Oregon and Washington now comes from coal. 

Even in the heart of “coal and country” economic incentives will continue 
to drive the shift toward gas, over and above any regulatory incentives to do 
so.  Charles Patton, the president of the West Virginia, Virginia and Tennessee 
utility Appalachian Power, noted in October 2015 that coal use in his region 
would decline regardless of the fate of the Clean Power Plan.  Patton told West 
Virginia’s State Energy Summit, 

“You just can’t go with new coal [plants] at this point in time. It is just not 
economically feasible to do so.”24

20 Regional Greenhouse Gas Initiative, http://www.rggi.org/ 

21 QER Task Force Secretariat and Energy Policy and Systems Analysis Staff, July 24, 2014, p. 4, http://
energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/07/f17/qermeeting_denver_backgroundmemo.pdf 

22 Barboza, Tony. “California is ahead of the game as Obama releases Clean Power Plan,” LA Times, 4 
August, 2015. http://www.latimes.com/science/la-me-climate-change-20150804-story.html 

23 Wilson, Reid, “Washington Governor Wants State Off Coal-Based Electricity,” The Washington Post, 
30 April, 2014. https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/govbeat/wp/2014/04/30/washington-
governor-wants-stoff-coal-based-electricity/ 

24 Mooney, Super Low Natural Gas Prices

http://www.rggi.org/
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/07/f17/qermeeting_denver_backgroundmemo.pdf
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2014/07/f17/qermeeting_denver_backgroundmemo.pdf
http://www.latimes.com/science/la-me-climate-change-20150804-story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/govbeat/wp/2014/04/30/washington-governor-wants-stoff-coal-based-electricity/
https://www.washingtonpost.com/blogs/govbeat/wp/2014/04/30/washington-governor-wants-stoff-coal-based-electricity/
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Electric Power Distribution Tower

II | Regional Variations and Nationwide 
Challenges: Implications for Grid 
Resilience In Black Sky Events

As in the case of the Pacific Coast, the shift in fuel resources has proceeded 
far more rapidly in some areas of the 
United States than others. Figure 4 
displays the fuel mix of the United States 
on a regional basis.

New England has the greatest 
dependence on natural gas for power 
generation. In 2000, only 15 percent of 
New England’s energy was produced 
using natural gas, while 18 percent was 
produced with coal and 22 percent was produced with oil, according to ISO-
NE. Over 40 percent is now generated by gas. 

New England has the greatest 
dependence on natural gas, 
with over 40 percent of the 
region’s power now generated 
by gas, and that reliance slated 
to grow still further 
in the near term. 
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That reliance is slated to grow still further. In the winter of 2017, nine of 
New England’s 32 gigawatts of electricity generation are scheduled to go offline. 
Those plants, representing more than 25 percent of the region’s generating 
capacity, include coal plants in Salem and Somerset, as well as a nuclear plant in 
Vermont. ISO-NE is already estimating that the system will not be able to meet 
peak-demand in 2017 and will in fact fall short by 155 megawatts. Construction 
of additional gas-powered generators will be critical for offsetting this decline.25

Figure 4 | Regional Reliance on Fuels by type for Electricity Generation in 2014 26

Variations in reliance on gas are also growing between states within these 
regions. For example, while the South Atlantic as a whole relies on gas for 32 
percent of its power generation, 62 percent of Florida’s electricity comes from 

25 Wittenberg, Ariel. “How New England’s dependence on natural gas is causing a pipeline traffic 
jam,” South Coast Today, 23 February, 2014. http://www.southcoasttoday.com/article/20140223/
NEWS/402230314 

26 Edison Electric Institute. “Different Regions of the Country Use Different Fuel Mixes to Generate 
Electricity,” February 2014. http://www.eei.org/issuesandpolicy/generation/fueldiversity/Documents/
map_fuel_diversity.pdf 

http://www.southcoasttoday.com/article/20140223/NEWS/402230314
http://www.southcoasttoday.com/article/20140223/NEWS/402230314
http://www.eei.org/issuesandpolicy/generation/fueldiversity/Documents/map_fuel_diversity.pdf
http://www.eei.org/issuesandpolicy/generation/fueldiversity/Documents/map_fuel_diversity.pdf
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natural-gas plants (up from 44 percent in 2007).27 Other major states also have 
an unusually heavy reliance on gas. Within the Middle Atlantic Region, New 
York is also heavily dependent on natural gas to produce electricity, as coal- 
and oil-burning power plants convert to natural gas. Approximately half of the 
state’s electricity comes from natural gas, or a combination of natural gas and oil. 
That reliance is growing. The U.S. Energy Information Administration projects 
that in 2015 alone, natural gas use by the power plants that supply electricity 
for New York will increase by 13 percent. At the same time, the use of coal will 
decrease by about 7 percent. 28

In examining the resilience implications of the power industry’s growing 
dependence on natural gas, it will be critical to account for these regional and 
state-by-state variations. Areas that have greater reliance on gas will require 
region-specific investments to build redundant gas transmission pipelines or 
take other resilience initiatives. 

In Florida, for example, which is heavily dependent on a limited number of gas 
transmission pipelines, Florida Power 
and Light is helping to install 465 miles 
of new interstate natural gas pipeline 
that will originate in southwestern 
Alabama and transport natural gas 
to Georgia and Florida (where it will 
interconnect with the two existing 
natural gas pipelines that currently serve 
central and southern Florida).29 Similar 
initiatives are underway in New England and other gas-dependent states and 
regions. This regional approach will be valuable for building resilience against 
Black Sky hazards. 

27 Hemlock, Doreen. “Florida called too reliant on natural gas for electricity,” Sun Sentinel. 11 March, 2015. 
http://www.sun-sentinel.com/business/consumer/fl-natural-gas-reliance-20150311-story.html 

28 Waldman, Scott. “New York increasingly reliant on natural gas for heat,” Politico, 5 October, 2015 http://
www.capitalnewyork.com/article/albany/2015/10/8578674/new-york-increasingly-reliant-natural-gas-
heat 

29 Natural Gas Pipeline Projects: Sabah Trail Transmission and Florida Southeast Connection. Florida 
Power & Light Company. https://www.fpl.com/clean-energy/natural-gas/pipeline.html 

Both regional and nationwide 
aspects of natural gas 
dependencies will be 
important in developing 
planning for Black Sky, black 
Start capabilities. 

http://www.sun-sentinel.com/business/consumer/fl-natural-gas-reliance-20150311-story.html
http://www.capitalnewyork.com/article/albany/2015/10/8578674/new-york-increasingly-reliant-natural-gas-heat
http://www.capitalnewyork.com/article/albany/2015/10/8578674/new-york-increasingly-reliant-natural-gas-heat
http://www.capitalnewyork.com/article/albany/2015/10/8578674/new-york-increasingly-reliant-natural-gas-heat
https://www.fpl.com/clean-energy/natural-gas/pipeline.html
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The growing dependence of key regions of the United States on gas-fueled 
power generation also has nationwide, strategic implications. With California, 
New York, Florida, and many other high-population states increasingly reliant 
on gas generators, strengthening the resilience of fuel supplies will be critical 
for limiting the threats to public health and safety that supply interruptions 
(and resulting power outages) could otherwise create. The importance of these 
states for the U.S. economy and for national security provides a further impetus 
for resilience initiatives. 

A nationwide frame of reference will also be critical for assessing 
the implications of the transition from coal to gas and renewables. For 
Electromagnetic Pulse (EMP) weapons and other Black Sky Hazards that could 
create long duration, multi-region outages, both gas and electricity may need 
to be imported from thousands of miles away into the affected region. Many 
potential vulnerabilities of the gas supply, and measures to mitigate them, may 
also best be addressed on a nationwide -- and multi-sector/whole community 
-- basis.

A | Black Start Implications of Nationwide and 
Regional Natural Gas Dependencies

Both regional and nationwide 
perspectives will be important for one 
particular problem: that is, the plans and 
capabilities for utilities to conduct black 
start operations, and re-energize the 
grid from selected power plants within 
a blacked out region. 

As noted in the Introduction, black 
start restoration is typically initiated by 
a small black start unit (often using 
battery power and stored diesel fuel). This unit then provides power for 
excitation of the station’s large scale generators, as well as operation of the 
generators’ pumps and motors. Once restarted, these large scale generators 
provide power along a transmission “cranking path” to start additional, larger-

With weeks of fuel stored 
onsite, the coal-fired 
generators used for black start 
cranking paths in many regions 
have significant resilience 
against Black Sky disruptions in 
fuel supplies.
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capacity generation stations.30

These larger generators can rely on a variety of fuel sources. However, in 
many regions, coal-fired generators have 
provided much of the capacity along the 
cranking path. A key benefit of relying 
on coal: sufficient fuel is usually stored 
onsite at these generators to provide for 
weeks of sustained operations before 
resupply becomes necessary. That 
onsite storage gives coal-fired generators 
significant resilience against disruptions 
in fuel supplies. 

However, in key, especially high 
population density regions of the United 
States, utilities are retiring coal-fueled 
plants that were critical for black start 
operations, and are increasingly reliant 
on natural gas-powered generators.31 A 
small number of gas-powered generators are located adjacent to significant 
natural gas storage facilities. More typically, however, they rely on a constant 
flow of gas through pipelines from gathering areas and storage facilities, which 
may be located hundreds of miles away or more. Assessing potential risks to 
this flow of gas in Black Sky events, and proposing measures to strengthen the 
resilience of such fuel supplies, is a primary focus of this volume.

30 In some regions, including the Pacific Northwest, hydroelectric plants also serve as black start 
generators.

31 “PJM: Black Start Sources ready to Replace Retiring Coal,” RTO Insider, 15 July, 2015. http://www.
rtoinsider.com/pjm-black-start-replace-coal/ 

In some of the nation’s most 
highly populated regions 
utilities are retiring coal-fueled 
plants that were critical for 
black start operations. 
Natural gas generators 
replacing them as Black Start 
units generally rely on gas 
piped from remote gathering 
areas and storage facilities, 
raising serious concerns about 
their utility for Black Sky 
hazards.

http://www.rtoinsider.com/pjm-black-start-replace-coal/
http://www.rtoinsider.com/pjm-black-start-replace-coal/
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Natural Gas Compressor Station

III | NATURAL GAS GENERATION FOR 
MICROGIDS: SPECIAL RESILIENCE 
CONSIDERATIONS 

Beyond the national and regional shifts from coal to natural gas-powered 
generation that are underway, a very specific focus of increased reliance on gas 
also merits analysis: that is, the growing 
construction of gas-powered microgrids 
to provide resilient power in major 
blackouts. 

During Superstorm Sandy, New York 
University (NYU), Princeton University 
and Co-Op City were able to operate 
as “power islands” during the regional 
blackout. Microgrids distributed 
electricity within them; natural gas-

Following successes in 
Superstorm Sandy, microgrid 
use for electricity resilience 
has seen a new impetus.
In practice, however, gas-
fueled microgrids are only as 
resilient as the fuel supply on 
which they depend.
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Natural Gas Compressor Station

III | NATURAL GAS GENERATION FOR 
MICROGIDS: SPECIAL RESILIENCE 
CONSIDERATIONS 

Beyond the national and regional shifts from coal to natural gas-powered 
generation that are underway, a very specific focus of increased reliance on gas 
also merits analysis: that is, the growing 
construction of gas-powered microgrids 
to provide resilient power in major 
blackouts. 

During Superstorm Sandy, New York 
University (NYU), Princeton University 
and Co-Op City were able to operate 
as “power islands” during the regional 
blackout. Microgrids distributed 
electricity within them; natural gas-

Following successes in 
Superstorm Sandy, microgrid 
use for electricity resilience 
has seen a new impetus.
In practice, however, gas-
fueled microgrids are only as 
resilient as the fuel supply on 
which they depend.

fueled generators provided that electricity. While the Colonial pipeline and 
other liquid fuel pipelines failed during Sandy because key pipeline components 
rely on electricity to function, natural gas distribution lines to generators at 
NYU and Co-Op City retained sufficient pressure to keep generators operating 
until the power grid was restored.

 

Microgrid-ready natural gas generators at the National Renewable Energy Laboratory’s (NREL) 
Distributed Energy Resources Facility. [Source: Connie Komomua, NREL, 08/24/2012]

NYU’s co-generation plant (which provides both heat and power) was not 
sized to service the entire campus. The microgrid did, however, service all of 
the larger buildings and the core of the 
Washington Square campus. The success 
of the NYU and Co-Op City microgrid 
operations during Sandy prompted a 
wave of stories citing gas-powered 
microgrids as the way to strengthen 
electricity resilience in New York City 
and other major urban areas nationwide. 
32 At Princeton University, 50 years of 
genetic research was saved because their 
microgrid kept the freezers running where DNA samples were kept. 

The Department of Defense (DOD) is also partnering with the private sector 

32 Revkin, Andrew C. “How Natural Gas Kept Some Spots Bright and Warm as Sandy Blasted New York 
City,” The New York Times, 5 November, 2012, http://dotearth.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/11/05/how-
natural-gas-kept-some-spots-bright-and-warm-as-sandy-blasted-new-york/?_r=0 

Many power generators rely on 
“interruptible delivery 
contracts,” under which gas 
companies can curtail their 
supply to generators in a 
blackout and serve higher 
priority customers instead.

http://dotearth.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/11/05/how-natural-gas-kept-some-spots-bright-and-warm-as-sandy-blasted-new-york/?_r=0
http://dotearth.blogs.nytimes.com/2012/11/05/how-natural-gas-kept-some-spots-bright-and-warm-as-sandy-blasted-new-york/?_r=0
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to install a growing number of gas-powered microgrids on military bases in 
the United States and abroad. In theory, the ability of bases to operate as power 
islands in a long-duration, wide area blackout would be enormously valuable for 
ensuring that those installations will be able carry out their essential national 
defense functions. 

In practice, however, the gas-fueled microgrids for military bases and for 
universities, hospital campuses, and other potential microgrid customers 
are only as resilient as the fuel supply system on which they depend. During 
Superstorm Sandy, 50% of the hospitals’ emergency generators failed due to 
maintenance and fuel issues. 

A 2013 study by the Lincoln Laboratory at the Massachusetts Institute of 
Technology (MIT) provides a detailed analysis of the risks of gas fuel supply 
interruptions to DOD installations, 
many of which apply to electric power 
generation in general. The study found 
that the natural gas supply system is 
reliable during “local, short-term” 
blackouts.33 However, some of the 
sources of this reliability are themselves 
concerning. The study notes that 
“demand for gas decreases during power 
outages as gas-fired generation goes 
offline.”34 Keeping such generators operating, however, should be a prime focus 
of resilience efforts. 

Gas curtailment issues pose a similar problem. The MIT report stresses 
that many power generators rely on “interruptible delivery contracts,” under 
which gas companies can curtail their supply to generators in a blackout or 
other emergency in order to serve higher priority customers. Such curtailments 
benefit overall system resilience by “further reducing demand.”35 Again, 

33 Judson, Nicholas. “Interdependence of the Electricity Generation System and the Natural Gas System 
and Implications for Energy Security,” Massachusetts Institute of Technology Lexington Lincoln Lab, 
May 15, 2013, p. iii. http://oai.dtic.mil/oai/oai?verb=getRecord&metadataPrefix=html&identifier=A
DA584764

34 Ibid

35 Ibid

While switching to firm gas 
contracts could improve 
microgrid reliability for short 
term outages, resilience 
against long duration, wide 
area outages requires more 
far-reaching measures.

http://oai.dtic.mil/oai/oai?verb=getRecord&metadataPrefix=html&identifier=ADA584764
http://oai.dtic.mil/oai/oai?verb=getRecord&metadataPrefix=html&identifier=ADA584764
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however, reinforcing the ability of power generators to stay on line during 
emergencies should be a key focus for resilience efforts. 

The study recommends one very helpful step to increase electric grid 
reliability: generators that power microgrids at critical defense installations 
should shift from interruptible delivery contracts to firm delivery contracts 
(though the costs of doing so may be significant).36 Power generators that serve 
a wider range of customers might also consider switching to firm contracts 
or dual-fuel to lessen the risk posed by gas curtailments in local, short-term 
blackouts. However, building resilience against long duration, wide area outages 
will require much more far reaching measures. 

36 Ibid, p. 20. 
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Renewable Energy

IV | RENEWABLES

As noted in Figure 4, renewable sources of electricity (including wind, solar, 
and hydroelectric power plants) play a significant role in power generation in 
a number of U.S. regions. In the Pacific 
Contiguous states of California, Oregon 
and Washington, for example, hydro 
and other renewables supply 50 percent 
of power generation. 

Variations in regional dependence 
on these renewable sources of 
generation will also be important to take 
into account in resilience initiatives for 
Black Sky hazards. Hydroelectric power 
plants with accumulation reservoirs 
offer special value for re-energizing the 
grid in black start operations, and for responding to fluctuations in the supply 
and demand for electricity during restoration from an event. Indeed, because 

Hydroelectric power plants 
offer special value for re-
energizing the grid in black 
start operations, and for 
responding to fluctuations in 
the supply and demand for 
electricity during restoration 
from an event. However, the 
risk of drought can be a 
concern for this resource.
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many hydroelectric systems can reach maximum production from zero in a 
rapid and foreseeable manner, they are an especially valuable resource for power 
resilience. The flexibility and storage capacity of hydroelectric power plants also 
are helpful for supporting the use of intermittent sources of renewable energy, 
such as solar and wind.37

Glen Canyon Dam, Arizona

However, drought poses a threat to hydro power in some portions of the 
United States that are especially dependent on that source of electricity. For 
example, power capacity at the Hoover Dam, on the Arizona-Nevada border, has 
dropped nearly 25 percent since 2000. In California, home to 287 hydroelectric 
plants and where almost half the state in the Winter 2016 was classified as being 
in “exceptional drought,” hydropower has fallen 60 percent in the past four 
years.38 With the concurrent decline of coal-fired generators, other sources of 
power will be critical to supplement hydro in these regions.

Intermittent renewables, including wind and solar, can help provide such 
a supplement. Renewable generation is also expected to grow on a nationwide 
basis. According to EIA, tax credits and state renewable portfolio standards will 

37 US Department of Energy, Benefits of Hydropower. Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable 
Energy. http://energy.gov/eere/water/benefits-hydropower; U.S. Geological Survey (USGS), 
Advantages of Hydroelectric Power Production and Usage. http://water.usgs.gov/edu/
hydroadvantages.html 

38 Frankel, Todd C. “Western Drought Steals clean energy along with fresh water ay power plants.” 
Washington Post, 26 April, 2015. https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/at-hoover-dam-the-
drought-is-stealing-clean-energy-along-with-fresh-water/2015/04/26/8ce2740a-e93d-11e4-9767-
6276fc9b0ada_story.html 

http://water.usgs.gov/edu/hydroadvantages.html
http://water.usgs.gov/edu/hydroadvantages.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/at-hoover-dam-the-drought-is-stealing-clean-energy-along-with-fresh-water/2015/04/26/8ce2740a-e93d-11e4-9767-6276fc9b0ada_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/at-hoover-dam-the-drought-is-stealing-clean-energy-along-with-fresh-water/2015/04/26/8ce2740a-e93d-11e4-9767-6276fc9b0ada_story.html
https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/at-hoover-dam-the-drought-is-stealing-clean-energy-along-with-fresh-water/2015/04/26/8ce2740a-e93d-11e4-9767-6276fc9b0ada_story.html
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continue to drive the growth of non-hydropower renewable sources. Wind and 
solar generation are expected to contribute almost two-thirds of the increase 
in renewable generation by 2040. 39 

Wind and solar energy can also help meet the energy needs of microgrids 
at defense installations and other facilities that require resilient power during 
blackouts, especially if progress continues in energy storage technologies.40 
To hedge against the intermittent nature of these energy sources, however, 
additional means of generating electricity -- including gas-fired generators -- 
will play a critical supplementary role. That role makes it all the more important 
to ensure the resilience of gas supplies, even if Black Sky outages disrupt the 
power on which gas transmission increasingly depends.

A concentrating solar power system being installed in Gila Bend, Arizona 
 [Source: U.S Department of Energy]

39 US Energy Information Administration (EIA), “Annual Energy Outlook 2015,” April 2015, p.25. http://
www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/pdf/0383(2015).pdf 

40 Marr, Andrea and Rickerson, Wilson. “Generating Security: Resilience, Renewable Power for U.S 
Military Installation.” Center for National Policy, April, 2014, p. 1. http://cnponline.org/p/generating-
security-resilient-renewable-power-for-u-s-military-installations/; Business Executives for National 
Security Task Force. “Power the Fight: Capturing Smart Microgrid Potential for DoD Installation Energy 
Security,” Fall 2012. http://www.bens.org/document.doc?id=196; Denholm, Paul, Ela, Erik, Kirby, 
Brendan and Miligan, Michael. “The Role of Energy Storage with Renewable Electricity Generation,” 
National Renewable Energy Laboratory, January, 2010. http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy10osti/47187.pdf 

http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/pdf/0383(2015).pdf
http://www.eia.gov/forecasts/aeo/pdf/0383(2015).pdf
http://cnponline.org/p/generating-security-resilient-renewable-power-for-u-s-military-installations/
http://cnponline.org/p/generating-security-resilient-renewable-power-for-u-s-military-installations/
http://www.bens.org/document.doc?id=196
http://www.nrel.gov/docs/fy10osti/47187.pdf
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Global Gas Trade [Source: Wikimedia Commons]

INTRODUCTION

Over the past 200 years, the natural gas industry has grown from a few local 
lines serving a handful of communities to a nationwide pipeline network that 
delivers fuel to every region and sector of the U.S economy. 

By 2013, the natural gas network included 2,149,597 miles of regulated gas 
distribution lines, 302,777 miles of regulated gas transmission lines, and 17,620 
miles of regulated gas gathering lines. According to the U.S Energy Information 
Administration, 23,794,011 million cubic feet of natural gas were delivered 
to consumers in 2013.1 Overall, approximately 90 percent of the natural gas 
used in the United States is produced domestically; an additional 9 percent is 
imported from Canada through pipelines.2

1 Van Ness Feldman LLP, “Natural Gas Pipeline Safety and Reliability: An Assessment of Progress,” American 
Gas Association, 2015, p. 5. http://www.gasfoundation.org/researchstudies/pipelinesafety.pdf 

2 Strategic Infrastructure Analysis Division, “Natural Gas Delivery System Infrastructure System 
Overview,” U.S. Department of Homeland Security, Office of Cyber and Infrastructure Analysis (OCIA), 
February 1, 2016, p.1. 

http://www.gasfoundation.org/researchstudies/pipelinesafety.pdf
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Natural gas infrastructure can be broken down into three main components: 
• Upstream: Gathering of gas from wells and other production activities
• Midstream: Transmission of gas over long-distance pipelines and gas 

storage 
• Downstream: Distribution of gas to local customers 
Figure 5 illustrates this overall architecture and its key components. The 

analysis that follows summarizes the degree to which each of these three 
components depend on electricity. The analysis also examines the importance 
of electricity for the operation of Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition 
(SCADA) and other communications and control systems across the sector.

 

Figure 5 | Flow of Natural Gas3

3 United States Environmental Protection Agency, Oil and Natural Gas Air Pollution Standards: Basic 
Information. https://www3.epa.gov/airquality/oilandgas/basic.html
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Natural Gas Production Plant

I | PRODUCTION AND PROCESSING  
OF NATURAL GAS

In the upstream gathering stage, wells produce natural gas, often mixed with 
water, hydrogen sulfide, carbon dioxide and other impurities. Some gathering 
systems require gas compression units to efficiently function. Compressors in 
natural gas fields are primarily powered by natural gas drawn from onsite wells, 
but use of electric driven compressors is growing.4 Offshore drilling platforms 
typically rely on diesel motors. Even there, however, the diesel fuel supply 
used by platform generators comes from onshore fuel pumps that depend on 
electricity. 

More than 500 natural gas processing plants exist in the United States. Steps 
to treating and processing natural gas to create pipeline-quality gas can vary 

4 Nicholas, Interdependence of Electricity Generation, p.2. http://oai.dtic.mil/oai/oai?verb=getRecord&
metadataPrefix=html&identifier=ADA584764 

http://oai.dtic.mil/oai/oai?verb=getRecord&metadataPrefix=html&identifier=ADA584764
http://oai.dtic.mil/oai/oai?verb=getRecord&metadataPrefix=html&identifier=ADA584764
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depending on the composition of the natural gas extracted at the well. In most 
cases, raw natural gas contains contaminants (hydrocarbons and impurities) 
and must be treated to prevent 
operational problems, pipeline 
deterioration, or pipeline rupture. Raw 
natural gas also typically contains excess 
water that must be removed via 
dehydration to prevent condensation in 
the pipelines. Extracted liquids are sent 
to a fractionator that separates the 
liquids into individual components. 
These liquids are used by the 
petrochemical industry, refineries, and other industrial consumers. 5 Figure 6 
illustrates the locations of these processing plants across the United States.

Figure 6 | Natural Gas Processing Plants [Source: Energy Information Agency]6

5 Strategic Infrastructure Analysis Division, Natural Gas Delivery System, *p.4. 

6 US Energy Information Administration (EIA), Natural gas processing plant data now available, October 
25, 2012, http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=8530

Gas processing and treatment 
approaches essential to 
prepare for pipeline 
transmission, particularly 
dehydration, are trending 
toward increasing dependence 
on electricity. 

http://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=8530
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Many of these systems are increasingly dependent on electric power. Gas 
dehydration provides a prime example of this reliance. Produced natural gas 
is saturated with water, which must be removed prior to transmission. The 
industry has historically relied on glycol dehydrators with gas-driven pumps 
to remove water from gas. However, these dehydrators produce significant 
methane emissions. 

To reduce these emissions, production facilities increasingly utilize “zero 
emission” dehydrators. These dehydrators rely on electrical circulation 
equipment instead of gas driven pumps, electric control valves, and other 
electricity-driven equipment. Zero emissions dehydrators not only reduce 
emissions, but are also more reliable and 
efficient and provide lower operating 
and maintenance costs.7 Yet, this 
increasing reliance on electric-driven 
systems puts gas treatment facilities at 
greater risk of disruption in power 
outages. 

The dependence of production 
and treatment systems on electricity 
is growing in other ways as well. As 
plants become more highly automated, 
reliable electricity is critical for 1) 
SCADA system operation; 2) compression, plant control and motor control;  
3) telecommunications; 4) and safety operations and controls.8 DOE’s Electricity 
Advisory Committee found in 2011 that while the majority of large gas 
production and processing facilities rely on onsite gas-powered generation of 

7 Nicholas Cheremisinoff and Anton Daveltshin. “Hydraulic Fracturing Operations: a Handbook of 
Environmental management Practices, Scrivener Publishing,” 2015, pp 680-688; “Zero Emission 
Dehydrators,” Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), Partner-Reported Opportunities (PRO) Fact 
Sheet No. 206, 2011, http://www3.epa.gov/gasstar/documents/zeroemissionsdehy.pdf

8 Puckett, Kerry, Enbridge, “Midstream – A Quick Overview,” The Joint PUC-RRC Electric Gas/Reliability 
Workshop for an Emergency Assurance Plan for Texas, April 17, 2012. https://www.puc.texas.gov/
agency/topic_files/101/RRC-Enbridge_Kerry_Puckett.pdf; Energy Information Administration (EIA), 
“Natural Gas Processing: The Crucial Link Between Natural Gas Production and its Transportation 
to Market,” Office of Oil and Gas, January, 2006, p. 1. http://www.eia.gov/pub/oil_gas/natural_gas/
feature_articles/2006/ngprocess/ngprocess.pdf

Beyond gas treatment, 
electricity at processing 
facilities is also essential for 
SCADA plant control, 
compression, communications 
and safety. And while most 
such facilities produce their 
own electricity, many now rely 
on the national power grid.

http://www3.epa.gov/gasstar/documents/zeroemissionsdehy.pdf
https://www.puc.texas.gov/agency/topic_files/101/RRC-Enbridge_Kerry_Puckett.pdf
https://www.puc.texas.gov/agency/topic_files/101/RRC-Enbridge_Kerry_Puckett.pdf
http://www.eia.gov/pub/oil_gas/natural_gas/feature_articles/2006/ngprocess/ngprocess.pdf
http://www.eia.gov/pub/oil_gas/natural_gas/feature_articles/2006/ngprocess/ngprocess.pdf
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electricity, others depend on the power grid, and that “interruption of service to 
a single large facility can substantially affect the U.S.’s total processing capacity.”9

An offshore platform [Source: FERC, 11/2015]

A |  Factors that Mitigate the Impact of Disrupted 
Production: Lessons Learned from Katrina, Rita, 
and Other Hurricanes 

Even drastic cuts in production do not necessarily result in disruption of 
fuel supplies to gas customers. In 2005, for example, Hurricanes Katrina and 
Rita heavily damaged processing plants along the U.S. Gulf Coast, as well as 
offshore production and gathering lines. In addition, Hurricane Katrina’s storm 
surge flooded gas drying plants, restricting the availability of natural gas on 
some pipelines long after the offshore wells were restarted. 

The operators of the pipelines linked to these facilities suspended natural 
gas flows while the plants attempted to recover. The Energy Information 
Administration notes that, “A significant portion of the usual daily output that 

9 Richard Coward, Chair, Electric Advisory Committee to Honorable Steven Chu, Secretary and 
Honorable Patricia Hoffman, Assistant Secretary for Electricity Delivery and Energy Reliability. 
Interdependence of Electricity System Infrastructure and Natural Gas Infrastructure, October 28, 
2011, p. 4. http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/EAC%20-%20Interdependence%20of%20Electricity%20
System%20Infrastructure%20and%20Natural%20Gas%20Infrastructure%20Oct%202011.pdf

http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/EAC - Interdependence of Electricity System Infrastructure and Natural Gas Infrastructure Oct 2011.pdf
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/EAC - Interdependence of Electricity System Infrastructure and Natural Gas Infrastructure Oct 2011.pdf
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flowed into the interstate pipeline networks from the tailgates of these plants 
was disrupted, in some cases indefinitely.”10 

Despite these severe supply 
disruptions, the hurricanes did not 
significantly reduce service to natural 
gas customers on a multi-region basis. 
Katrina and Rita produced large spikes 
in the spot prices for natural gas in both 
the Gulf (Henry Hub) and at the New 
York City gate.11 However, gas continued 
to flow to distribution systems -- and 
electric power generators -- that were 
supplied in part by the gas production 
facilities hit by the hurricanes.12

A number of factors helped prevent service disruptions, many of which 
might be useful to help sustain flows for power generation in future hurricanes 
and other severe events. Instead of curtailing gas deliveries to customers, 
some utilities chose instead to temporarily cut back on deliveries to gas 
storage facilities.13 Moreover, sufficient natural gas was already available in 
these facilities to offset hurricane-induced reductions in gas production and 
transmission.14 

10 Energy Information Administration (EIA). “Natural Gas Processing: The Crucial Link Between Natural 
Gas Production and Its Transportation to Market,” Office of Oil and Gas, January 2006, p. 1. https://
www.eia.gov/pub/oil_gas/natural_gas/feature_articles/2006/ngprocess/ngprocess.pdf 

11 US Department of Energy (DOE), Comparing the Impacts of the 2005 and 2008 Hurricanes 
on U.S Energy Infrastructure, February, 2009, p. 16. https://www.oe.netl.doe.gov/docs/
HurricaneComp0508r2.pdf

12 Aspen Environmental Group. “Implications of Greater Reliance on Natural Gas for electricity 
Generation.” American Public Power Association, July, 2010, pp. 80-1; http://www.publicpower.org/
files/PDFs/ImplicationsOfGreaterRelianceOnNGforElectricityGeneration.pdf 

13 Aspen Environmental Group. “Implications of Greater Reliance on Natural Gas for electricity 
Generation.” American Public Power Association, July, 2010, p.3. ; http://www.publicpower.org/files/
PDFs/ImplicationsOfGreaterRelianceOnNGforElectricityGeneration.pdf 

14 Ellison, James. “Modeling the U.S. Natural Gas Network,” Sandia National Laboratories Critical 
Infrastructure Modeling and Simulation Group. http://www.sandia.gov/nisac/docs/IERC06JEa.pdf 

A number of factors helped 
prevent service disruptions 
during Hurricanes Katrina and 
Rita. As a primary example, the 
ability to use stored natural gas 
to serve key power generators 
offers a potentially critical 
opportunity to strengthen the 
resilience of gas fuel supplies 
in Black Sky events. 

https://www.eia.gov/pub/oil_gas/natural_gas/feature_articles/2006/ngprocess/ngprocess.pdf
https://www.eia.gov/pub/oil_gas/natural_gas/feature_articles/2006/ngprocess/ngprocess.pdf
https://www.oe.netl.doe.gov/docs/HurricaneComp0508r2.pdf
https://www.oe.netl.doe.gov/docs/HurricaneComp0508r2.pdf
http://www.publicpower.org/files/PDFs/ImplicationsOfGreaterRelianceOnNGforElectricityGeneration.pdf
http://www.publicpower.org/files/PDFs/ImplicationsOfGreaterRelianceOnNGforElectricityGeneration.pdf
http://www.publicpower.org/files/PDFs/ImplicationsOfGreaterRelianceOnNGforElectricityGeneration.pdf
http://www.publicpower.org/files/PDFs/ImplicationsOfGreaterRelianceOnNGforElectricityGeneration.pdf
http://www.sandia.gov/nisac/docs/IERC06JEa.pdf
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As will be analyzed in the next section, the ability to use stored natural 
gas to serve key power generators offers a potentially critical opportunity to 
strengthen the resilience of gas fuel supplies in Black Sky events. 

The ability of gas production facilities outside of the Gulf region to stay in 
operation also helped avoid curtailments to gas customers.15 Given the 
increasingly broad geographic distribution of unconventional gas fields and 
production facilities, this diversity of 
natural gas supplies could help contribute 
to the resilience of gas supplies for power 
generation in a variety of hazard 
scenarios. For wide area Black Sky 
events, this geographic diversity could 
also help, as long as the outage area does 
not become larger than the supply 
footprint, and as long as adequate 
resilience investments are made to 
ensure operation of gas transmission 
systems inside the affected area. 

Redundancy in natural gas 
transmission pipelines and recently 
added valves and piping at compressor 
stations (enabling operators to back 
flow existing pipelines) may also limit 
the effects of Black Sky events on gas deliveries to customers in the East 
Coast and beyond. However, pipeline redundancy will not be helpful if all 
gas transmission lines running through an outage region share a common 
vulnerability – dependence on electric grid power for all but short duration 
outages. Moreover, advantage of this redundancy, through operator control 
of remote valves and piping, will be problematic if those systems run out of 
power or are insufficiently hardened against the direct impact of the hazard 
(e.g., EMP). 

15 Aspen Environmental Group. “Implications of Greater Reliance on Natural Gas for electricity 
Generation.” American Public Power Association, July, 2010, p. 83. ; http://www.publicpower.org/files/
PDFs/ImplicationsOfGreaterRelianceOnNGforElectricityGeneration.pdf 

Pipeline redundancy and the 
compressor station valving 
and controls that can make 
use of this redundancy may 
limit Black Sky disruption in gas 
transmission and distribution. 
However, common 
dependence of redundant 
lines and control valving on 
grid power, or insufficient 
hardening of such systems 
against direct damage by the 
hazard, could degrade utility of 
these resiliency measures. 

http://www.publicpower.org/files/PDFs/ImplicationsOfGreaterRelianceOnNGforElectricityGeneration.pdf
http://www.publicpower.org/files/PDFs/ImplicationsOfGreaterRelianceOnNGforElectricityGeneration.pdf
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B |  Lessons from the Big Chill

The Southwest Cold Weather Event in 2011 illustrated the risks associated 
with reliance of natural gas production infrastructure on electric power. In the 
first week of February 2011, the Southwest experienced unusually cold and 
windy weather. Due to this ‘Big Chill,’ a total of 210 individual generating units 
within the Electric Reliability Council of Texas, Inc. (ERCOT) experienced 
either an outage, a “derate”16or a failure to start. 17

The Big Chill February 2011 [Source: NOAA]

The majority of the problems experienced by the many generators that 
tripped, suffered derates, or failed to start during the event were attributable, 
either directly or indirectly, to the cold weather itself. For the Southwest as 
a whole, 67 percent of the generator failures (by MWh) were due directly to 
weather-related causes, including frozen sensing lines, frozen equipment, frozen 
water lines, frozen valves, blade icing, low temperature cutoff limits, and the 
like. At least another 12 percent of generator failures (over and above the 67 
percent caused by weather effects) were indirectly attributable to the weather 
(occasioned by natural gas curtailments to gas-fired generators and difficulties 
in fuel switching).18

16 Derates occur when generators operate at less than their rated maximum capability in order to 
prolong their running times. Derates also occur because of equipment failures (see e.g., p. 148 - 149 
of NERC/FERC Report) or fuel switching and there is no ability to operate at a higher level as opposed 
to derates due to lack of fuel.

17 FERC and NERC, Southwest Cold Weather Event, p. 1.

18 FERC and NERC, Southwest Cold Weather Event, pp. 8-9. 
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The loss of generation triggered controlled load shedding. Approximately 
4.4 million customers lost power across the Rio Grande Valley in south Texas, 
Arizona and New Mexico between 
February 2 and February 4, 2011. This 
was the first time that ERCOT initiated 
system-wide rolling blackouts to prevent 
more widespread customer outages.19 

Cold weather also directly affected 
natural gas production - freeze-offs at 
well heads and processing plants and 
other direct weather-related defects 
on gas systems caused much of the 
disruption of production. In addition, 
however, rolling blackouts and customer 
curtailments caused or contributed to 29 
percent of the production outages in the 
Permian Basin region and 27 percent of 
production outages in the Fort Worth 
Basin.20 

Rolling blackouts had especially 
severe effects on production in the Fort 
Worth Basin, causing outages of gas compressors on gathering lines. After 
power was restored, production slowly returned to standard levels. According 
to the FERC report: 

“It appeared likely that a significant percentage of the lost production even 
after February 2 was due to the loss of power during the blackouts.” 21

Within the Permian Basin, power disruptions to electric motors on 
pumping units led to significant natural gas production declines. Occidental 
Energy Marketing reported that electric service to its production facilities was 
interrupted on February 2. Customers can qualify to become a Load Resource, 
if they are capable of changing their load in response to instruction and can 

19 Ibid, p. 1.

20 Ibid, p. 9. 

21 Ibid, p. 166. 

The Big Chill prompted a 
range of industry initiatives 
to strengthen preparedness 
against such disruptions. 
However, in the much more 
catastrophic power outages 
that Black Sky events would 
cause, these mutually 
reinforcing, cross-sector 
disruptions would emerge on 
a vastly larger scale. 
Developing resilience 
measures to limit their effects 
will be vital for ensuring the 
flow of fuel on which electric 
generation depends.  
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meet certain performance requirements; 22 this power interruption resulted in 
significant production losses. Power began to be restored approximately 1.5 
hours after the disruption occurred. 23

ConocoPhillips Company also reported that a significant percentage of its 
production losses in the Permian Basin were attributable to the rolling blackouts 
that knocked out processing plants, pumps and lifts. The majority of its Permian 
Basin production comes from oil wells that rely on electric pumps and lifts to 
maintain oil flow. When the pumps failed, the natural reservoir pressures were 
unable to maintain flow, the oil congealed and the wells and flow lines froze.24 

The Big Chill prompted a range of industry initiatives to strengthen 
preparedness against such disruptions. However, in the much more catastrophic 
power outages that Black Sky events would create, these mutually reinforcing, 
cross-sector disruptions would emerge on a vastly larger scale. Developing 
resilience measures to limit their effects will be vital for ensuring the flow of 
fuel on which electric generation depends. 

22 Load Resource Participation in the ERCOT Markets, ERCOT. http://www.ercot.com/services/programs/
load/laar/index 

23 FERC and NERC, Southwest Cold Weather Event, p. 163. 

24 Ibid, p. 164. 

http://www.ercot.com/services/programs/load/laar/index
http://www.ercot.com/services/programs/load/laar/index
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Pipeline Network

II | TRANSMISSION 

Once natural gas has been gathered and processed, more than 300,000 miles 
of wide diameter, high pressure interstate and intrastate pipelines transport the 
gas across the United States. Over 200 companies operate this transmission 
network, which delivers gas to storage facilities and to a variety of large-scale gas 
consumers, including power plants, industrial facilities, and local distribution 
companies. More than 5,000 receipt points, 11,000 delivery points, and 1,400 
interconnection points support the flow of gas across the country. In addition, 
dozens of hubs—market centers—exist across the United States. Many major 
interstate pipelines are “looped,” meaning two or more lines run parallel to each 
other in the same right-of-way. Looping provides maximum capacity during 
periods of peak demand.25

25 Strategic Infrastructure Analysis Division, Natural Gas Delivery System, p.4. 
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Figure 7 illustrates the U.S. natural gas transmission pipeline network: Key 
components:

■ Interstate Pipelines.
Interstate natural gas pipelines are long-distance, large-diameter (usually 
between 20 and 42 inches), open-access pipeline systems that transport 
natural gas supplies located in one state to local markets usually located 
in another state. They generally deliver natural gas to local distribution 
companies that then sell or distribute the natural gas to end users. 
Interstate pipelines also supply directly to large-volume end users such 
as industrial facilities and electric power generation facilities.26

■ Intrastate Pipelines.
 Intrastate natural gas pipelines are large-diameter mainline systems 
that operate within a single state. These pipelines may provide open-
access transportation services, engaging in purchasing natural gas from 
producers and suppliers and then reselling to large-volume customers, 
such as local natural gas distribution companies, electric utility companies, 
and industrial customers.27

Figure 7 | U.S. Natural Gas Pipeline Network [Source: Energy Information Agency] 

26 Ibid, p.5. 

27 Ibid, p.5. 
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1. Achieving Adequate System Redundancy for Power Generation
The resilience of this pipeline system against Black Sky hazards depends 

in part on the degree of redundancy that exists within it. If critical power 
generators can be served via multiple transmission routes, that redundancy 
provides a hedge against the risk that the disruption of a single pipeline will 
cut off fuel essential for maintaining or restoring electric generation service. 

As Figure 7 illustrates, strong regional and state-by-state variations exist 
in pipeline redundancy. Fortunately, a significant number of transmission 
pipeline projects in Florida and other states are either under construction or 
being considered for approval by state and Federal regulators (including the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission).28 Recent industry studies indicate 
that growth in demand for gas will continue to require additional investments 
in transmission networks and other gas infrastructure.29 

There are no guarantees that these requirements will be met, however. The 
Department of Energy’s report on ““Natural Gas Infrastructure Implications of 
Increased Demand from the Electric Power Sector” (February, 2015) cautions 
that even under scenarios in which natural gas demand for electric power 
generation is strong, the incremental increase in interstate natural gas pipeline 
expansion and associated investment will remain modest, relative to historical 
capacity additions.30 Ensuring that the build-out of the transmission network 
can also help support resilient power generation in Black Sky events poses a 
significant partnership opportunity for the ONG and electric subsectors, and 
will constitute a key focus of the recommendations in Section IV of this volume. 

2. Pipeline Operations and Black Sky Resilience
Pipelines are typically able to operate when supply disruptions occur, 

provided gas pressures are maintained within acceptable limits. However, 
NERC has determined that within a relatively short time, a major failure along 
an interstate gas pipeline could result in a significant loss of electric generating 

28 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), “Approved Major Pipeline Projects, 2009-Present,” 
March 14, 2016, http://www.ferc.gov/industries/gas/indus-act/pipelines.asp

29 INGAA Foundation, “North American Midstream Infrastructure through 2035: Capitalizing on Our 
Energy Abundance,” March 18, 2014, pp. 38-9. http://www.ingaa.org/file.aspx?id=21498

30 DOE, Natural Gas Infrastructure (2015), p.31.
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capacity.31 Understanding how such failures can occur -- and, in turn, how the 
ensuing loss of power generation can exacerbate disruptions in gas supplies 
-- is critical for developing initiatives to 
build gas and electric system resilience 
against Black Sky hazards. 

Natural gas is highly pressurized as 
it travels through transmission pipeline 
systems. To sustain required pressure 
levels, gas must be recompressed 
periodically along the pipe. This is 
accomplished by compressor stations, 
usually placed at intervals of between 40 
to 100 miles. These stations propel gas 
down the pipeline at pressures from 200 
pounds per square inch (psi) to 1,500 
psi, typically at speeds of 20-30 miles 
per hour.32

The latest available estimates from 
the U.S. EIA (provided in 2008) indicate 
that there are more than 1,400 compressor stations that maintain pressure on 
the natural gas pipeline network to ensure forward movement of supplies. Each 
of these stations typically contains multiple compressor units. 

Compressor units are used on gathering lines in many “upstream” gas 
systems, as well as in transmission pipelines. Figure 8 illustrates their locations 
in the United States. 

Although mainline natural gas compressor stations vary widely in size and 
layout, the basic components of such a station include compressor units, 
scrubbers/filters, cooling facilities, emergency shutdown systems, and an onsite 

31 NERC, Increased Dependence on Gas, p. 79. 

32 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), “Energy Primer. A Handbook of Energy Market 
Basics,” November, 2015, p.22. https://www.ferc.gov/market-oversight/guide/energy-primer.pdf; 
Spectra Energy. How Natural Gas is Transported. http://www.spectraenergy.com/natural-gas-101/
transporting-natural-gas/; Aspen Environmental Group. “Gas Storage Needed to Support Electricity 
Generation,” The Utility Air Regulatory Group and the American Public Power Association, June, 2012, 
p. 9. http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2015/04/f21/AttachB_Aspen_GasStorage2012.pdf 

A major failure along an 
interstate gas pipeline could 
result in a significant loss of 
electric generating capacity. 
Understanding how such 
failures can occur -- and, in 
turn, how the ensuing loss of 
power generation can 
exacerbate disruptions in gas 
supplies -- is critical for 
developing initiatives to build 
gas and electric system 
resilience against  
Black Sky Hazards. 

https://www.ferc.gov/market-oversight/guide/energy-primer.pdf
http://www.spectraenergy.com/natural-gas-101/transporting-natural-gas/
http://www.spectraenergy.com/natural-gas-101/transporting-natural-gas/
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2015/04/f21/AttachB_Aspen_GasStorage2012.pdf
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computerized flow control and dispatch system that maintains the operational 
integrity of the station. Most compressor stations are unmanned and monitored 
by an off-site Supervisory Control and 
Data Acquisition (SCADA) system that 
manages and coordinates the operations 
of the compressor stations in the natural 
gas pipeline system.33 The power for 
compressor units, and for automated 
control and gas processing create 
increasing sources of dependency on the 
electric grid, and emerging challenges 
for the resilience of fuel supplies for 
power generation. 

Figure 8 | Natural Gas Compressor Stations

33 Energy Information Administration (EIA). “Natural Gas Compressor Stations on the Interstate Pipeline 
Network: Developments Since 1996,” Office of Oil and Gas, November, 2007, p.1. https://www.eia.
gov/pub/oil_gas/natural_gas/analysis_publications/ngcompressor/ngcompressor.pdf 

Power required for compressor 
units and for automated 
control and gas processing 
creates increasing sources of 
electric grid dependency,  
and emerging challenges for 
the resilience of fuel supplies 
for power generation. 

https://www.eia.gov/pub/oil_gas/natural_gas/analysis_publications/ngcompressor/ngcompressor.pdf
https://www.eia.gov/pub/oil_gas/natural_gas/analysis_publications/ngcompressor/ngcompressor.pdf
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A | Dependency of Compression Units on 
Electric Power

Compression units within these stations are powered by a variety of means. 
Turbine compressors are fueled by drawing from the natural gas that they 
compress. The turbine itself operates a centrifugal compressor, which relies 
on a fan that compresses and pumps the natural gas through a pipeline. 
Reciprocating natural gas engines are 
also used to power compressor stations; 
they are fueled by natural gas from the 
pipeline as well.34 

The ability of these compressor units 
to use the flow of gas in the pipelines 
they support provides a significant 
measure of resilience against power 
outages (though, as will be discussed 
later in this section, the growing 
dependence of the gas transmission 
networks on SCADA systems and other 
electric-powered system components 
presents a vulnerability even of these 
gas-fueled compressor stations to 
blackouts). 

Both gas-fueled and electric 
compressor stations require electricity to operate, though at different levels. 
Both will fail, without focused resilience investment, in long duration, wide 
area power outages. The primary Black Sky resilience advantage of gas-fueled 
compressors lies in the relatively lower levels of electricity they require than 
electric compressors, making it more feasible to position adequate emergency 
generator fuel onsite for long duration operation.

An unknown but rapidly increasing number of these gas-fueled compressors 

34 Transportation of Natural Gas, NaturalGas.org, September 20, 2013, http://naturalgas.org/naturalgas/
transport/ 

Both gas-fueled and electric 
compressor stations require 
electricity to operate, and 
without focused resilience 
investment will fail in  
Black Sky outages.
The primary advantage of 
gas-fueled compressors lies in 
the relatively lower levels of 
electricity they require,  
making it more feasible to 
position adequate emergency 
generator fuel onsite for long 
duration operation.  

http://naturalgas.org/naturalgas/transport/
http://naturalgas.org/naturalgas/transport/
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are being replaced by electric-powered units. The only available estimate of 
compressor power types indicates that at present, approximately 2.4 percent 
of compressor units are electric motor driven. In total, those electric units 
currently constitute approximately 5 percent of total natural gas compressor 
horsepower.35 A recent small-scale survey in the Lincoln Laboratory study36 
found that pipeline companies vary in the degree to which they rely on gas-
fueled compressors, from a high of 100 percent in the Maritimes and Northeast 
system (Boston to Maine) to a low of 50 percent in the Eastern system (Texas 
or Louisiana to New York).37

Natural Gas Compressor Station

The Lincoln Laboratory study notes that while compressors that are 
dependent on electricity will cease to operate during a power outage, two factors 
mitigate the risk to downstream power generators. 

First, when power goes out, there is a reduction in the demand for gas since 
gas-fired generators for grid operation will stop providing service.38 This finding 
is hardly grounds for celebration in terms of grid resilience, since it does little 
to improve resilience. 

35 US DOE, QER, Chapter II, p. 2-23.

36 Judson, Interdependence of Electricity Generation, p. 6. 

37 Ibid.

38 Other requirements for gas will also decline. For example, many home heating systems installed over 
the past 25 years use electric ignition systems for their burners. They will no longer be operable in a 
blackout. 
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Second, the study also finds that in pipelines that have a mix of gas and 
electric-powered compressors, the loss of electrical compressors results only in 
a modest reduction in flow rate. For example, even if all electric motor driven 
compressors on the Texas Eastern pipeline were to fail, the continued operation 
of gas compressors would enable 70% to 75% of normal flows to continue.39 
However, as the transition to electric-powered compressors continues, these 
resiliency benefits will decline and leave gas supplies for power generation at 
growing risk. 

No comprehensive data in the QER or any other publicly-available source 
provides current or projected scale of the 
shift from gas to electric-powered 
compressor units. To better understand 
this emerging source of interdependence 
between electric and gas sectors, it would 
be very helpful if the gas industry could 
gather such data on current and projected 
utilization of electric systems (perhaps 
in conjunction with the survey system 
conducted by the Department of Energy’s 
Energy Information Administration). 40

However, strong and growing 
incentives exist for gas companies to 
transition to electric powered compressors. One impetus for this transition 
stems from state environmental regulations. Electric motors reduce the risk 
of methane leakages in transmission systems by eliminating the need for gas 
offtake from pipelines to fuel compressors. Electric motors are also quieter 
than gas compressors, further spurring their adoption in and near urban areas.41

Other advantages also contribute to this trend towards electric powered 
compressors. These compressors offer the greater operational efficiency of 
variable speed motors compared to gas systems. And due to lower noise output 

39 Ibid, pp.6-7. 

40 US Energy Information Administration (EIA), Survey Forms. http://www.eia.gov/survey/ 

41 US Department of Energy (DOE), Quadrennial Energy Review, Appendix B: Natural Gas, April, 2015, p. 
NG-28. http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2015/09/f26/QER_AppendixB_NaturalGas.pdf 

Electric compressors offer 
greater operational efficiency 
and faster regulatory approval 
than gas-fueled units.
The net result: in Colorado, 
Texas, California, Pennsylvania, 
Ohio and a number of other 
states, the transition to electric 
powered compressors is 
accelerating.

http://www.eia.gov/survey/
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2015/09/f26/QER_AppendixB_NaturalGas.pdf
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and lack of emissions, the regulatory approval process for electric compressors 
is also faster.42 The net result: in Colorado, Texas, California, Pennsylvania, Ohio 
and a number of other states, the transition to electric powered compressors 
is accelerating.43 

Federal environmental regulations may accelerate this transition on a 
nationwide basis. In August 2015, the 
U.S. Environmental Protection Agency 
announced proposed new standards to 
reduce emissions of greenhouse gases 
and volatile organic compounds from 
the oil and gas industry. The proposal is 
a part of EIA’s strategy under President 
Obama’s Climate Action Plan to cut 
methane emissions from the oil and 
natural gas subsector by 40 to 45 percent 
from 2012 levels by 2025. These proposed standards will complement voluntary 
efforts such as EPA’s Methane Challenge Program.44

As part of the proposal, the agency updated the 2012 New Source 
Performance Standards (NSPS) to address methane and volatile organic 
compounds (VOC) emissions in the natural gas sector. The proposed rule 
calls for significant reductions in methane and VOC downstream from wells 
and production sites, and covers natural gas transmission components such 
as compressors and pneumatic controllers, which were not regulated in the 
agency’s 2012 oil and natural gas rules.45 Adoption of these new regulations as 
proposed would provide a further inducement for transmission system owners 
and operations to shift from gas to electric-powered compressors, including in 
regions where that shift has not yet become significant. 

42 Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), “Install Electric Compressors,” Partner Reported Opportunities 
(PRO) Fact Sheet No. 103, 2011. http://www.epa.gov/gasstar/documents/installelectriccompressors.
pdf 

43 Judson, “Interdependence of Electricity Generation, p. 2; DOE, QER Chapter II, p. 2-23

44 News Release – Energy. EPA Proposes New Commonsense Measures to Cut Methane Emissions 
from Oil and Gas Sector. August 18, 2015. http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/
f0d7b5b28db5b04985257359003f533b/e5f2425e2e668a2b85257ea5005176fa!OpenDocument 

45 Ibid. 

Adoption of proposed new 
EPA emission regulations 
would provide a further 
inducement for transmission 
system owners and operations 
to shift from gas to electric-
powered compressors.

http://www.epa.gov/gasstar/documents/installelectriccompressors.pdf
http://www.epa.gov/gasstar/documents/installelectriccompressors.pdf
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/f0d7b5b28db5b04985257359003f533b/e5f2425e2e668a2b85257ea5005176fa!OpenDocument
http://yosemite.epa.gov/opa/admpress.nsf/f0d7b5b28db5b04985257359003f533b/e5f2425e2e668a2b85257ea5005176fa!OpenDocument
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Compressor stations that rely on electric-powered compressor units typically 
have backup power generators, and sufficient fuel stored on site to operate those 
generators for 1-3 days. To provide for 
resilience to long duration blackouts, 
these backup generators would benefit 
greatly from upgrading requirements to 
improve this stored fuel level, to enhance 
reliability for long duration operation 
and to provide for built-in protection 
against direct damage from EMP and 
other Black Sky hazards. 

Without these and related changes, 
such stations will need frequent and 
sustained fuel resupply. They will also 
suffer increasing rates of generator 
burnout as the outage continues, and will 
need to be replaced as they break down 
from extended operation. In the disrupted environments that will characterize 
Black Sky scenarios, frequent and extensive support requirements would be 
difficult, at best.

Addressing these emergency power requirements will be essential for Black 
Sky resilience of gas fuel supplies. One option: in some cases, transmission 
systems leave older natural gas-powered compressors in place as a backup if 
their newer electric generators fail in a blackout. However, utilizing this option 
to improve resiliency increases maintenance cost of the older equipment.

Compressor station utility can 
be improved by upgrading 
emergency generators, with 
increased fuel storage and 
with built-in protection against 
direct damage from EMP and 
other Black Sky hazards.
This should be supplemented 
with external requirements in 
the sector’s Black Sky playbook, 
for periodic refueling of 
emergency generators.
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B | Electricity-Dependent Communications and 
Industrial Control Systems

As noted above, most compressor stations are unmanned and monitored 
by an off-site Supervisory Control and Data Acquisition system that manages 
and coordinates the operations of the multiple compressor stations (many in 
remote locations) that maintain pressure and flows in transmission pipelines.46 
These SCADA systems are utterly reliant on electric power. 

The QER notes that many other gas system functions share this reliance. In 
discussing gas system dependency on the electric grid, the Report emphasizes 
that centralized gas control stations monitor the flow of natural gas and collect, 
assimilate, and manage data received from compressor stations all along the 
pipeline. These control systems can integrate gas flow and measurement data 
with other accounting, billing, and contract systems. The data are transmitted 
through a communications network that could consist of company-owned, 
fiber-optic lines; leased telephone lines; ground- or satellite-based microwave; 
or radio communication systems. The total loss of communications could result 
in manual operations of the affected pipelines. Many systems in the oil, gas, 
and alternative fuels infrastructures are increasingly monitored and controlled 
remotely through cyber networks that are also powered by electricity.47

SCADA systems not only monitor flow rates, but also critical parameters 
such as gas temperature, pressure, composition, heat content of gas and the 
status of the equipment and valves. These systems also work in real time, which 
means that there is little time lag between measurements taken along the 
pipeline and the communication of that data to the control system. As a result, 
pipeline engineers at control stations know what is happening at pipelines at 
all times, enabling quick response to any unusual activity. Additionally, some 
SCADA systems can remotely operate equipment along the pipeline, including 
motor operated valves and compressor stations. Pipeline engineers therefore can 
easily adjust flow rates or perform other tasks as required, remotely.48 Overall, 

46 EIA, Natural Gas Compressor Stations, p.1.

47 DOE, QER Chapter II, p. 2-23.

48 Folga, S.M. “Natural Gas Pipeline Technology Overview,” Decision and Information Sciences Division, 
Argonne National Laboratory, 2007, p.11. http://corridoreis.anl.gov/documents/docs/technical/
APT_61034_EVS_TM_08_5.pdf 

http://corridoreis.anl.gov/documents/docs/technical/APT_61034_EVS_TM_08_5.pdf
http://corridoreis.anl.gov/documents/docs/technical/APT_61034_EVS_TM_08_5.pdf
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these systems ensure system status is known and natural gas operations are 
occurring in a safe manner.49

Operator Using SCADA System

Many gas utilities have emergency backup SCADA control centers, and at 
least some ability to operate their pipelines with manual controls and fallback 
communications systems. As the gas transmission system becomes increasingly 
dependent on industrial controls, however, it will be critical for gas companies 
to fund the maintenance of such fallback systems and retain sufficient trained 
workers to operate them. Moreover, as in the case of communications, even 
backup systems may be vulnerable to long duration, wide area outages in 
electric power.

These manual backup systems provide a solid foundation for inclusion in the 
fuels sector Black Sky playbook discussed above, with appropriate, cost effective 
resilience investments and training that could strengthen these backup systems 
and ensure their availability in Black Sky scenarios. As new, widely distributed 
emergency communication systems such as ECOM become available to sustain 
communications in long duration outages, training to prepare for the use of 
such systems should be included in this planning, as a backup to the industry’s 
fallback communication systems.50

49 DOE, QER Chapter II, p. 2-25.

50 EIS, The Emergency Communications Project (ECOM), http://www.eiscouncil.com/Protection/
ItemDetails/62
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C | Sandy and the Polar Vortex: Illuminating 
Additional Sector Resilience Challenges

Superstorm Sandy lessons learned provide a mixed picture of gas 
transmission system resilience against weather-induced power outages. Spectra 
Energy, which owns and operates one of the largest gas pipelines in the United 
States, reported that power and communications were lost at the majority of 
its facilities in New Jersey. 51 

Niagra Falls During Polar Vortex of 2014 

Two compressor stations on its Texas Transmission pipeline in northern New 
Jersey also went down due to loss of power and failure of backup generators. 
However, other major pipelines such as Tennessee Gas Pipeline, Columbia Gas 
Transmission and the Interstate Natural Gas Association of America reported 
no disruptions.52

The Polar Vortex provides a more vivid illustration of the risks associated 
with power outages, especially in terms of the gas sector’s growing reliance on 
electric-powered gas compressors. The Polar Vortex began in the northern Great 
Plains and moved south and east, recording an average daily temperature at 
17.9oF for the United States on January 6, 2014. This was the lowest temperature 

51 Spectra owns the Texas Eastern Pipeline (TETCo), a major natural gas pipeline which brings gas from 
the Gulf of Mexico coast in Texas to the New York City area. It is one of the largest pipeline systems in 
the United States

52 DOE, Comparing the Impacts, p.25. 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texas_Eastern_Pipeline
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gulf_of_Mexico
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Texas
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/New_York_City
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/United_States
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recorded since January 13, 1997.53 
During the Polar Vortex, Reliability First (RF), one of the eight FERC-

approved regional entities, experienced over 9,000 MW of fuel-related generator 
outages during 25 of the 60 hours of cold 
weather reviewed. The key reason for 
this loss of generator capacity: gas 
companies curtailed the supply of gas to 
electric generators in favor of supplying 
home and other higher-priority 
customers. 

The counterproductive consequences 
of such curtailment policies were well-
illustrated by this event. As electricity 
generation declined due to gas 
curtailment, gas transmission systems 
were disrupted as electric compressors 
and other key system components lost 
power, creating still further reductions 
in the flow of fuel for generators and 
other customers.54 Addressing the problems of gas curtailment in still more 
serious events will be critical for building resilience against Black Sky hazards. 

An additional problem that emerged during the Polar Vortex is that gas 
pipeline companies had not informed their electric utility suppliers that 
compressors along pipelines critical for those suppliers were now powered by 
electricity. Lacking that knowledge, the utilities had taken no steps to prioritize 
the power to those compressor stations. 

While relatively few power outages occurred during the Vortex, the risks 
posed by inadequate cross-sector information sharing would be vastly greater 
in a Black Sky event. Gas and electric utilities should partner to ensure that the 
latter know the location of critical electric compressors, so that the feeders to 

53 North American Electric Reliability Corporation, “Polar Vortex Review,” September, 2014, p. v. http://
www.nerc.com/pa/rrm/January%202014%20Polar%20Vortex%20Review/Polar_Vortex_Review_29_
Sept_2014_Final.pdf 

54 Ibid. 

Unaware that pipeline 
compressors were now 
powered by electricity, electric 
utilities had taken no steps 
to prioritize power to those 
compressors. 
Better information sharing and 
cross sector prioritization will 
be essential to address such 
interdependencies, and should 
be a central element of the 
ONG and Electric Subsectors’ 
Black Sky playbooks.

http://www.nerc.com/pa/rrm/January 2014 Polar Vortex Review/Polar_Vortex_Review_29_Sept_2014_Final.pdf
http://www.nerc.com/pa/rrm/January 2014 Polar Vortex Review/Polar_Vortex_Review_29_Sept_2014_Final.pdf
http://www.nerc.com/pa/rrm/January 2014 Polar Vortex Review/Polar_Vortex_Review_29_Sept_2014_Final.pdf
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them can be prioritized for sustained service during a load shedding or voltage 
reduction event.

Providing for such improved information sharing – and for prioritized 
power service to the gas pipelines that fuel power generators – will be critical 
for Black Sky resilience, and should form a central theme of the ONG and 
electric subsectors’ Black Sky playbooks. 
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Liquid Natural Gas Storage Station

III | NATURAL GAS STORAGE

In Hurricanes Katrina and Rita, another factor that helped sustain the flow of 
gas to customers was the ability of gas storage facilities to provide supplemental 
supplies. A nationwide system of more 
than 400 underground gas reservoirs 
(complemented by Liquid Natural Gas 
(LNG) storage tanks and other above-
ground storage facilities) provides a 
source of gas that can be utilized in 
emergencies. 55 These storage assets 
already offer an important source of fuel 
resilience for power generators located 
adjacent to them. They may also be able 

55 FERC, Energy Primer, p.30. 

With provisions for emergency 
power supplies for long 
duration Black Sky scenarios, 
the nation’s underground gas 
storage facilities, 
supplemented by above-
ground LNG storage tanks, 
could become a vital asset for 
black operations. 
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to play a critical role in mitigating the effects of disruptions in gas production 
and transmission in Black Sky events. 

In particular, an expanded gas storage system could help strengthen fuel 
resilience for black start operations. Given the growing reliance on gas-fired 
generators to serve as cranking path assets in many regions of the United States, 
and the importance of black start operations for Black Sky events, use of gas 
storage to ensure the availability of fuel for these generators offers a prime 
resilience option. As will be discussed later in this volume, a smaller subset 
of these cranking path generators -- Tier I generators that have been specially 
hardened against EMP and other Black Sky hazards -- could provide additional 
opportunities to target investments in expanded storage.56 

However, as with other components of the gas system, fuel storage facilities 
will only be able to support cranking path operations if the power requirements 
of storage facilities can be met in Black Sky outages. The massive 2015 leak from 
the Aliso Canyon storage facility in Southern California has also highlighted the 
regulatory and permitting issues for adding storage in many U.S. regions. The 
ONG subsector, regulators, and government officials will need to resolve these 
issues if expanded national gas storage for Black Sky resilience is to go forward. 

There are two primary types of gas storage: underground and above ground. 
The first section that follows examines underground facilities, which could 
provide an especially valuable and sustainable source of fuel supply for power 
generation in Black Sky events. The second section analyzes Liquid Natural 
Gas (LNG) storage facilities and other above-ground options, which over time 
could also become an important contributor to fuel supply resilience. 

56 EIS, Black Sky Protection Initiative, http://eiscouncil.com/Protection/ItemDetails/60
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A | Underground Gas Storage

Interstate or intrastate pipeline companies, local distribution companies, and 
independent storage service providers are typically the principal owners and 
operators of underground storage facilities. Approximately 120 entities operate 
nearly 400 active underground storage facilities in the lower 48 States. If a 
storage facility serves interstate commerce, it is regulated under Federal Energy 
Regulatory Commission (FERC) jurisdiction; otherwise, it is state regulated. 
Owners and operators of storage facilities are not necessarily the owners of the 
gas held in storage. Most stored natural gas is under lease with shippers, local 
distribution companies, or end users. 57 These arrangements complicate the 
coordination needed to effect resilience in the fuel sector.

Underground Natural Gas Storage Facility [ commons.wikimedia.org ]

Underground gas storage facilities have traditionally been used to manage 
variations in seasonal requirements for fuel. Natural gas constitutes a dominant 
source of fuel for heating homes and commercial facilities in many U.S. regions. 
Accordingly, demand for natural gas consumption has a strong seasonal pattern. 
Gas storage owners generally inject gas into underground storage facilities 
during the “non-heating” season (April-October) and withdraw it from storage 
during the heating season (November-March). 

57 Natural Gas Delivery System Infrastructure System Overview,” U.S. Department of Homeland Security, 
Office of Cyber and Infrastructure Analysis (OCIA), February 1, 2016, p. 6
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Underground gas storage also serves other purposes. Stored gas provides 
arbitrage opportunities for its owners and supports load balancing for pipelines.58 
Increasingly, stored natural gas also helps ensure that gas-fired electrical 
generators have sufficient fuel to meet temporary spikes in electricity demand 
(caused, for example, by increased requirements for home and commercial 
cooling during heat waves).59 Moreover, gas storage has long served as a hedge 
against supply disruptions caused by hurricanes or other natural hazards, and as 
insurance against failures in production and distribution systems. This hedging 
role provides a strong foundation on which to expand U.S. storage capacity for 
fuel resilience in Black Sky events. 

 Figure 9 | Types of Underground Natural Gas Facilities [Source: EIA]

Three primary types of gas storage facilities are used in the United States, 
1) depleted gas and oil reservoirs (or “fields”; 2) aquifer reservoirs; and 3) salt 
caverns. Figure 9 depicts these three primary storage options, as well as others 
that offer much less availability in most regions of the United States.

The three types of underground storage vary in their ability to meet short-
notice requirements for electric power generation. That ability will be especially 

58 DOE, Comparing the Impacts, p. 16.

59 “Natural Gas Storage is Vital for Future Industry Growth,” Oil Price. Com, 11 June 2012, http://oilprice.
com/Energy/Natural-Gas/Natural-Gas-Storage-is-Vital-for-Future-Industry-Growth.html

https://www.eia.gov/naturalgas/storage/basics/images/fig1undergroundstorage.png
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important in Black Sky events, including ensuring the flow of gas to cranking 
path generators in black start operations. Depleted oil and gas fields account 
for about 70% of the total U.S. working gas storage capacity.  These fields are 
the least expensive to develop and operate.60. These reservoirs often have large 
storage capacities, but the rate at which they can extract gas and enable delivery 
to customers is relatively slow. Depleted reservoirs are well suited to manage 
regional variations in gas demand from residential and commercial customers. 
However, their slow extraction rates make them a poor fit with requirements 
for supporting Black Sky power generation.

Aquifers provide an important supplement to depleted oil and gas fields. 
Aquifers make gas storage possible in locations where oil and gas reservoirs 
are not readily available or suitable for development. However, they require 
larger amounts of “cushion gas,” or gas that is required to maintain a pressure 
threshold that will allow for extraction. These cushion requirements would 
limit the retrievable inventory that could be immediately available in Black 
Sky events. Aquifers are also the most expensive type of underground facility 
to develop.61

Salt caverns are best suited for supplying fuel to electric generators, both to 
meet peak demands and to provide resilience against disruptions in the flow of 
gas (including those that Black Sky hazards could cause). The key reasons: salt 
caverns enable faster extraction and delivery of gas than the other underground 
options, and are less costly to develop than aquifers.

However, many regions of the United States lack the geological formations 
necessary for salt cavern storage. As a result, salt caverns currently provide 
only 20% of total U.S. gas storage, and offer limited geographic opportunities 
for expansion. Figure 10 illustrates the distribution of these storage assets. 
Depleted oil and gas reservoirs are concentrated in areas that produce such 
hydrocarbons. Aquifers are spread throughout the United States. Salt caverns 
are regionally concentrated where salt deposits are located, such as in the Gulf 
region, Pennsylvania, Ohio, Michigan and parts of the Midwest and Southwest.62 

By a fortunate coincidence, many areas that have salt cavern storage facilities 

60 Oil Price.com, 2015

61 Storage of Natural Gas, NaturalGas.Org, http://naturalgas.org/naturalgas/storage/ 

62 DOE, QER, Appendix B: Natural Gas, p. NG-18. 

http://naturalgas.org/naturalgas/storage/
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(and where additional facilities might be built in support of fuel resilience) 
also represent those regions where gas-fired power generation is becoming 
increasingly dominant. The ONG and electric subsectors should continue to 
examine how the proximity of storage facilities with key gas generators might 
be leveraged to enhance fuel supply resilience, and pre-plan for the sustained 
delivery of fuel in Black Sky events. Going forward, decisions on where to 
locate future gas generators should also take into account the resilience benefits 
provided by proximity to current or planned storage facilities, both for salt 
caverns and aquifers where sufficient cushion gas can be maintained. This 
is especially true for ensuring the availability of fuel for protected “Tier 1” 
cranking path generators that will be essential to enable national recovery from 
Black Sky events. 

Figure 10. U.S. Active Underground Natural Gas Storage Facilities by Type (February 28, 2014)63

63 Ibid, p. NG-19.
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1. Challenges of Increased Reliance on Underground Storage 

While expanding underground gas storage could provide a prime 
opportunity to strengthen fuel resilience for power generation, a number of 
challenges will need to be overcome to make such expansion a practical strategy 
for Black Sky preparedness.

Dependence on electric power
The most immediate problem lies in the potential vulnerability of salt cavern 

and aquifer storage facilities to the loss of electric power. The QER Report notes 
that while compression facilities for underground natural gas storage generally 
are fueled by offtake gas, they still require 
electric power. For example, the QER 
notes that “electricity is needed for 
dehydration of underground stored gas.” 
Pipeline-quality natural gas is pumped 
into underground formations for 
storage; when gas is withdrawn, it 
requires processing for water removal 
and filtration.64 These processing 
requirements, together with the 
dependence of underground facilities on 
electric control mechanisms and other 
power-dependent systems, represent a 
significant need for electric power, even 
when compression operations are gas-
fueled.65 

Unless mitigated, the risks of power loss to storage facility operations could 
create reinforcing cross-subsector failure in Black Sky outages. The loss of power 
to these facilities would hobble their ability to provide fuel for gas generators, 
leading in turn to further delays in power restoration, and to greater disruption 
of natural gas storage and transportation systems on which power generation 
depends. 

64 DOE, QER Chapter II, p. 2-23

65 Ibid.

As the ONG subsector 
develops its Black Sky 
playbook, interdependency 
with the electric subsector will 
be an important consideration. 
The subsector’s playbook 
should include an External 
Requirement for assured, 
long duration electricity –  
or requisite emergency 
generation and refueling – 
to allow for safe, continued 
use of these storage facilities.
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Market forces: stalling out the expansion of underground storage
An additional problem for increased reliance on storage for fuel resilience 

lies in the uncertain economic incentives for building new facilities. In many 
U.S. regions, market forces do not currently justify the cost of developing 
new storage. Sufficient gas storage capacity -- or at least enough perceived gas 
supply in the aggregate -- is already available in those areas to manage seasonal 
variations and satisfy peak winter demand.66 

These market forces have helped stop what had been a steady increase 
in building out U.S. gas storage capacity. Between 2009 and 2014, increased 
demand for gas from power generators and customers helped drive significant 
growth in U.S. natural gas underground working storage capacity (in terms 
of design capacity and demonstrated maximum working gas volumes). This 
growth was particularly strong for salt caverns, which are best suited to meet 
power generation needs and --potentially -- providing fuel resilience for Black 
Sky events.67

Figure 11. U.S Natural Gas Underground Storage Salt Caverns Capacity68

This expansion has ground to a halt. As shown in Table 1 below, U.S. natural 
gas working storage capacity (for salt caverns and other types of underground 

66 “Is Gas Storage Up for the Challenges?” Pipeline and Gas Journal: October 6, 2015 http://www.
energnostics.com/gas-storage-challenge/

67 U.S. Energy Information Administration, Underground Natural Gas Salt Caverns Capacity, March 31, 
2016 https://www.eia.gov/dnav/ng/hist/na1393_nus_2a.htm

68 U.S Energy Information Administration
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storage) as of November 2015 was essentially flat compared to November 2014. 
Moreover, for the second consecutive year, no new storage facilities began 
operating in 2005. Where limited increases in working gas design capacity 
for the period occurred, that growth came from expansions to existing fields.69

Table 1 | Estimates of Underground Natural Gas Storage Demonstrated and Design Capacity, as 
of November 2014 and November 2015  (billion cubic feet, unless otherwise noted)

 
Demonstrated Maximum 
Working Gas Volume1 Working Gas Design Capacity2

Demonstrated 
Maximum 
Working Gas Share 
of Working Gas 
Design Capacity

Region (Dec 2009 

-Nov 

2014)

(Dec 

2010 

-Nov 

2015)

Percent 

Change

Nov 2014 Nov 2015 Percent 

Change

Nov 2014 Nov 2015

East 1,000 994 -0.7% 1,044 1,032 -1.1% 96% 96%

Midwest 1,179 1,188 0.7% 1,218 1,226 0.7% 97% 97%

Mountain 292 274 -6.3% 464 462 -0.6% 63% 59%

Pacific 407 411 0.9% 415 416 0.3% 98% 99%

South Central 1,458 1,477 1.3% 1,524 1,521 -0.2% 96% 97%

   Salt 412 436 5.8% 481 480 -0.3% 86% 91%

   Nonsalt 1,046 1,041 -0.4% 1,043 1,042 -0.1% 100% 100%

Lower 48 4,336 4,343 0.1% 4,665 4,658 -0.2% 93% 93%

(1) Demonstrated maximum working gas volume is the sum of the highest storage inventory levels of 
working gas observed in each distinct storage reservoir over the previous five-year period as reported by 
the operator on the Form EIA- 191, Monthly Underground Gas Storage Report. The timing of the peaks for 
different facilities need not coincide. Inactive fields were removed from aggregate statistics.  (2) Working 
Gas Design Capacity is an estimate of a natural gas facility’s physical working gas capacity as reported by 
the operator on the Form EIA-191 Monthly Underground Gas Storage Report. It represents the sum of all 
fields’ capacities at a point in time. It is a measure based on the physical characteristics of the reservoir, 
installed equipment, and operating procedures particular to the site that is often certified by federal or 
state regulators. Inactive fields were removed from aggregate statistics.

69 U.S. Energy Information Administration, Underground Natural Gas Working Storage Capacity. 
Release Date:  March 16, 2016 (With Data for November 2015) http://www.eia.gov/naturalgas/
storagecapacity/

http://www.eia.gov/survey/form/eia_191/form.pdf
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As gas power generation continues to displace coal, additional market 
incentives may emerge to drive the expansion of gas storage. But the potentially 
vital role of underground gas facilities 
(especially salt caverns) for Black Sky 
resilience, and the uncertainty of future 
market forces, makes it important to 
explore additional measures to support 
the expansion of U.S. storage capacity. 
The ONG and electric subsectors should 
collaborate with regulators to explore 
whether and how additional resilience-oriented incentives might be created to 
encourage construction of new facilities, especially when those facilities would 
directly support fuel resilience for critical power generators. 

Regulatory and permitting issues
Discussions with regulators will also be needed to meet an additional 

challenge: that of meeting permitting and air quality requirements for new 
storage sites. The 2015 gas leak in the Aliso Canyon storage field, owned by 
the utility SoCalGas, has heightened concerns over the potential risks that 
underground gas storage creates in California and beyond. That four-month 
leak emitted nearly 100,000 metric tons of methane, the main ingredient in 
natural gas and a powerful climate pollutant.70 

One immediate area of concern created by the leak lies in the disruption of 
fuel supplies to Southern California. The Aliso Canyon facility has operated for 
decades as a critical part of the natural gas transmission and distribution system 
in the Los Angeles region. Aliso Canyon provides gas supplies to 11 million 
customers for home heating, hot water and cooking fuel. The facility also 
provides gas supplies to natural gas-fired power plants that play a central role 
meeting regional electrical demand. Aliso Canyon is critical to meeting peak gas 
usage demands in winter months and helping to meet peak electrical demands 
during the summer months. With the loss of gas caused by the leak and the 
moratorium currently imposed on Aliso’s operations, significant concerns are 

70 Leaking gas well in Porter Ranch area lacked a working safety valve, Los Angeles Times, January 3, 
2016, http://www.latimes.com/local/california/la-me-0104-gas-leak-20160104-story.html

New approaches to encourage 
expansion of underground 
natural gas storage could help 
address key energy sector 
Black Sky resilience concerns. 
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emerging regarding energy reliability in the Greater Los Angeles area.71

From a Black Sky resilience perspective, two issues highlighted by this event 
will be important for expanding gas storage and fuel resilience. The first is that 
of meeting air quality standards. Far-reaching efforts should be made to derive 
and apply lessons learned from the Aliso Canyon event so that, as regulators 
consider applications for the 
construction of new storage facilities, 
those project proposals have adequately 
mitigated environmental risks and fully 
met air quality requirements. 

This lessons learned process should 
also be applied to assess and mitigate the 
risk that leaks or other storage facility 
failures will disrupt fuel supplies in Black 
Sky events, precisely when they are most vital to help re-energize the grid 
(especially by supplying fuel to cranking path generators). Critical wells and 
other equipment at storage facilities will need to be hardened against the direct 
effects of Black Sky hazards. Otherwise, they will be of no value for fuel supply 
resilience in power outages caused by severe earthquakes, EMP attacks, or 
other catastrophic events. Ongoing discussions within the ONG sector will be 
essential to prioritize and execute hardening investments against such hazards.

71 California Public Utilities Commission, California Energy Commission, the California Independent 
System Operator, and the Los Angeles Department of Water and Power, “Aliso Canyon Action Plan 
to Preserve Gas and Electric Reliability for the Los Angeles Basin,” April 4, 2016; http://www.energy.
ca.gov/2016_energypolicy/documents/2016-04-08_joint_agency_workshop/Aliso_Canyon_Action_
Plan_to_Preserve_Gas_and_Electric_Reliability_for_the_Los_Angeles_Basin.pdf

As natural gas storage facilities 
expand, hardening against the 
direct effects of Black Sky 
hazards will be essential to 
ensure their utility and security 
for these severe scenarios. 
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B | Above-Ground Storage

As noted above, underground storage options will not always be practical in 
areas where resilient fuel supplies are needed. In particular, while salt caverns 
offer an especially cost-effective means to support power generation in Black 
Sky events, many regions of the United Sates lack the geological formations to 
make them a viable option. 

Above-ground storage can help provide an important alternative to (or 
supplement for) underground facilities. Natural gas companies already use 
tank farms in many regions of the United States to help power generators meet 
spikes in electricity demand. These above-ground storage assets could also play 
a valuable role in supporting Black Sky generation needs. As with underground 
facilities, market forces alone are unlikely to drive the expansion of overall tank 
farm capacity that such fuel resilience requirements may entail – especially 
since above-ground tanks are much more expensive to construct for large-
scale storage. But targeted development of tank farms, tied to support specific, 
high-priority generators, could provide a key option for Black Sky preparedness 
where underground storage is not viable. 

The Pine Needle, North Carolina LNG Facility, one of the largest in the nation 
 [Source: U.S DOE and NARUC]

Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG): An Especially Significant Opportunity
LNG storage provides an additional means to ensure the availability of fuel 

for power generation in wide area, long duration outages. Once LNG plants 
have used heat exchangers to cool natural gas to the point that it liquefies, the 
LNG is stored in large insulated, refrigerated tanks that are integrated with 
the local gas pipeline network. The largest facilities usually liquefy natural gas 
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drawn directly from the interstate pipeline grid, although many smaller facilities 
without such liquefaction capabilities receive LNG by truck. 

A growing number of gas distribution utilities rely on “peak shaving” LNG 
plants to supplement pipeline gas supplies during periods of peak demand, 
especially during winter cold snaps. 

A majority of LNG storage capacity is located in the eastern United States, 
with most of this capacity concentrated in the Northeast for use in major 
population centers such as Boston, New York, and Philadelphia.72 Figure 12 
illustrates the distribution of LNG facilities as of 2004. 

 

Figure 12 | Distribution of LNG Facilities as of 200473

Since that time, with the increase of U.S. production of natural gas, prospects 
for much broader expansion of LNG storage facilities have grown as well – 
providing a potentially significant opportunity to advance fuel resilience for 
Black Sky events.

One constraint on the expansion of LNG facilities to support Black Sky 
resilience lies in the permitting process and additional costs necessary for 

72 Department of Energy, Liquefied Natural Gas: Understanding the Facts (undated), pp. 13-14, http://
energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2013/04/f0/LNG_primerupd.pdf

73 U.S EIA, June 2004
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meeting LNG safety and security requirements, and -- in some regions -- 
political concerns regarding new LNG construction. Security for land-based 
LNG facilities and onshore portions of marine terminals is regulated by the 
Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) and U.S. Department of 
Transportation (DOT). Requirements include security patrols, protective 
enclosures, lighting, monitoring equipment, and alternative power sources. 
Federal regulations also require exclusion zones surrounding LNG facilities to 
protect adjacent sites from heat in the event that vapor clouds are formed in a 
release and are ignited.74 These measures have helped the LNG industry achieve 
a strong safety record, which may help ease previous political constraints on 
LNG expansion.75 

However, two other issues will help determine the extent to which LNG 
storage can help meet Black Sky resilience needs. One issue is that of ensuring 
that LNG facilities will have the electric power needed to sustain the flow of 
fuel in a wide area outage. The vast majority of refrigeration compressors in 
existing LNG liquefaction plants are driven by gas-fueled turbines. However, 
because electric-powered compressors can offer advantages in terms of energy 
efficiency and reduced emissions, industry efforts are underway to develop 
“all-electric” liquefaction plants.76 Electric power is also essential for process 
control mechanisms and other LNG systems. Unless measures are taken to 
ensure the availability of power to meet these requirements, the reliance of 
LNG facilities on electricity will increase their potential vulnerability to the 
same long duration, wide area power outages that would make LNG supplies 
so vital for power restoration. 

Another issue lies in the degree to which market forces will drive sufficient 
LNG expansion to help meet Black Sky fuel resilience needs on more than a spot 
basis. To take advantage of expanded domestic natural gas production, as well 
as the rise in demand for gas for power production and other purposes, an array 

74 Department of Energy, Liquefied Natural Gas: Understanding the Facts (undated), p. 1e, http://
energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2013/04/f0/LNG_primerupd.pdf

75 Congressional Research Service (CRS), Liquefied Natural Gas (LNG) Infrastructure Security: Issues for 
Congress, May 13, 2008, p. 9

76 Siemens, “Pushing the limits of productivity: The all-electric liquefaction plant concept,” http://www.
energy.siemens.com/us/pool/hq/industries-utilities/oil-gas/applications/lng/Pushing%20the%20
limits%20of%20productivity_EN.pdf
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of LNG storage and terminal projects are underway or proposed. The Sabine 
Pass Liquefaction project has secured 300 million cubic feet per day (MMcf/d) 
of natural gas from the Texas Gas Transmission Ohio-Louisiana Access Project, 
which facilitates additional flows of Marcellus and Utica natural gas to the 
southern United States. Additionally, Cheniere’s Corpus Christi Liquefaction 
project will receive 385 MMcf/d from the Natural Gas Pipeline Company of 
America’s Gulf Coast mainline pipeline system. Dominion’s Cove Point (which 
began operating as an import terminal in 1978) already has a dedicated pipeline 
with a link to three interstate pipelines that operate in the Marcellus area.77 If 
these and other projects continue to go forward, the multi-region scope and 
total storage capacity of the emerging LNG system could contribute much more 
extensively to Black Sky fuel requirements than is the case today.

Another potential impetus for growth lies in the expansion of LNG 
infrastructure to support gas exports. U.S. natural gas prices are low compared 
to global prices. Accordingly, the interest has intensified in projects to export 
LNG by tanker ship, and in the possible construction of terminals and storage 
facilities necessary to facilitate future exports. However, under the Natural 
Gas Act, DOE would need to authorize proposed exports, and FERC would 
have to approve the construction of associated storage and other infrastructure 
projects. 78

Congress has also taken a strong interest in possible gas exports. Some 
legislators are concerned that a significant rise in U.S. natural gas exports would 
drive an increase in domestic prices (though other factors will affect prices 
as well).79 Other Members of Congress, including those who represent gas-
producing states, are pressing for legislation to expedite the approval process 
for exports of liquefied natural gas and associated infrastructure.80 

77 US Energy Information Administration, “Growth in domestic natural gas production leads to 
development of LNG export terminals,” March 4, 2016, https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.
cfm?id=25232

78 CRS, “U.S. Natural Gas Exports: New Opportunities, Uncertain Outcomes,” January 28, 2015, https://
www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R42074.pdf

79 CRS, “U.S. Natural Gas Exports: New Opportunities, Uncertain Outcomes,” January 28, 2015, https://
www.fas.org/sgp/crs/misc/R42074.pdf

80 “Senate Energy Bill Includes Bennet’s Bill to Expedite LNG Exports, January 28, 2016, https://www.
bennet.senate.gov/?p=release&id=3568

https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=25232 US
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=25232
https://www.eia.gov/todayinenergy/detail.cfm?id=25232
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Section IV of this volume identifies opportunities to help legislators, 
regulators and other stakeholders critical to LNG expansion to incorporate 
Black Sky resilience considerations in their review of proposed projects and of 
policies affecting permitting and construction. Section IV also provides broader 
recommendations on how to increase the contributions of gas storage to such 
resilience, for both underground and above-ground options. 
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Natural Gas Distribution Pipelines

IV | DISTRIBUTION

When the gas reaches its destination through the long distance distribution 
system, it goes through a “city gate” where it is metered and distributed to 
customers through a lower pressure distribution network. Typically, city gates 
have a predetermined required pressure range for the gas to be handed over 
to the local system. This is also where an odorant, mercaptan, is added to the 
gas, giving it a distinctive rotten egg smell. Some large customers, including 
large-scale power plants, are connected directly to the transmission lines and 
do not need to go through a Local Distribution Company (LDC). 81

Distribution systems have limited dependence on electricity, since they 
reduce the pressure from transmission to distribution through mechanical 
regulators and use mechanical meters to measure it. Pressure regulators do 

81 Judson, Interdependence of Electricity Generation, p. 4. 

http://www.columbiagasohio.com/en/doing-more-for-you/safety/what-to-do-when-you-smell-gas/mercaptan.aspx
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not require power. Nevertheless, where the gas supply is tapped off from 
transmission lines at a city gate, chromatography equipment to monitor the 
heat content of gas and other equipment depend on electricity. 

As a basic resilience tool to deal with typical, short duration power outages, 
most of the approximately 100,000 U.S. city gates provide a backup for their 
power requirements using emergency 
generators. 82 Typically, however, such 
generators have only enough fuel stored 
onsite for operation of a few days, at 
most. Refueling these emergency 
generators in a Black Sky event would 
pose a major challenge. As an internal 
requirement for the ONG subsector’s 
Black Sky playbook, consideration 
should be given to expanding the onsite 
tankage for such generators, to allow for 
long duration standalone operation of 
the city gate equipment.

Additionally, LDCs operate 
under varying state regulations, and 
information sharing on pressure and 
availability of natural gas for generators 
behind the city gates is not always available. Consideration should be given to 
the development of industry best practices for improved information sharing 
with the subsector’s utility and government partners. Those practices, in turn, 
could then be included in the ONG subsector’s Black Sky playbook.

82 Ibid, p.6. 

As an internal requirement 
for the ONG subsector’s Black 
Sky playbook, consideration 
should be given to expanding 
onsite tankage for the 
emergency generators that 
power requisite “city gate” 
equipment, to allow for long 
duration operation.
Information sharing on gas 
pressure and availability should 
also be considered for 
inclusion, as a recommended 
fuels sector Black Sky service.
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Manhattan during Hurricane Sandy blackout. Resolving gas-electric interdependencies will be 
essential to build resilience for restoration in Black Sky outages.

INTRODUCTION

Scope of this Analysis

A growing number of studies sponsored by gas and electric companies, 
regulators, and government agencies have examined the risks posed by gas-
electric interdependencies, and proposed measures to build cross-sector 
resilience against future Polar Vortex-type events and other familiar hazards. 
The recommendations that follow propose how these initiatives might be scaled 
up to strengthen the resilience of power generation fuel supplies against the 
vastly more disruptive effects of Black Sky events. These recommendations 
also include new measures to fill significant gaps in current risk assessments 
and mitigation efforts. 

The recommendations are divided into two categories, reflecting how the 
proposals might be most efficiently led.
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1.  Internal Electric and Oil and Natural Gas (ONG) Subsector 
Initiatives
This category is comprised of the measures the ONG and electric subsectors 

can advance individually and in collaboration with each other. For the purposes 
of this study, the ONG subsector includes all of the private and public sector 
owners and operators of natural gas systems (especially gathering, transmission 
and storage companies) as well as the storage and distribution systems that 
provide diesel and other secondary fuels for fuel-switching generators.1 The 
electric subsector includes electric distribution utilities, and Bulk Electric 
System (BES) entities, including generation companies, high voltage 
transmission systems, Reliability Coordinators, and other BES components). 
Since the ability of these sector owners and operators to carry out resilience 
initiatives will often be contingent on approval from local, state and/or Federal 
regulators, engagement with the regulatory sector is explicitly addressed as well. 

2. External initiatives led by partners beyond the ONG and Electric 
Subsectors
This category is comprised of partners outside the gas and electric subsectors 

who can provide vital support functions for preparing against Black Sky 
Hazards. These partners include: 

■ Private contractors and government agencies that can provide 
essential support services: 
Contractors, as well as the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers, the Defense 
Logistics Agency, and other government agencies, can help support gas 
and electric utilities with a broad range of support functions in a Black 
Sky event. These functions include replacing, maintaining and refueling 
backup generators at compressor stations and other electricity-dependent 
gas system components.

■ Mass care Non-Governmental Organizations (NGOs): 
NGOs such as the Salvation Army, the American Red Cross and others 

1 DHS, “Energy Sector: Oil and Natural Gas Subsector Coordinating Council,” January, 2015, http:// 
www.dhs.files.publications
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that can support emergency operations by gas and electric utility workers 
by providing staging assistance, family support, and other activities

■ Government support for planning and coordination of Black Sky 
response operations. 
Federal and State agencies have worked with the private sector and other 
partners to develop the Power Outage Incident Annex (POIA), State 
Energy Assistance Plans, and other plans to help address energy resilience 
issues, including those associated with disruptions in gas supplies for 
power generation. Such coordinated planning efforts at all levels of 
government can not only help the ONG and electricity subsector advance 
cross-sector initiatives, but also help them develop and implement Black 
Sky playbooks to use when Black Sky events strike.
The analysis that follows provides recommendations both for the electric/
ONG subsectors and their partners on:

■  Dual-Fuel Generators: 
Measures to encourage power companies to retain and construct dual-
fuel generators (that is, generators that can switch from burning gas to 
fuel oil, diesel, or some other secondary source of fuel); 

■ Gas fueled Compressors:
Initiatives to reverse the trend towards replacing gas-powered compressors 
with ones that depend on electricity;

■ Secure Fuel Feeds to Electric Generation:
Coordinated, cross-sector infrastructure investments, including expanded 
gas storage facilities co-located with power generators; 

■ Secure Electricity Delivery to Gas Production and Transmission:
Plans to prioritize the delivery of power to electricity-dependent gas 
system components, in utility-to-utility planning and in region-wide 
initiatives;

■ Revised Curtailment Policies:
Efforts to revise curtailment policies so that the flow of gas to power 
generators becomes a top priority in Black Sky events; 
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■ A Black Sky Compatible Black Start System:
Measures to ensure that black start generation resources have the fuel they 
need to provide for black start power restoration, and to incorporate these 
resilience measures within a broader Black Sky / Black Start Protection 
Initiative (BSPI).
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Rotor of a modern steam turbine, used in a power station [en.wikipedia.org ]

I |  DUAL-FUEL GENERATORS 

For decades, dual-fuel generators in many regions of the United States 
provided the most significant source of resilience against interruptions in gas 
supplies for power generation.2 Gas-to-oil fuel switching enables generators 
to sustain operations when gas supplies fail, and -- as long as onsite oil storage 
tanks are adequate, or can be resupplied as necessary -- they can help provide 
reliable power even if gas disruptions continue for multiple days or even 
weeks.3 Accordingly, NERC’s Special Reliability Assessment: Accommodating 
an Increasing Dependence on Natural Gas for Electric Power (May, 2013) 
emphasizes that use of fuel-switching generators “likely represents the 

2 NERC, Increasing Dependence on Natural Gas, p. 85. 

3 Distillate fuel oil products known as No. 1, No. 2 (diesel), and No. 4 fuel oils have historically been the 
primary distillates used for electric power generation. More recently, ultra-low sulfur diesel (ULSD) is 
becoming increasingly important as a secondary fuel. 
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preeminent means of maintaining system reliability when gas supplies to gas‐
fired power units are constrained or interrupted.”4

The importance of dual-fuel generators for resilience is further enhanced 
by their cost-effectiveness for providing resilience against Black Sky hazards. 
This advantage is especially strong in comparison to another prime option for 
power companies: that of seeking “firm” gas contracts versus “interruptible” 
contracts, under which gas service is more likely to be curtailed. Given the 
destructiveness of Black Sky events, generators will be at risk of fuel supply 
interruptions regardless of whether they have firm or interruptible contracts. 
Enabling generators to switch to alternative fuels (especially if significant 
storage is available on-site) will be vastly better for strengthening resilience 
than adopting firm contracts.

For less severe outages, power companies with firm contracts are much 
less likely to have their gas supplies curtailed in emergencies such as the Polar 
Vortex than those with interruptible ones. Switching from interruptible to 
firm delivery contracts offers a potentially valuable means to strengthen fuel 
reliability for power generation to for such less severe events.

However, gas companies charge for that extra reliability: gas delivered under 
firm contracts is more expensive than for interruptible contracts. Recent studies 
have found that purchasing dual-fuel generators is often a more cost-effective 
way to hedge against gas supply disruptions. 

In summarizing these study results, the Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission concluded that with few exceptions, the incremental cost of 
providing dual-fuel capability for individual generators “appears to be much 
less than the incremental cost of firm transportation on natural gas pipelines” 
to achieve fuel assurance for electric power generation within the Eastern 
Interconnection.5 The same cost analysis would likely also apply to other 
portions of the U.S. power grid, making dual-fuel generators especially attractive 
as a resilience option both for Black Sky events and for less catastrophic ones.

Yet, the NERC study (hereafter referred to as the Gas Dependence Report) 

4 NERC, Increasing Dependence on Natural Gas, p. 85. 

5 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), Gas-Electric Coordination Quarterly Report to the 
Commission, Docket No. AD12-12-000, December 18, 2014, p. 4. http://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-
reports/2014/12-18-14-gas-electric-cord-quarterly.pdf 

http://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/2014/12-18-14-gas-electric-cord-quarterly.pdf
http://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/2014/12-18-14-gas-electric-cord-quarterly.pdf
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also notes that dual-fuel generators are rapidly disappearing. Many older steam 
generators were designed to be dual-fuel units. However, the power industry has 
gradually transitioned from outdated steam generator technologies to the more 
efficient combined‐cycle technologies. As the industry moved to combined‐
cycle units, the vast majority of these new units were built to be gas‐only. The 
result: across the United States and much of Canada, only 125 GW of gas‐
fired generation is now capable of fuel-switching operations (approximately 
35 percent of gas‐fired capacity).6

Given the potentially critical contribution that dual capable generators 
could make to grid resilience, the Gas Dependence Report emphasizes that “it 
could be beneficial if the electric industry approached both Federal and state 
regulators with a plan that would allow or increase fuel switching.”7 

However, to create such a plan, the electric and gas subsectors will have to 
offer much more concrete, actionable recommendations to overcome the 
regulatory and economic disincentives 
for construction of dual-fuel generators.8 
In preparing such recommendations, 
addressing dual-fuel resilience 
considerations beyond those examined 
in the Gas Dependence Report should 
be examined. Two issues are especially 
important. 

The first is that of fuel resilience 
for black start operations -- that is, 
operations to re-energize the grid by using specially designated generation 
resources within a blacked out area, rather than by importing power from 
outside that zone.9 Coal-fired generators have helped comprise a major portion 

6 NERC, Increasing Dependence on Natural Gas, p. 76 & 85

7 Ibid, p. 85. 

8 The NERC report recommends that stakeholders 1) assess regional pipeline infrastructure and the 
potential risks of gas interruptions and curtailments; 2) develop mitigation plans to minimize the 
effects of fuel-related outages; 3) help explain how fuel switching works; 4) examine how long it 
takes to switch a unit’s fuel; and 5) describe added costs and inherent risks of adding fuel switching 
capabilities. See Ibid, pp.85-6. 

9 “Blackstart resources are generating units that have the ability to be started without support from 

Realizing the potential 
resilience benefits of dual-fuel 
generation for Black Sky 
scenarios will mandate 
planning for adequate onsite 
secondary fuel or fuel delivery 
plans for such scenarios. 
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of black start resources in many regions of the United States. As gas generators 
increasingly replace these coal units, especially in high population density 
regions, ensuring that these gas generators are capable of fuel-switching will 
help hedge against interruptions in gas supplies.10 Fuel switching can thus 
become a critical asset for Black Sky resilience, as long as sufficient cost recovery 
mechanisms are in place to incentivize their construction. Additional criteria 
for prioritizing dual-fuel construction to enhance resilience, including service 
of especially critical loads, should also be developed. 

Second, dual-fuel capability alone will be of little value when gas supplies 
are interrupted unless diesel/#2 fuel oil or other secondary fuels are available to 
run them. Earthquakes, coordinated cyber/kinetic attacks, and other Black Sky 
Hazards may create especially long-duration, wide area disruptions of gas flows. 
Addressing the current shortfalls in onsite secondary fuel shortage, and in plans 
and capabilities for the resupply of such fuels, will be absolutely essential if the 
resilience benefits of dual-fuel generators are to be realized in a Black Sky event. 

the rest of the bulk power system, or are designed to remain energized without connection to the 
remainder of the bulk power system, and can be used to re-start other generating units as part of 
the process of re-energizing the system.” North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) 
and Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), “FERC-NERC Regional Entity Joint Review of 
Restoration and Recovery Plans,” January 2016, p. 1. https://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/2016/01-
29-16-FERC-NERC-Report.pdf

10 FERC-NERC, Restoration and Recovery Plans, p. 25
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Key considerations addressed in the analysis and recommendations that follow:

■ Environmental Regulations: 
Environmental regulations that discourage the construction of dual-fuel 
generators and constrain their operation in emergencies;

■ Economic Incentives:
The lack of economic incentives for generation companies to pay the 
additional costs entailed for fuel-switching capabilities;

■ Black Sky Resilience: 
The special resilience benefits of ensuring that gas-fired generation 
resources for black start operations can operate on secondary fuels;

■ Priority Loads as Incentives:
Priority loads that could help shape construction incentives and siting 
decisions for dual-fuel generators;

■ Limited Onsite Secondary Fuel: 
The problems created by limited onsite storage of secondary fuel supplies 
at generation plants;

■ The Resupply Challenge:
The challenges of resupplying secondary fuels, especially in Black Sky 
events where resupply operations may be severely disrupted; and 

■ Maintenance and Training: 
The need for maintenance, training and exercise programs to help ensure 
that fuel switching operations will be successful when they are most 
needed.
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A | Environmental Regulations 

Increasingly stringent emissions standards have helped discourage 
generation companies from retaining dual-fuel generators and adding fuel-
switching capabilities to their modernized fleet. Companies that seek to 
construct new gas-fired generators must first receive permits to ensure their 
compliance with the New Source Review (NSR) and Prevention of Significant 
Deterioration (PSD) programs; The applicable requirements fall under either 
(1) The Federal NSR program, or (2) the 
state’s NSR (or equivalent) program. The 
permit requirements and operating 
limits that will be imposed on dual-fuel 
plants vary depending on factors such as 
the location of the facility and the annual 
emissions of criterion pollutants. Given 
the expense and difficulty of meeting 
these requirements, versus building gas-
only generators, many generation companies adopt the latter option as more 
economically viable despite the resulting loss of fuel resilience.11 

Dual-fuel generators that meet emission standards also face stringent limits 
on the number of hours they are allowed to operate on secondary fuel. When 
burning distillate fuel oil, power generators can produce significantly higher 
emissions of particulate matter, carbon dioxide, and other emissions than when 
they are operating on natural gas. Accordingly, permits for dual-fuel plants 
frequently constrain how many hours they can operate on distillates in a year. 
The most common limit is 720 hours per year of full load operation on distillate 
fuel. Moreover, some permits allow generators to use distillate fuel oil only when 
natural gas is curtailed. Recent permits allow only 500 hours (equivalent to 21 
days) of operation on Ultra-Low Sulfur Diesel (ULSD), and -- again -- only 
during periods when gas deliveries are being curtailed. 12 Black Sky hazards may 
create disruptions in the flow of gas that go well beyond these permitting limits.

11 Levitan and Associates, Inc. “Gas-electric System Interface Study- Fuel Assurance: Dual-Fuel Capability 
and Firm Transportation Alternatives,” Eastern Interconnection Planning Collaborative (EIPC), p. 11, 
December 1, 2014. http://nebula.wsimg.com/ef3ad4a531dd905b97af83ad78fd8ba7?AccessKeyId=E2
8DFA42F06A3AC21303&disposition=0&alloworigin=1

12 Ibid, p. 12. 

Many generation companies 
build gas-only generators,  
to avoid undertaking the cost 
and complexity of obtaining 
environmental permits for 
dual-fuel plants.  

http://nebula.wsimg.com/ef3ad4a531dd905b97af83ad78fd8ba7?AccessKeyId=E28DFA42F06A3AC21303&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
http://nebula.wsimg.com/ef3ad4a531dd905b97af83ad78fd8ba7?AccessKeyId=E28DFA42F06A3AC21303&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
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Recommendations
Ensuring that dual-fuel generators are compliant with existing emissions 

standards is important for improving air quality during normal periods of 
operation. However, during Black Sky events when power generation is essential 
for saving and sustaining lives, dual-fuel generators should be able to operate 
on secondary fuel beyond the periods for which they are typically permitted – 
indeed, for as long as necessary until the flow of natural gas is restored. 

Specific options to consider:

Internal Electric Subsector Requirements

■ Expand on Available Best Practices to Incentivize Dual-Fuel 
Generators
Bulk Electric System (BES) entities, regulators, and other stakeholders in 
power resilience should partner to examine how financial inducements 
might be created to encourage construction of dual-fuel generators, 
despite the lack of market signals to do so. 
In the aftermath of the Polar Vortex, PJM has instituted a program to 
provide financial incentives for generation companies to construct dual-
fuel generators rather than cheaper, gas-only models. Other Regional 
Transmission Operators (RTOs) and other Bulk Electric System entities 
might consider adopting similar incentives in their own operating regions, 
as well as other measures to facilitate recovery of the incremental costs 
associated with fuel-switching capabilities.

■ Develop Resilience Metrics for Dual-Fuel Generators: 
Not all dual-fuel units will be equally valuable for grid resilience if gas 
supplies are interrupted. Given the limited pool of financial incentives 
that are likely to be available in a given region, generation companies, 
their Bulk Electric System partners, and other resilience stakeholders 
should develop criteria to prioritize support for construction of dual-
fuel units. Industry-consensus benchmarks for such prioritization could 
facilitate both decision making and permitting for such units. 
The size of the generation plant might provide one criteria for prioritization. 
However, two other criteria examined in the recommendations to follow 
should also be considered: the importance of the generation plant as 
a black start resource, and the degree to which plants serve especially 
critical loads.
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External Subsector Requirements –State Emergency Managers and 
Public Utility Commissions

■ State Emergency Waivers: Recognizing unique requirements of 
operation in emergencies
A recent study sponsored by FERC and the Eastern Interconnect Planning 
Collaborative (EIPC) found that across much of the Mid Atlantic and 
Northeast regions, states have not yet modified their air permits to include 
explicit provisions to allow exceedances of the annual oil burn limit in 
the event of an emergency declared by a state or Federal authority.13 But 
other states are beginning to adopt such exceptions. 
The State of Florida, for example, issues emergency orders that allow dual-
fuel generators to continue to burn secondary fuels in an emergency, even 
if doing so violates their air permits.14 That waiver authority constitutes an 
emerging best practice that should be considered for adoption by states 
on a nationwide basis. 

■ Federal Emergency Waivers: Implementing Fixing America’s 
Surface Transportation (FAST) Act emergency exemptions
The Environmental Protection Agency (EPA), DOE and other Federal 
agencies could also partner with the power industry to consider broader 
emergency waiver authorities and triggers. For example, it would be 
helpful if the Federal Government were to build on existing emergency 
declaration standards and authorities (including those provided for in the 
Stafford Act) to clarify the conditions under which unlimited run times 
on secondary fuel would be permitted -- and eligible for appropriate 
government support in term of fuel resupply and other assistance. 
Section 61002 of the FAST Act exempts electric generating units from 
compliance with environmental laws and regulations when they are 
operating under an emergency directive issued by the Secretary of Energy. 
As the EPA, DOE and other Federal agencies move to implement this 

13 Ibid. 

14 Aspen Environmental Group. “Implications of Greater Reliance on Natural Gas for electricity 
Generation,” American Public Power Association. July, 2010, p. 81, http://www.publicpower.org/files/
PDFs/ImplicationsOfGreaterRelianceOnNGforElectricityGeneration.pdf
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new provision of law, they should explicitly include measures to approve 
extended fuel switching operations during emergencies.

Power Generation Plant

■ Lack of Economic Incentives to Build Dual-Fuel Generators
In part due to the cost of seeking emission permits and installing 
necessary pollution control equipment, new dual-fuel generators and 
their fuel systems are more expensive than their gas-only counterparts, 
and are more expensive to maintain. 
Dual-fuel generators offer the potential to offset these higher costs by 
providing additional revenue in emergency situations. By operating 
on secondary fuel when gas supplies are interrupted, and providing 
power when gas-only generators have shut down, dual-fuel generators 
will enable their companies to continue to sell electricity when it is in 
especially high demand and/or brings high prices in the market areas. 
But significant disruptions in gas supplies do not occur often. Given the 
infrequency of such interruptions, there are few market incentives for power 
generation companies to pay the extra money to sustain their previous fuel-
switching capabilities as they modernize their generation assets.15 

15 Aspen Environmental Group. “Gas Storage Needed to Support Electricity Generation,” The Utility Air 
Regulatory Group and the American Public Power Association. June, 2012, p. 9. http://energy.gov/
sites/prod/files/2015/04/f21/AttachB_Aspen_GasStorage2012.pdf
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B |  Dual-Fuel Generators as Black Start Resources

One obvious basis for assessing the resilience value of investments in fuel 
switching capabilities is whether a gas-fired plant will be needed for black 
start operations. After a system-wide blackout occurs, most, if not all of the 
generation in a given region will have been shut down. In past U.S. power 
outages, the power needed to restart those generators has typically been 
imported from outside the blackout zone. In a wide-area outage, black start 
resources will be crucial, enabling power restoration to go forward without 
relying on outside sources of electricity to bring generators back into service.

 An operator at ERCOT. [https://commons.wikimedia.org/wiki/File:ERCOTOperator_2.jpg]

As noted in the Introduction, every region in the United States maintains 
black start plans, procedures, capabilities, equipment testing and exercises that 
must comply NERC Reliability Standard EOP-005-2, “System Restoration from 
Blackstart Resources,” and other regulatory mandates.16 

However, gas-fired generators in the cranking path face special challenges 
for fuel resilience, given the risk that Black Sky Hazards will disrupt the just-
in-time delivery of fuel on which these assets depend. Puget Sound Energy, the 
Massachusetts Municipal Wholesale Electric Company, and growing number of 
other utilities are configuring their gas turbines to have black start capabilities.17 

16 NERC, “Standard EOP-005-2 — System Restoration from Blackstart Resources, http://www.nerc.com/
files/EOP-005-2.pdf

17 To serve as black start units, gas turbine generators must be configured with specialized DC auxiliary 
support systems, an ignition source, and other equipment. Black Start: Preparedness for Any 
Situation, Power Engineering, July 7, 2011, http://www.power-eng.com/articles/print/volume-115/
issue-7/features/black-start-preparedness-for-any-situation.html
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Ensuring that these generators have the flow of gas they need to conduct black 
start operations is absolutely vital, especially as they increasingly replace fuel-
resilient coal generators. 

The electric sector is focusing increased attention on the possibility that 
regulatory-driven declines in coal generation will create risks for black start 
reliability. In January 2016, the “FERC-
NERC-Regional Entity Joint Review of 
Restoration and Recovery Plans” 
(hereinafter referred to as the 2016 
Review) noted that “the availability of 
some traditional blackstart resources is 
being affected by recent changes in 
environmental emissions regulations 
and CIP Reliability Standards,” and that 
some of these units are now being 
withdrawn as blackstart resources. 18 

Individual Regional Transmission 
Organizations are also moving to 
compensate for the loss of coal-fired 
black start assets, by replacing them 
with gas-fired units and other sources 
of power. PJM, for example, has acquired new black start capacity to replace 
coal-fired units that have or will soon retire due to environmental regulations, 
especially the Environmental Protection Agency’s Mercury and Air Toxics rule. 19

The electric subsector should make it a top priority to ensure that these 
generators are capable of fuel switching. The 2016 Review notes that many 
blackstart restoration plans include black start units with dual-fuel capabilities 
(using both oil and gas). However, that document does not provide data on the 
percentage of gas-fired black start resources that are capable of fuel switching. 
The one example cited from a BES regional entity reported that “about fifty 
percent of its blackstart generation capacity has dual-fuel capability.” The 2016 
Review offers no assessment of whether this percentage is representative of 
black start resource on a regional or nationwide basis. 

18 FERC-NERC, Restoration and Recovery Plans, p. 25. 

19 RTO Insider, “PJM: Black Start Sources Ready to Replace Retiring Coal,” July 15, 2014

At least a portion of regional 
black start capabilities should 
be strengthened and 
protected to ensure 
functionality in Black Sky 
scenarios. Such “Secure 
Enclaves” could provide 
uninterrupted (or only briefly 
interrupted) service to critical 
loads, and act as an energized 
foundation for power 
restoration even in 
 Black Sky events.  
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Moreover, availability of dual-fuel generation for black start in Black Sky 
conditions must also meet another criterion – availability of sufficient secondary 
fuel, onsite, to last through the weeks 
that may be required to restore the 
region’s natural gas production, 
transmission and distribution systems to 
near-normal operation.

No publicly available studies 
assess whether current and projected 
levels of fuel-switching capacities are 
sufficient to ensure that if gas supplies 
are disrupted, black start resources 
other than gas generators will still 
be able to conduct black start power 
restoration. Performing such analysis 
could provide a valuable supplement to 
existing measures to assess the reliability 
and resilience of black start plans and 
resources. To deal with emerging gaps in 
dual-fuel capabilities, the electric sector 
and regulatory authorities should also 
pursue ways to target incentives for fuel switching on black start assets. 

Recommendations
Internal Electric Subsector Requirements

■ Assess Black Start System Fuel Capabilities: Determine National 
and Regional Fuel Switching Capacity of the U.S. Black Start System
The FERC-NERC Review recommended studies be conducted to 
provide a better understanding of recent blackstart resource changes.20 
Those studies should include a particular focus on the shift from coal 
to gas-dependent assets. Ideally, to support follow-on risk assessments 
and mitigation measures, data could be collected (and appropriately 
anonymized and protected) on the extent to which black start restoration 

20 FERC-NERC, Restoration and Recovery Plans, p. 27. 

Given the growing importance 
of gas-fired generators for 
black start, and the risk that 
Black Sky hazards will disrupt 
their fuel supplies, ensuring 
that these generators are 
capable of fuel switching 
should be a top priority. 
In addition, planning must 
assure onsite availability of 
sufficient secondary fuel to last 
the weeks that may be 
required to restart the region’s 
natural gas infrastructure in 
severely disrupted 
environments.
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plans rely on gas generators. The subsector should also collect data on 
the percentage of these gas generators that are capable of fuel switching, 
and on measures currently underway to strengthen the resilience of their 
fuel supplies.
Based on this data, consideration might also be given to the creation of 
an appropriate Standards Authorization Request (SAR) within the FERC/
NERC process, to establish a standard for ensuring that adequate dual-
fuel generation resources exist to support black start operations and serve 
critical loads. Such standards could help provide for cost recovery for 
investments in fuel switching that will be essential for Black Sky resilience.

■ Build Risk Management Strategies
The 2016 Review proposes that a study be made of possible strategies 
for replacing lost black start resources, and factors to be included in 
selecting those replacements (including geographical diversity and dual-
fuel capabilities).21 
To make that analysis even more useful, explicit consideration should be 
given to the risk that Black Sky events will cause wide-area disruptions 
in gas supplies. The analysis should also account for potential mitigation 
measures to be examined later in this study (including the availability of 
underground gas storage facilities that can be colocated with gas-fired 
black start resources). 

■ Information Sharing on Dual-Fuel Black Start: Share information 
on emerging best practices for using dual-fuel generators as back 
start resources. 
Duke Energy is planning the construction of two small combustion 
turbine natural gas plants, with a total capacity of 84 MW, at its Sutton 
Plant near Wilmington, NC. The new units will have black start 
capabilities, and -- especially important -- they will be able to run on 
either natural gas or diesel fuel.22 As these and other dual-fuel projects 

21 Ibid. 

22 Downey, John. “Duke Energy proposes two small gas-fired units at its Sutton Plant near 
Wilmington,” Charlotte Business Journal, April 17, 2015, http://www.bizjournals.com/charlotte/blog/
energy/2015/04/duke-energy-proposes-two-small-units-at-its-sutton.html
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go forward, utilities should share information on how they overcame 
permitting difficulties, satisfied regulatory requirements, provided for 
cost recovery, and met other challenges. 

External Sector Requirements – Utility Commissions 

■ Incentivize Black Start Fuel Switching Assets: 
Target financial incentives and other inducements to maximize fuel 
switching capabilities for black start assets.
It is already a common practice for generator owners and operators to 
receive additional compensation, tax abatements, and other financial 
rewards for providing units to serve as components of a black start plan, 
with the amount of compensation typically based on the size of the unit 
providing black start service.23 However, in some areas, the costs of 
replacing coal generators with gas or other types of black start resources 
are significant even without having to fund for fuel-switching capabilities. 
For example, areas covered by Dominion (which has funded a 39% in 
black start expenditures) and Dayton Power & Light (responsible for a 
27% increase in such spending) are experiencing large increases in such 
spending.24 Moreover, in some RTO regions, stakeholders, including 
states, have rejected recent proposals to boost payments for black start 
units.25

Given these overall pressures on funding, targeted incentives will be 
needed to help generation owners recover the incremental costs of adding 
and maintaining fuel-switching capabilities for dual-fuel generators 
serving as black start resources. Efforts to win stakeholder approval of 
compensation benefits and other incentives should be supported with 
discussions of the risk mitigation benefits that fuel switching will provide 
for the specific black start plans of concern to those stakeholders. 

23 For an example of financial benefits for generators included in black start plans, see Kathy Whitaker, 
“Proposed Black Start Changes for Con Edison,” June 20, 2012, http://www.nyiso.com/public/
webdocs/markets_operations/committees/bic/meeting_materials/2012-06-20/Proposed_Black_
Start_Changes_6202012_BIC_OC_for_posting.pdf

24 RTO Insider, “PJM: Black Start Sources Ready to Replace Retiring Coal,” July 15, 2014

25 Ibid
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■ Expand Black Start Testing to Include Disruption in Gas Delivery
NERC Reliability Standard EOP-005-2 requires that blackstart resources 
be tested and exercised to verify that they can energize equipment needed 
to restore the system as intended in the restoration plan. However, as 
noted in the 2016 Review, current provisions “do not necessarily require 
verification using conditions that anticipate actual blackout conditions.”26 
The Review recommends that a study be conducted to identify ways 
to expand restoration plan testing beyond these current requirements. 
Such studies should develop options to test and exercise black start 
resources and components under conditions where gas supplies are 
severely disrupted. Findings derived from this analysis could support 
consideration of a Standards Authorization Request under the FERC/
NERC process to support progress in this realm.

C | Critical Loads and Prioritized Restoration 

In addition to their possible roles in regional black start restoration plans, 
gas-fired generators may also have 
outsized importance for supporting life-
saving and life-sustaining operation in 
Black Sky events. By virtue of their 
location and other factors, these 
generators may play special roles in 
sustaining (or rapidly restoring) power 
to nuclear power plants, regional 
hospitals, military bases, and other 
critical loads. Ensuring that such 
generators are capable of fuel switching 
should be a priority. 

One of the key sources of resilience 
in today’s power grid is the redundancy 

26 FERC-NERC, Restoration and Recovery Plans, p. 40.

Black Sky hazards can inflict 
such widespread damage on 
grid components and gas 
supplies for power generation 
that infrastructure redundancy 
will be of less value for grid 
resilience and prioritized 
power restoration. For these 
scenarios, the primary factor 
driving resilience is regional 
availability of fuel secure, Tier 1, 
Black-Sky-hazard-protected 
black start generation.
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of both generation assets and high voltage transmission systems. If a base load 
generation plant goes off line, a major substation is attacked (as occurred in 
the Metcalf event) or a high voltage transmission line is disabled, sufficient 
redundancy often exists in BES infrastructure to enable RTOs to reroute power 
and sustain or quickly restore service to critical loads. Many critical electricity 
customers (including major water facilities and defense installations) are 
also served by multiple power feeds to hedge against the failure of any one 
distribution line. 

However, Black Sky hazards can inflict such widespread damage on 
grid components and gas supplies for power generation that infrastructure 
redundancy will be of less value for grid resilience and prioritized power 
restoration. For these scenarios, the primary factor driving resilience is 
regional availability of fuel secure, Tier 1, Black-Sky-hazard-protected black 
start generation.

For nuclear power plants and other critical facilities in long-duration outages, fuel-secure, Black Sky 
hazard-protected black start generating plants will be the primary source for resilient power

The 2016 Review notes that BES entities have priorities for restoring loads 
in their system restoration plans (with the underlying objective of restoring the 
interconnection as a whole). For example, transmission operators responsible 
for providing primary or back-up service to nuclear power plants prioritize 
restoration of off-site power to those plants for safe shutdown. Operators 
serving metropolitan high-density loads place priority on restoration of those 
areas, recognizing the need to protect human safety. 
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Some plans include special criteria for identifying other high priority loads, 
including the following: 

■ Start-up power:
Also referred to as “cranking power” – this refers to prioritized power to 
generators that are on the black start “cranking path,” and designated to 
start-up quickly (i.e., in 4 hours or less) as part of the system restoration 
plan. 

■ Pipeline pumping:
Power to electric-powered pumps for natural gas pipelines that pressurize 
and drive natural gas deliveries to quick-start generators, such as 
combustion turbines. To ensure gas supply to blackstart generators is 
not interrupted during restoration, some transmission operators include 
gas compressors as priority loads.

■ Auxiliary power for steam plants:
Auxiliary power needed for steam generator plants that do not have their 
own auxiliary power resources.

■ Critical Installation Power:
Power to pumping stations for oil pipelines, nuclear military installations 
and floodwater or floodwall control installations. 27

The priority attached to the second item – pipeline pumping -- will be 
especially important for resilience as gas-fueled generation increasingly replaces 
coal assets as the power source for critical loads. Section D of this paper examines 
measures to further accelerate the restoration of power to compressor stations 
and other electricity-dependent components of the gas system. However, even 
with such prioritized restoration plans, Black Sky hazards will still create risks 
of long term, wide area disruptions of gas supplies. Gas fired generators that 
are especially important for serving critical loads should be considered prime 
candidates for fuel-switching capabilities and adequate secondary fuel storage 
capacity, just as they should be when they serve as black start resources. 

27 NERC-FERC, Restoration and Recovery Plans, p. 9. 
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Recommendations

Internal Electric Subsector Requirements

■ Matching fuel-flexible generation to critical loads: Use critical loads 
to help prioritize the siting of dual-fuel generators
The 2016 Review notes that to speed the restoration of power to critical 
loads, some transmission operators specifically identify areas within 
their footprint where it would be beneficial to locate blackstart resources. 
These transmission operators identify cranking paths for routing power 
from blackstart generation, from multiple areas, to meet priority load 
requirements, such as supplying offsite power to a nuclear power plant.28 
A similar approach should be considered for siting dual-fuel-capable 
blackstart generators. In fact, since such generators will also require 
adequate secondary fuel tankage, if they are also hardened against Black 
Sky hazards they become highly resilient generation assets that can assure 
sustained or rapidly restored power to critical loads, even in severe Black 
Sky scenarios.
BES entities should collaborate with other resilience stakeholders 
to identify priority loads, and analyze how locating fuel secure dual-
fuel generators might help accelerate power restoration to those loads 
when Black Sky hazards create wide-area disruptions of gas and electric 
infrastructure. 

■ Fuel-flexible support for critical microgrids. 
The Department of Defense is intensifying its focus on constructing 
microgrids to serve critical loads on military bases, and thereby sustain 
defense operations even if the surrounding power grid is blacked out. In 
Fort Sill, Oklahoma, and a growing number of other Defense installations, 
gas generators provide the power for these microgrids (especially where 
intermittent sources of electricity and associated storage capabilities 
are not adequate to assure mission execution).29 Adapting microgrid 
installation planning for critical civilian and military microgrids to 

28 NERC-FERC, Restoration and Recovery Plans, p. 22

29 Andrew Paquette, “Design of the Fort Sill Microgrid” (undated), www.eaton.com/ecm/idcplg?
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include fuel-switching generators will help strengthen their resilience 
against Black Sky hazards.

D | Ensuring the Availability of Secondary Fuels

Even the widest possible distribution of fuel-switching capabilities will be 
of little resilience value when gas flows are interrupted unless they have the 
other backup fuels they need to operate. 

The Polar Vortex highlighted the severity of this problem. In particular, as 
gas supplies were curtailed, demand skyrocketed for diesel and other secondary 
fuels (both within the power sector and beyond). Critical oil suppliers began 
to run low on inventory or deliveries were slow because increased demand 
was unexpected and available delivery trucks were limited. Generation owners 
found it difficult to keep oil tanks full on a daily basis and had to limit run hours 
for their units. Approximately 2,000-3,000 MW of generation was disrupted by 
oil supply and delivery shortfalls.30

Fuel resupply problems will be far more severe in earthquakes, EMP attacks, 
or other Black Sky events that affect multiple regions of the United States. In 
such events, demand for diesel (especially Ultra-Low Sulfur Diesel (ULSD)) 
and other secondary fuels will spike not only to serve dual-fuel generators, but 
also to sustain the operation of hospitals, Emergency Operations Centers, and 
other critical assets that increasingly depend on ULSD-fueled backup power 
generators.31 

30 PJM, Problem Statement on PJM Capacity Performance Definition, August 2014, p. 10, https://
www.pjm.com/~/media/documents/reports/20140801-problem-statement-on-pjm-capacity-
performance-definition.ashx

31 Increasingly stringent emissions standards are driving this shift of backup power generators 
towards reliance on ULSD. Since October 2010, most diesel fuel used in diesel-powered generators 
has been ultra-low-sulfur diesel fuel (no more than 15 ppm sulfur). Using ULSD in existing units 
reduces particulate matter emissions by 10-20 percent, and when cleaner fuel is used in today’s new 
technology lower-emissions engines particulate matter will be reduced by 90 percent compared to 
engines made before 2011. Diesel Technology Forum, “About Clean Diesel Power Generation,” http://
www.dieselforum.org/about-clean-diesel/power-generation
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In addition, due to multi-region disruption caused by wide area outages of 
this magnitude, the normal, private fuel resupply process – like other aspects 
of the normal, day to day functionality of modern society – will be interrupted. 
Very few businesses in an affected region will be functioning at all, as most 
will find themselves without power, communications and other normal 
infrastructure support, and corporate workforces will not be able to function, 
even if they report to work. In these scenarios, if adequate onsite secondary 
fuel has not been stored onsite, or is not available from specially hardened, 
resilient gas pipelines, fuel-flexible generation companies that normally count 
on resupply from private contracts will be forced to shut down. 

GOES satellite image of Polar Vortex, 2014

Two principal opportunities exist to mitigate these risks to secondary fuel 
availability: increasing the onsite fuel storage capacity of power plants, and 
adopting measures to prioritize, expand, and strengthen the resilience of U.S. 
secondary fuel distribution capabilities.

1. Increased Onsite Storage
The most reliable way to ensure the availability of secondary fuels for power 

generation is for fuel to be stored onsite. Yet, despite the importance of fuel 
storage for grid resilience, neither DOE nor any other source has established a 
comprehensive, nationwide data set to assess the number of days that dual-fuel 
generators can operate by using fuel stored in existing onsite tanks. 

The data that do exist indicate that many power plants have only enough 
fuel stored on site to sustain operations for a few days. The study of the Eastern 
Interconnection sponsored by DOE, FERC and the Eastern Interconnection 
States Planning Council (EISPC) found that dual-fuel power plants vary widely 
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in their storage capacities and in the number of hours they can run at full load 
before being resupplied. A few plants have less than 3 days of full load storage 
onsite. Many more plants have less than 5 days onsite storage. Plants with more 
than 5 days of onsite storage often have the advantage (not always available to 
other generation companies) of being located adjacent to large storage tanks 
that served older steam plants, or are adjacent to barge delivery storage sites.32 
Some – but not all – generators that serve as black start resources also have 
onsite storage sufficient to run those generators for a very limited period (e.g., 
48 to 72 hours).33

Some plants with small onsite storage capacity are very close to refineries or 
terminals that have much greater storage. The Bellemeade plant in Richmond, 
Virginia has onsite storage sufficient for only 3 hours of full load operation. 
However, the Bellemeade plant is connected by a 1-mile pipeline to more than 
20 million gallons of distillate storage at the TransMontaigne Partners terminal 
in Richmond.34

However, for the vast majority of plants that lack such unique storage and 
resupply infrastructure, their ability to operate for only a few days with onsite 
fuel will create significant risks of failure in Black Sky events just when their 
fuel-switching capabilities would be most valuable. Increasing that storage 
capacity offers a key opportunity to strengthen grid resilience.

The problem with that approach: adding to the fuel storage tanks that serve 
dual-fuel generators is costly and can entail significant regulatory requirements, 
especially if the secondary fuel supply needs to be adequate to sustain multi-
week operations. 

The ability of dual-fuel units to burn backup liquid fuel is determined by 
local regulations governing transportation and bulk storage of liquid fuel, 
and by conditions incorporated in air operating permits. Local approvals are 
generally required for the construction of onsite distillate fuel storage tanks. 
Municipal or county health or environmental codes may prohibit bulk storage 

32 Levitan and Associates, Inc. “Gas-electric System Interface Study- Fuel Assurance: Dual-Fuel Capability 
and Firm Transportation Alternatives,” Eastern Interconnection Planning Collaborative (EIPC), p. 10, 
December 1, 2014. http://nebula.wsimg.com/ef3ad4a531dd905b97af83ad78fd8ba7?AccessKeyId=E2
8DFA42F06A3AC21303&disposition=0&alloworigin=1

33 NERC-FERC, Restoration and Recovery Plans, p. 23.

34 Levitan and Associates, Dual-Fuel Capability, p. 10

http://nebula.wsimg.com/ef3ad4a531dd905b97af83ad78fd8ba7?AccessKeyId=E28DFA42F06A3AC21303&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
http://nebula.wsimg.com/ef3ad4a531dd905b97af83ad78fd8ba7?AccessKeyId=E28DFA42F06A3AC21303&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
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of oil or hazardous materials in areas where drinking water supplies may be 
vulnerable. State or local fire marshals commonly must review and approve 
plans for tank construction and siting. Tank siting and construction must meet 
local zoning requirements. Community concerns about increased tanker truck 
traffic for the delivery of secondary fuels also create challenges in obtaining 
zoning board approvals. 35 

As a result, the challenges of providing for fuel storage are helping drive 
the overall decline in dual-fuel capabilities. In New York State, for example, 
construction of dual-fuel generators has dwindled because oil storage facilities 
and related equipment require significant additional capital investments, and 
application for/approval of environmental permits and Certificates of Public 
Convenience & Necessity (CPCNs).36

Recommendations

Internal Electric Subsector Requirements

■ Colocate dual-fuel generators with fuel supply infrastructure
When practical, future gas generators might also be strategically sited 
near major pre-existing fuel storage facilities and terminals (as in the 
case of the Bellemeade plant in Virginia). Section III of this volume will 
examine opportunities for cross-sector coordination of infrastructure 
investment plans and strategies between the gas and electric industries. 
Similar coordination should be pursued between the electric sector and 
liquid fuel components of the Oil and Natural Gas (ONG) Subsector.37

External Sector Requirements
US Energy Information Agency

■ Assess national and regional onsite fuel storage: Gather more 
detailed and comprehensive data on secondary fuel storage 
Given the importance of onsite fuel storage capacity for grid resilience, 

35 Ibid, pp. 10-11 and 13. 

36 New York State Energy Research and Development Authority and the United States Department of 
Energy, New York State Energy Assurance Plan, September 14, 2012, P. IX-29. http://www.nyserda.
ny.gov/About/Publications/EA-Reports-and-Studies/Energy-Assurance-and-Energy-Emergency-Plans

37 Department of Homeland Security, “Energy Sector - Oil and Natural Gas Subsector,” http://www.dhs.
gov/energy-ong-subsector-charters-and-membership 

http://www.dhs.gov/energy-ong-subsector-charters-and-membership
http://www.dhs.gov/energy-ong-subsector-charters-and-membership
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the U.S. Energy Information Agency (EIA) should gather nationwide 
information on the number of days that dual-fuel generators can operate 
before needing resupply. 
EIA already maintains comprehensive databases on storage capacity 
for natural gas, crude oil, petroleum products (including distillable fuel 
oil), and selected biofuels.38 These databases should be supplemented 
with information on secondary fuel storage at individual power plants 
to support a broader analysis of potential fuel resupply requirements 
and priorities. 
Studies should also develop criteria to help identify plants which, by 
virtue of their generation capacity and/or location, could offer the most 
significant potential resilience benefits through investments in dual-fuel 
and additional storage capacity. 

Regulatory Agencies and Public Utility Commissions

■ Resilience as a Metric in Fuel Storage Permitting: 
Explicitly account for resilience issues in the permitting and zoning 
board approval process for storage tanks
In establishing emission requirements associated with air operating 
permits and other regulatory requirements, regulators and local officials 
never intended to pose a risk to grid resilience against Black Sky hazards. 
Nevertheless, in many jurisdictions, the unintended consequence of these 
regulations is to discourage the expansion of fuel storage capacity that 
would otherwise help sustain power generation for emergency use when 
gas supplies are interrupted. 
Zoning boards, environmental regulators and other officials should work 
with stakeholders in power resilience to include resilience considerations 
in assessing specific storage tank construction proposals. 

■ Develop new cost recovery mechanisms
As with the construction of dual-fuel generators, market incentives 
may not always be sufficient to drive the expansion of secondary fuel 
storage tanks for Black Sky resilience. Gas-powered generation owners 

38 US Energy Information Agency, Working and Net Available Shell Storage Capacity, September 30, 
2015, http://www.eia.gov/petroleum/storagecapacity/storagecapacity.pdf.
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might partner with RTOs and regulators to explore options to recover 
the costs of such expansion to help ensure the availability of power in 
gas curtailment emergencies, just as they are doing to incentivize fuel-
switching capabilities. 
That process is already beginning for dual-fuel generators that serve 
as black start resources. Some RTOs are attempting to win stakeholder 
approval to provide compensation for storage of propane and liquefied 
natural gas. Current rules often permit compensation only for oil 
storage.39 Those compensation rules should be expanded to incentivize 
the increased storage of ULSD and other increasingly common secondary 
fuels. 

■ Establish minimum fuel storage requirements for critical dual-fuel 
generators
In order to mitigate the risk that dual-fuel generators will be unable to 
stay online when gas supplies are interrupted and resupply of secondary 
fuel is delayed, New York has established reliability rules that mandate 
minimum levels of fuel oil to be used for select generators in New York 
City and Long Island.40 
The electricity sector, regulators and other resilience stakeholders may 
wish to consider adopting a similar approach by:
1) Identifying generators that serve especially high priority loads
2) Setting requirements for the amount of fuel that should be stored onsite 
to provide for a set period of extended operation. As a default, given the 
anticipated 30 day timelines for power restoration following a Black Sky 
event, an equivalent requirement for onsite storage sufficient for 30 days 
of operation is recommended for critical generating stations.

39 “PJM to Seek Smaller Black Start Changes,” RTO insider, July 1, 2014

40 New York Energy Assurance Plan, p. IX-29.
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2. Fuel Resupply 
While expanded storage of secondary fuel can provide generators with a 

valuable hedge against gas interruptions, sustaining power generation in long-
duration interruptions will eventually 
necessitate the resupply of fuel. Dual-
fuel power generators rely on a variety 
of delivery modes for secondary fuel 
resupply, including oil pipelines, ocean-
going tankers and barges, river barges, 
rail tank cars and tank trucks. Many of 
these transportation modes will be 
vulnerable to the destruction or 
disruption of infrastructure (fuel 
terminals, bridges, pipelines) by 
earthquakes or other Black Sky hazards.

Black Sky events will also create an 
enormous mismatch between secondary 
fuel supplies and the demand for them. 
As noted above, private fuel resupply 
contractors will typically not be capable of operating in Black Sky scenarios, 
except by prearrangement and extensive planning and training as agents of 
emergency management agencies.41 At the same time, fuel resources available 
to emergency management agencies will be limited, and such agencies will 
be overwhelmed with requests for diesel deliveries; not just by generation 
companies, but by all of the hospitals, water treatment plants and myriad other 
facilities that rely on diesel to operate their backup generators. 

Efforts to address this disparity between supply and demand will need to 
account for significant new changes in the distillate oil industry. In the past, 
dual-fuel-capable units utilized a range of distillate fuel oils, including #2 fuel 
oil, Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel (ULSD), kerosene, and ultra-low sulfur kerosene. 
Environmental regulations are driving new construction dual-fuel generators 

41 In Black Sky environments with a wide area, extended duration power outage, financial, 
communications, internet, food, transportation, security, gas station and medical facilities will 
typically be either nonfunctional, or operating on a limited, emergency basis. 

Black Sky events will also 
create an enormous mismatch 
between secondary fuel 
supplies and the demand for 
them. As environmental 
regulations drive diesel 
generators and related devices 
to use exclusively Ultra Low 
Sulfur Diesel (ULSD), the severe 
disruptions characteristic of 
Black Sky hazards may cause or 
exacerbate ULSD supply chain 
vulnerabilities.
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to rely on ULSD alone. This increasing reliance on a single secondary fuel 
constitutes a major change in the distillate oil market, and is prompting the 
conversion of the majority of the transportation fleet, distribution systems, and 
storage facilities from higher sulfur distillate fuel oils to ULSD.42 

Recent studies conclude that this shift towards ULSD will help ensure that 
dual-fuel generators can be resupplied and sustain their operations when gas 
flows are disrupted. A 2014 report sponsored by the Eastern Interconnection 
Planning Collaborative, Gas-electric System Interface Study- Fuel Assurance: 
Dual-Fuel Capability and Firm Transportation Alternatives, argues that the 
consolidation of the fuel distribution infrastructure and distribution system 
around ULSD assures that “the ULSD supply chain is capable of meeting dual-
fuel generators’ back-up fuels needs.”43 The 2016 FERC-NERC Review reaches 
a similar conclusion. The Review finds that “structural change in the distillate 
oil market has and will continue to simplify the logistics of fuel replenishment 
during cold snaps or other outages or contingencies.”44 

 

The Northeast Home Heating Oil Reserve stores one million barrel of ULSD 
 [Source: U.S Department of Energy, Office of Fossil Energy] 

However, these studies do not examine the risks that, with increasing 
consolidation of distillate infrastructure and distribution systems around ULSD, 
and the growing, grid-wide dependence of dual-fuel generators on a single 

42 Levitan and Associates, Dual-Fuel Capability, p. ii. 

43 Ibid. 

44 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), Gas-Electric Coordination Quarterly Report to the 
Commission, Docket No. AD12-12-000, December 18, 2014, pp. 4-5, http://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-
reports/2014/12-18-14-gas-electric-cord-quarterly.pdf
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source of fuel, new supply chain vulnerabilities and single points of failure 
may be emerging. This may become especially significant with the disruptive 
effects of Black Sky hazards, scenarios likely to cause precisely those stresses that 
could severely exacerbate any such vulnerabilities and single points of failure. 

These risks are magnified by a further problem created by the emerging 
“monoculture” in secondary fuels: dual-fuel generators that can operate on 
multiple types of secondary fuels, when diesel is unavailable, will no longer 
have the non-ULSD supplies necessary to do so. It is also doubtful whether 
consolidation around ULSD will help resolve the mismatch between supply 
and demand for backup fuel in Black Sky events. Dual-fuel generators are not 
alone in their growing dependence on ULSD. In response to EPA emissions 
regulations on the backup power generators used by hospitals and other 
facilities, those generators will also rely on ULSD in an emergency (especially 
as other types of backup fuel become unavailable).45 Unless the emergence of the 
secondary fuel monoculture is accompanied by a massive increase in capacity 
for fuel production and distribution, this shift is likely to exacerbate shortfalls 
in fuel resupply during wide area, Black Sky emergencies. 

Market incentives are unlikely to spur ULSD producers and suppliers to 
increase their capacity in anticipation of 
such events. Many hospitals and other 
holders of fuel resupply contracts will be 
reluctant to help pay for such expanded 
capacity, especially given the financial 
pressures on such institutions and the 
difficulty of predicting the likelihood of 
manmade Black Sky Hazards from 
occurring. 

Severe shortages in the supply of 
ULSD will likely occur in Black Sky 
events. Planning for the prioritized 
distribution of such fuel for power generation will be critical to sustain and 
restore grid operations if gas supplies fail. 

45 Cummins Power Generation, “EPA emission regulations: The transition to ultra-low sulfur diesel,” 
http://power.cummins.com/sites/default/files/literature/technicalpapers/PT-9009-UltraLowSulfur.pdf

Given the demand that Black 
Sky hazards will place on 
secondary fuels, thorough 
advance planning will be 
essential to make possible the 
prioritized distribution of ULSD 
that will be critical to sustain 
and restore grid operations, if 
natural gas supplies fail. 
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Recommendations

Internal Subsector Requirements – Electric and ONG Subsectors

■ Assess the challenges and opportunities created by the transition to 
ULSD
The Electric Subsector Coordinating Committee and the Oil and Natural 
Gas Subsector Coordinating Committee should partner to examine the 
risks to dual-fuel operations caused by the concentration of the distillate 
infrastructure, supply chains and distribution systems around a single 
type of fuel. The committees should also partner to use this analysis, in 
coordination with emergency management agencies, to develop potential 
mitigation options at local, state, regional and national levels. 

External Sector Requirements – Emergency Management Agencies

■ Develop prioritized plans for fuel resupply to sustain power 
generation
Section V of this volume will examine options to develop state, regional 
and national plans for the prioritized delivery of fuel for backup generators 
at compression stations and other electricity-dependent components of 
the natural gas transmission and gathering systems. 
Sustaining those backup operations can help ensure the continued flow 
of gas for power generation, and provide for the requisite minimal levels 
of lifeline infrastructure support needed to make possible, over time, 
meaningful societal recovery. 
However, given the risk that earthquakes or other hazards will disrupt gas 
flows despite such measures, plans for fuel resupply should also account 
for prioritized delivery to dual-fuel generators, supplementing onsite 
storage, to span potentially significant gaps in natural gas delivery while 
pipeline owners and their partners work to restore service. Generation 
owners can support such planning by participating in planning for 
emerging new emergency management structures being developed to 
support such deliveries in high-demand, catastrophic events. 

3. 
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4. The Imperatives of Fuel Switching Exercises, Training, and 
System Maintenance
The Big Chill of 2011 illustrated another key weakness of dual-fuel 

generators: even if those generators have adequate fuel supplies, they will be 
unable to operate unless they are 
adequately maintained and crews are 
trained to shift from gas to secondary 
fuels.46 

Of 20 dual-capable generating units 
during the Big Chill that attempted to 
switch fuels, only 15 managed to so. 
In Southwest Power Pool (SPP), for 
example, of the three representative 
entities the FERC-sponsored task force examined, eight generating units had 
fuel switching capabilities; four attempted to switch during the event and 
eventually succeeded, although half had initial difficulties. A majority of the 
units that attempted to switch fuels were unable to do so, due to mechanical 
failures caused by cold temperatures, inadequate maintenance, and lack of 
regular testing.47 Problems in fuel-switching also occurred in the Polar Vortex. 
A number of generating units that shifted from gas to oil experienced an 
increased start failure rate due to clogged fuel lines.48

Recommendations

Internal Electric Subsector Requirements

■ Conduct rigorous testing of fuel-switching capabilities
FERC suggests that, if a unit is supposed to be capable of fuel switching, 
“verification of the adequacy of its capability to perform fuel switching 
would provide useful information to the Transmission Operators about 

46 FERC and NERC, Southwest Cold Weather Event, pp. 151-152. 

47 Ibid, p. 193.

48 PJM, Problem Statement on PJM Capacity Performance Definition, August 2014, p. 10, https://
www.pjm.com/~/media/documents/reports/20140801-problem-statement-on-pjm-capacity-
performance-definition.ashx

As with other capabilities,  
fuel switching will be an 
implementable option only if  
it is built into regular 
maintenance, testing and 
training plans.
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the ability of the unit to perform during an emergency.” Such verification 
requirements could include information such as time required to 
switch equipment, capacity of units on alternate fuel, operator training 
and experience, fuel switching problems and boiler and combustion 
adjustments needed to operate on alternate fuel. 49 Generation companies 
with dual-fuel generating stations should build regular maintenance, 
testing and training procedures into their standard operations for these 
units. Ensuring that these companies are adequately compensated for 
these activities in market environments will also be essential. 

■ Monitor the readiness of dual-fuel generators to operate
PJM has a winter gas emergency team that it stands up to assess pipeline 
conditions, coordinate with pipeline and gas-fired generator operators 
and determine when to start dual-fuel units on stored fuel oil. 
The New York Independent System Operator (NYISO) issues fuel surveys 
to generators to review the status of their starting oil inventories, oil 
replacement arrangements, and gas transportation arrangements. 
NYISO also created a new control room gas-electric support position to 
monitor the status of gas pipeline systems, alternative fuel inventory, and 
potential emissions limitations. NYISO also developed a communications 
protocol to improve the speed and efficiency of submitting generator 
requests for emissions limit waivers to the New York State Department 
of Environmental Conservation (NYSDEC), if needed for reliability. 
These PJM and NYISO measures provide examples of an emerging best 
practice that should be considered for adoption in other regions. 

■ Financial incentives for fuel-switching exercises. 
A step beyond such verification efforts would be to provide financial 
incentives for exercises. Such incentives could be designed to help ensure 
that dual-capable generators will actually function when gas supplies are 
interrupted, and that crews are prepared to deal with fuel line trace heater 
failures (that can cause fuel lines to clog), with frozen valves, and with 
other fuel-switching problems. 

49 FERC and NERC, Southwest Cold Weather Event, pp. 200-201. 
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PJM, for example, provides for cost recovery of generation expenditures 
on cold weather drills so that utility crews can practice fuel switching 
operations, and test the readiness of their generators to transition from 
primary to secondary fuel. 
As with the creation of financial incentives for constructing dual-fuel 
generators, industry steps toward considering such exercises and training 
accepted, best practice processes could provide for a nationwide approach 
to strengthening grid resilience against gas disruptions. 
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Power Generation Plant

II | REVERSE THE TREND TOWARDS 
RELIANCE ON ELECTRIC POWERED 
COMPRESSORS

Just as power generation is becoming increasingly dependent on gas as 
a fuel source, a growing number of components of U.S. gas gathering and 
transmission systems are becoming more heavily reliant on electricity. The risk 
that power outages will disrupt gas supplies for power generation (and, in turn, 
further reduce the availability of electricity needed by gas systems) will therefore 
pose an increasingly severe threat to grid resilience in Black Sky events.

The replacement of gas-fueled compressors by electric-powered units creates 
special interdependency challenges and opportunities for progress. The only 
available estimate of compressor power types indicates that at present, 
approximately 2.4 percent of compressor units are electric motor driven. In 
total, those electric units currently furnish approximately 5 percent of total 
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Power Generation Plant

II | REVERSE THE TREND TOWARDS 
RELIANCE ON ELECTRIC POWERED 
COMPRESSORS

Just as power generation is becoming increasingly dependent on gas as 
a fuel source, a growing number of components of U.S. gas gathering and 
transmission systems are becoming more heavily reliant on electricity. The risk 
that power outages will disrupt gas supplies for power generation (and, in turn, 
further reduce the availability of electricity needed by gas systems) will therefore 
pose an increasingly severe threat to grid resilience in Black Sky events.

The replacement of gas-fueled compressors by electric-powered units creates 
special interdependency challenges and opportunities for progress. The only 
available estimate of compressor power types indicates that at present, 
approximately 2.4 percent of compressor units are electric motor driven. In 
total, those electric units currently furnish approximately 5 percent of total 

natural gas compressor horsepower.50 However, recent studies indicate the 
percentage of electric-powered compressors is rapidly growing, and that they 
are becoming ubiquitous in the 
Northeastern United States and other 
regions.51

Now is the time to take measures 
to reverse this trend and mitigate the 
risks that electric-powered compressors 
entail. 

In regions where substantial gas-
fueled compressors still exist, the 
underlying regulatory incentives that 
are driving their replacement should 
be re-examined, and new technological 
options (such as dual-fuel compressors 
or maintaining the old gas-fueled compressors as backups) should be considered. 
In areas where electric units are already becoming predominant, targeted 
efforts will be needed to ensure that when blackouts occur, prioritized power 
restoration, improvements in backup generator fuel tankage and comprehensive 
preplanning for resupply of such fuel will help enable sustained compressor 
operations.

Recommendations

Internal ONG Subsector Requirements

■ Compressor statistics:
Gather more comprehensive data on the replacement of gas-powered 
compressors by electric units. 
No comprehensive data in the QER or any other available source 
assesses the current or projected scale of the shift from gas to electric-
powered compressor units. To better understand this emerging source 

50 US DOE, QER Chapter II, p. 2-23

51 Judson, Interdependence of Electricity Generation, p. 6. 

Growing use of electrically 
powered compressors is 
increasing gas-electric sector 
interdependencies. Retaining 
gas-fueled backup units or 
replacement by dual-fuel 
compressors, as well as 
improvements in backup 
generator fuel tankage, will be 
crucial for Black Sky resilience.
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of interdependence between the electric and gas sectors, it would be very 
helpful if the gas industry could gather such data on current and projected 
utilization of electric systems (perhaps in conjunction with the survey 
system conducted by the Department of Energy’s Energy Information 
Administration). 52

External Sector Requirements – Regulatory Agencies and PUCs

■ Incentivize the use of dual-fuel compressors
A growing number of vendors produce compressors that can operate 
using electricity as their primary, low emission source of power, or -- 
in a blackout -- use offtake gas as a backup system.53 Such “dual-drive” 
compressors may provide an especially useful means to both maintain 
air quality and provide for resilient operations in Black Sky events. 
Regulatory commissions and agencies should consider incentivizing their 
use, as a highly leveraging measure to improve regional and national 
resilience, reducing the risk of severe power outages caused by gas-electric 
sector interdependencies.

■ Reexamine the regulatory incentives driving the transition to 
electric-powered units
In Pennsylvania and other states where this transition is accelerating, 
noise and air quality regulations provide strong incentives for gas 
companies to shift to electric powered compressors, despite the additional 
risk that electric-powered system components create if blackouts occur. 
Some states may wish to reconsider the value of such regulations relative 
to the potential vulnerabilities they will create for grid resilience. For 
those states that want to sustain their emission reduction efforts, “dual 
drive” compressors represent an important new option. A growing 
number of companies now produce units which can operate on either 
electricity or pipeline gas offtakes.54 To limit emissions, these dual drive 

52 US Energy Information Administration (EIA), Survey Forms. http://www.eia.gov/survey/

53 Dual Drive Com-pressor Fills a Need by Cutting Emissions and Costs, Pipeline &Gas Journal, September 
2015, http://pgjonline.com/2012/09/05/dual-drive-compressor-fills-a-need-by-cutting-emissions-and-
costs/; “ETT Dual Drive Systems for Gas Compression,” http://www.ettdualdrive.com/index.aspx;

54 Energy Transfer Technologies. Dual Drive Systems and Energy Management. http://ettdualdrive.com/ 

http://pgjonline.com/2012/09/05/dual-drive-compressor-fills-a-need-by-cutting-emissions-and-costs/
http://pgjonline.com/2012/09/05/dual-drive-compressor-fills-a-need-by-cutting-emissions-and-costs/
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compressors would operate on electricity under normal conditions, and 
shift to gas in an emergency.
States and the Federal government could incentivize the use of dual 
drive compressors by providing for regulatory relief for such emergency 
operations. Section 61002 of the “Fixing America’s Surface Transportation” 
(FAST) Act exempts electric generating units from compliance with 
environmental laws and regulations when they are operating under an 
emergency directive issued by the Secretary of Energy. A similar approach 
with a simplified approval or preapproval process should be adopted for 
the gas-driven operation of compressors in defined emergencies. 

■ Facilitate the permitting process of gas-powered compressors
The state air permitting process for new natural gas-fired compressor 
drivers typically takes 12 to 18 months. Federal permitting can require 
from 24 to 36 months. Due to the complexity and time requirements of 
this permitting process, especially in ozone non-attainment areas, gas 
pipeline companies often select electric motor driven compression as the 
most expedient solution to getting critical projects into service.55

Streamlining the air permitting process could help address some of these 
timing issues. 

Possible regulatory actions:
• Improved coordination between state and Federal agencies during 

the air permit application review process
• Improved certainty regarding emission control requirements
• Improved tools for use in the project evaluation process (i.e., air 

dispersion model improvements). 
• For projects specifically subject to FERC regulation:
• Improved coordination of the air permitting process and the FERC 

regulatory review process could also improve project certainty and 
timelines. 56

55 National Petroleum Council (NPC). “Enhancing Emergency Preparedness for Natural Disasters – 
Government and Oil and Natural Gas Industry Actions to Prepare, Respond and Recover,” December 
18, 2014, p. 72, http://www.npc.org/reports/2014-Emergency_Preparedness-lr.pdf

56 NPC, Enhancing Emergency Preparedness, p. 72.

http://www.npc.org/reports/2014-Emergency_Preparedness-lr.pdf
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Gas Production Plant

III | COORDINATED GAS-ELECTRIC 
INFRASTRUCTURE INVESTMENTS

Major new opportunities are emerging for the gas and electric sectors to 
strengthen cross-sector resilience by coordinating their investments in 
infrastructure. 

As in the case of siting new dual-fuel 
generators to be as close as practical to 
major secondary fuel storage facilities, 
generation companies can base their 
decisions about where to construct 
new power plants in part on the 
availability of robust gas pipeline and 
underground storage facilities. Those 
measures contribute not only to grid 
resilience but also (owing to the gas 
system’s dependency on electricity) to 
the resilience of the gas sector. 

As gas companies modernize 
pipeline and storage systems, 
gas-electric sector 
coordination can provide 
mutually reinforcing benefits 
for resilience against Black Sky 
hazards – far beyond what 
either industry could achieve 
on its own.
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Gas and electric companies are now beginning to explore more far-reaching 
coordination. As gas companies plan to modernize and build out their pipeline 
and storage systems, and seek regulatory approval for such expansion, close 
gas-electric subsector coordination for future infrastructure investments can 
provide mutually reinforcing benefits for resilience against Black Sky hazards 
– far beyond what either industry could achieve on its own. 

A | The Context for Cross-Sector Coordination: 
Legacy Infrastructure and Emerging Investment 
Requirements

Existing gas and electric infrastructure systems provide only a limited basis 
for integrated support in Black Sky events. A 2014 report by AEP on Gas-
Electric Harmonization notes that:

“For a number of reasons, the natural gas industry and the electric industry 
grew up completely independent of each other. As such, very little about the 
way they are structured – from markets to actual facilities – is aligned.” 

Figure 13: Gas versus Electric Infrastructure57

57 Ibid, p. 5
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The report finds that that while a few parts of the country support both 
robust electric transmission networks and gas pipelines, other areas have only 
one or the other, creating significant problems in the ability of each sector to 
serve the other.58

The AEP Report concludes that “one of two things will have to happen” for 
gas-electric harmonization to occur: either gas-fueled generating plants should 
be built on the electric grid, with gas piped in, or gas-fired plants should be 
built along the gas pipelines, with electricity transmitted by wire to the rest of 
the grid.59 

While both of those options have potential merit, other opportunities also 
exist for coordinated investments in infrastructure. In particular, as will be 
discussed below, the construction of 
additional gas storage facilities can offer 
especially strong benefits for resilience 
against Black Sky Hazards in some U.S. 
regions. However, the AEP report is 
precisely on-target in emphasizing how 
far the Unites States will need to move 
beyond its legacy gas and infrastructure 
systems in order to overcome cross-
sector vulnerabilities. 

1. Getting Positioned for the Bow 
Wave of Future Investments
The next few years will provide an 

unusually opportune time for the electric and gas sectors and other resilience 
stakeholders to agree on principles to guide coordinated infrastructure 
investments, and adjust regulatory approval criteria and cost recovery 
mechanisms accordingly. 

58 American Electric Power (AEP). “Gas-Electric Harmonization”, 2014, p. 4; https://www.aep.com/about/
IssuesAndPositions/Generation/docs/GEH_white_paper.pdf

59 Ibid, p. 4

Three primary opportunities 
to overcome cross-sector 
vulnerabilities:
Bringing gas to generation 
plants with secure, dedicated 
pipelines; colocating new 
generation with gas pipelines 
or storage; and building new 
gas storage with secure 
connectivity to  
generation plants.

https://www.aep.com/about/IssuesAndPositions/Generation/docs/GEH_white_paper.pdf
https://www.aep.com/about/IssuesAndPositions/Generation/docs/GEH_white_paper.pdf
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Oil and gas industry investment in new pipelines and other midstream (i.e., 
transmission) system components are projected to grow. According to a 2014 
study conducted by energy analyst ICF International, more than $640 billion 
in total midstream capital expenditures are forecasted in the United States 
and Canada from 2014 to 2035.60 This represents about $30 billion per year in 
natural gas, natural gas liquids, and oil midstream activity. 61 

Since 2014, further declines in natural gas prices are leading to cuts in 
fracking and other gathering system investments. In response to those declines, 
some planned infrastructure projects are 
being abandoned. 62 Nevertheless, in 
New England, Florida, Virginia, 
California, and many other states, gas 
transmission companies continue to 
propose the construction of extensive 
new pipeline systems and/or storage 
facilities. 63 Once constructed, these 
systems will be critical for supplying gas 
for power generation for many decades 
to come. Now is the time to ensure that 
cross-sector resilience goals are taken 
into account as plans go forward to 
modernize and expand gas 
infrastructure.

A parallel opportunity exists for the 
electric industry. Even with the February, 
2016 Supreme Court stay of the Clean Power Plan, the cost and energy efficiency 
advantages of gas versus coal for power generation will continue to drive 

60 ICF International. “North American Midstream Infrastructure through 2035: Capitalizing on Our 
Energy Abundance,” INGAA Foundation Report, March 18, 2014, p. 28. http://www.ingaa.org/file.
aspx?id=21498

61 NPC, Enhancing Emergency Preparedness, p. 70. 

62 Schaefer, Keith, “Pipeline MLPs Are in Trouble: The Coming Energy Infrastructure Overcapacity Glut,” 
Oil and Gas Investments, October 1, 2015. https://oilandgas-investments.com/2015/investing/
pipeline-mlps-are-in-trouble-heres-why/

63 FERC, Gas-Electric Coordination Quarterly Report, p. 7 and 15. 

In many states gas 
transmission companies 
are proposing construction 
of extensive new pipeline 
systems and storage facilities 
which will be critical for power 
generation for many decades 
to come. 
A unique opportunity exists 
now to ensure that cross-
sector resilience goals are 
taken into account as these 
extensive infrastructure 
construction plans go forward.
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accelerating construction of new gas units in many regions of the United States.64 
The fuel use act of 1978 that prohibited the use of natural gas for generation was 
long ago overturned by Congress. Now, with the buildout of gas infrastructure, a 
unique opportunity exists to help design this wave of construction of generators 
and associated gas pipelines and electric transmission lines to strengthen cross-
sector resilience against Black Sky Hazards.

2. Support for Industry Coordination: PUCs, FERC and Cross-
Subsector Committees
State regulators can play a potentially vital role in supporting industry 

initiatives to coordinate infrastructure investments for cross-sector resilience. 
In many states, Public Utility 
Commissioners (PUCs) are responsible 
for regulating both natural gas and 
electricity distribution systems as well as 
intrastate pipeline gathering systems. 
PUC decisions on cost recovery and, in 
many cases, approval for proposed 
infrastructure projects, give them a 
special opportunity to include cross-
sector resilience as a factor in their 
determinations. The National 
Association of Regulatory Utility 
Commissioners (NARUC) has conducted a series of studies and conferences 
to help Commissioners take advantage of these overlapping responsibilities to 
build cross-sector resilience.65 

64 Warrick, John, “Utilities shrug off court decision, say carbon-cutting plans are on track,” Washington 
Post, 12 February, 2016. https://www.washingtonpost.com/national/health-science/utilities-shrug-
off-court-decision-say-carbon-cutting-plans-are-on-track/2016/02/11/d9e7dcb8-d10e-11e5-88cd-
753e80cd29ad_story.html

65 For a seminal research paper on interdependencies issues for state utility commissioners, see 
“Technical Assistance Briefs: Utility and Network Interdependencies: What State Regulators Need 
to Know,” National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC), April 2005; naruc.org/
Publications/CIP_Interdependencies_2.pdf. For a current analysis of interdependency issues from 
a state regulatory perspective, see Illinois Institute of Technology, “White Paper: Long-term Electric 
and Natural Gas Infrastructure Requirements,” Eastern Interconnection States Planning Council 

In many states, PUCs are 
responsible for regulating both 
natural gas and electricity. 
State regulators can play a 
potentially vital role in 
supporting industry initiatives 
to coordinate infrastructure 
investments for cross-sector 
resilience. 

http://www.washingtonpost.com/people/joby-warrick
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Given the history of recent severe weather events reviewed earlier in this 
volume, interest has grown in improving gas-electric harmonization to build 
resilience in events less catastrophic than Black Sky hazards would create.

At the Federal level, Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC) plays 
a key regulatory role for both the natural gas and electric subsectors. Under 
the Natural Gas Act, FERC reviews applications for the construction and 
operations of pipelines for interstate gas pipelines, associated storage facilities 
(including both underground storage 
sites and Liquid Natural Gas facilities), 
and other gas infrastructure.66 FERC also 
helps provide for the reliability of the 
high voltage interstate transmission 
system through mandatory reliability 
standards, as well as fulfill other 
electricity subsector regulatory 
responsibilities assigned by the Energy 
Policy Act of 2005.67 

To help take advantage of these 
dual sector responsibilities, FERC has 
convened a Gas-Electric Harmonization 
Forum to help “ensure that outages and reliability problems are not the result 
of the lack of coordination between the electricity and gas industries.”68 At the 
Federal level, both NERC and the Federal Energy Regulatory Commission are 
taking new initiatives to improve coordination between the two industries. 69 

The North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), which 
develops and enforces Reliability Standards for the bulk power system (including 

(EISPC) and National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC), 2014. http://www.
naruc.org/Grants/Documents/EISPC%20Long%20Term%20Electric%20and%20Natural%20Gas%20
Infrastructure%20Requirements%20WHITE%20PAPER.pdf

66 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), What FERC Does, June 24, 2014, http://www.ferc.gov/
about/ferc-does.asp

67 Ibid

68 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC). Natural Gas-Electric Coordination. October 16, 2015. 
http://www.ferc.gov/industries/electric/indus-act/electric-coord.asp; 

69 FERC, Gas-Electric Coordination Quarterly Update, Docket No. AD12-12, December 18, 2014, https://
www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/2014/12-18-14-gas-electric-cord-quarterly.pdf 

FERC has convened a Gas-
Electric Harmonization Forum 
to help “ensure that outages 
and reliability problems are 
not the result of the lack of 
coordination between the 
electricity and gas industries.” 
NERC, as well, is increasingly 
focusing on strengthening 
cross-sector resilience.

http://www.naruc.org/Grants/Documents/EISPC Long Term Electric and Natural Gas Infrastructure Requirements WHITE PAPER.pdf
http://www.naruc.org/Grants/Documents/EISPC Long Term Electric and Natural Gas Infrastructure Requirements WHITE PAPER.pdf
http://www.naruc.org/Grants/Documents/EISPC Long Term Electric and Natural Gas Infrastructure Requirements WHITE PAPER.pdf
http://www.ferc.gov/industries/electric/indus-act/electric-coord.asp
https://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/2014/12-18-14-gas-electric-cord-quarterly.pdf
https://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/2014/12-18-14-gas-electric-cord-quarterly.pdf
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generators, high voltage transmission systems, and other grid components other 
than power distribution systems) is also increasingly focused on advancing 
initiatives to strengthen cross-sector resilience, and has produced a series of 
pioneering studies on cross-sector interdependencies and resilience options.70 

The gas and electricity industries, Reliability Coordinators, regulators and 
other stakeholders in energy resilience have established a growing range of 
information and coordination bodies. The American Gas Association (AGA) 
has launched the Downstream Natural Gas Information and Analysis Center 
(DNG-ISAC) that can help strengthen the resilience of gas supplies to power 
generators and other key customers.71 The DNG-ISAC also collaborates with the 
Electricity Sector ISAC (ES-ISAC)72 on physical and cyber-related intelligence 
and incident information sharing.73 The Electricity Subsector Coordinating 
Council (ESCC) provides for additional cross-industry collaboration on 
resilience issues. 

Collaboration is also growing on a regional basis. Independent System 
Operators (ISO) and Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs) across 
the United States are strengthening gas-electric planning and operational 
coordination mechanisms.74 Taken together, these regulatory bodies and 
coordinating committees have been working to respond to lessons learned 

70 For example, see North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC), “2013 Reliability Assessment: 
Accommodating an Increased Dependence on Natural Gas for Electric Power, Phase II: A Vulnerability 
and Scenario Assessment for the North American Bulk Power System,” May, 2013, http://www.nerc.
com/pa/RAPA/ra/Reliability%20Assessments%20DL/NERC_PhaseII_FINAL.pdf; and NERC, “2011 Special 
Reliability Assessment: A Primer of the Natural Gas and Electric Power Interdependency in the United 
States,” December 2011, http://www.nerc.com/files/gas_electric_interdependencies_phase_i.pdf

71 Downstream Natural Gas ISAC website, https://www.dngisac.com/

72 Electricity Sector ISAC website, https://www.esisac.com/#about

73 Edison Electric Institute and American Gas Association, letter to National Institute of Standards and 
Technology (NIST), Experience with the Framework for Improving Critical Infrastructure Cybersecurity. 
October 10, 2014

74 Midcontinent Independent System Operator, “Electric-Gas Coordination,” 2015, https://www.
misoenergy.org/Library/Repository/Communication%20Material/One-Pagers/One%20Pager%20
-%20Electric-Gas%20Coordination.pdf; Gardner, E. Jennifer, “The Southwest Cold Snap: Extreme 
Weather at the Gas/Electric Interface,” Natural Resources and Environment, Vol. 27, Number 2, 2012, 
http://www.americanbar.org/publications/natural_resources_environment/2012_13/fall_2012/the_
southwest_cold_snap_extreme_weather_the_gaselectric_interface.html; Federal Energy Regulatory 
Commission (FERC), Gas-Electric Coordination Quarterly Update, Docket No. AD12-12, December 18, 
2014, https://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-reports/2014/12-18-14-gas-electric-cord-quarterly.pdf

http://www.nerc.com/pa/RAPA/ra/Reliability Assessments DL/NERC_PhaseII_FINAL.pdf
http://www.nerc.com/pa/RAPA/ra/Reliability Assessments DL/NERC_PhaseII_FINAL.pdf
https://www.misoenergy.org/Library/Repository/Communication Material/One-Pagers/One Pager - Electric-Gas Coordination.pdf
https://www.misoenergy.org/Library/Repository/Communication Material/One-Pagers/One Pager - Electric-Gas Coordination.pdf
https://www.misoenergy.org/Library/Repository/Communication Material/One-Pagers/One Pager - Electric-Gas Coordination.pdf
http://www.americanbar.org/publications/natural_resources_environment/2012_13/fall_2012/the_southwest_cold_snap_extreme_weather_the_gaselectric_interface.html
http://www.americanbar.org/publications/natural_resources_environment/2012_13/fall_2012/the_southwest_cold_snap_extreme_weather_the_gaselectric_interface.html
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from the Polar Vortex and other extreme weather events. They provide a 
potentially valuable framework to help industry align investments in gas and 
electric infrastructure. 

The challenge ahead lies in actually using these mechanisms to focus on the 
unique resilience requirements associated with Black Sky hazards, and the cross-
sector harmonization opportunities that could greatly leverage such requirements. 
In particular, to meet this challenge, these frameworks will need to: 

1. Fill those legacy gaps in cross-sector resilience that persist across the 
United States, and constitute unique concerns for severe, wide area, 
extended duration outages.

2. Make cross-sector resilience a priority in decisions on permitting and 
cost-recovery for pipeline systems, gas storage facilities, and other 
projects necessary to support power generation in Black Sky events. 

B | Pipeline Construction:  
Planning and Incentive Structures 

Recently, new pipeline construction has been spurred by the rise of 
production from horizontal drilling and hydraulic fracturing and other 
sources. Nevertheless, recent studies of the U.S. gas transmission system note 
that concerns in the electric subsector are growing over the ability of pipeline 
and storage companies to meet the simultaneous requirements of gas utilities 
and power generators, on peak demand days. Even under temperate weather 
conditions, many pipelines still run full or near full, or otherwise experience 
temporary capacity reductions due to seasonal maintenance, typically during 
off-peak periods.75 In extreme weather events such as the Polar Vortex, such 
infrastructure constraints could cause severe problems for meeting power 
generation needs. 

75 Levitan and Associates, Inc., “Gas-electric System Interface Study- Existing Natural Gas-Electric System 
Interfaces,” Eastern Interconnection Planning Collaborative, April 4, 2014, p. xv, http://nebula.wsimg.
com/ef3ad4a531dd905b97af83ad78fd8ba7?AccessKeyId=E28DFA42F06A3AC21303&disposition=0&
alloworigin=1

http://nebula.wsimg.com/ef3ad4a531dd905b97af83ad78fd8ba7?AccessKeyId=E28DFA42F06A3AC21303&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
http://nebula.wsimg.com/ef3ad4a531dd905b97af83ad78fd8ba7?AccessKeyId=E28DFA42F06A3AC21303&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
http://nebula.wsimg.com/ef3ad4a531dd905b97af83ad78fd8ba7?AccessKeyId=E28DFA42F06A3AC21303&disposition=0&alloworigin=1
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Black Sky hazards would put a premium on the availability of redundant, 
survivable pipeline systems for power generation. Investments in additional 
pipeline capacity would be especially valuable if they were targeted to strengthen 
fuel resilience for critical generators (including those on the cranking path for 
black start operations).

Welding Gas Pipeline

However, the 2015 DOE study on Natural Gas Infrastructure Implications 
of Increased Demand from the Electric Power Sector found, from an overall 
perspective on gas supply and demand (as opposed to an electric subsector 
focus), requirements for new pipeline construction are more limited. Higher 
utilization, more efficient flow patterns, and repurposing of existing interstate 
natural gas pipeline infrastructure can provide for increased flows without the 
incremental costs of adding new pipes. The net result of these and other factors:  
“Incremental interstate natural gas pipeline infrastructure needs, even in a 
future that includes a national carbon policy, are projected to be modest.”76 

The electric industry cannot rely solely on overall gas market forces to 
drive the gas transmission system expansion necessary for grid resilience; the 
electric and gas subsectors will need to partner to improve the availability of 
fuel supplies for power generation in severe events.

76 US Department of Energy. “Natural Gas Infrastructure Implications of Increased Demand from the 
Electric Power Sector.” 2015, p. vi. http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2015/02/f19/DOE%20Report%20
Natural%20Gas%20Infrastructure%20V_02-02.pdf

http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2015/02/f19/DOE Report Natural Gas Infrastructure V_02-02.pdf
http://energy.gov/sites/prod/files/2015/02/f19/DOE Report Natural Gas Infrastructure V_02-02.pdf
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Recommendations

Internal ONG and Electric Subsector Requirements

■ Cross-Sector Gas Transmission Requirements Study: 
Cross-sector analysis of emerging transmission bottlenecks and 
other fuel resilience challenges on a local, regional and multi-region 
basis. 
Electric companies considering the construction and siting of large-
scale power plants (or plants that will service as black start resources) 
should partner with gas companies to identify single points of failure or 
other potential shortfalls in pipeline transmission system redundancy. 
Modeling of the natural gas network and developing region-specific Black 
Sky simulation exercises will be especially helpful for conducting such 
analysis.77

■ Harmonizing Gas/Electric Infrastructure Investments for Common 
Footprint Regions: 
For companies such as Dominion that provide customers with both power 
and natural gas, aligning gas and electric infrastructure investments can 
move forward as a single company initiative. In regions where gas and 
electric providers are separate companies, additional measures can be 
taken to help facilitate cross-sector coordination
Expanded information sharing on infrastructure provides a starting point 
to do so. Three Regional Transmission Organizations (RTOs) -- PJM, 
NYISO and ISO-NE -- have already developed a database of natural 
gas infrastructure within their footprint, which includes the location of 
natural gas fueled units, interstate pipeline suppliers or local distribution 
companies (LDC), connection points on gas pipelines, contract 
arrangement for gas supply and transmission, maps of gas lines serving 
their systems, and supplier contact information. These RTOs are working 
with interstate pipelines to develop joint strategies to maximize the use 
of limited gas resources available among the RTOs.78 Such collaborative 

77 For recommendations on how such analysis could be conducted to assess energy resilience for DOD 
installations, see Judson, Interdependence of Electricity Generation, p.19. 

78 Fundamentals of Transmission Operations, PJM State and Member Training Department, October 
3, 2013, http://www.pjm.com/~/media/training/new-pjm-cert-exams/foto-lesson9-conservative-
operations.ashx
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planning should be extended to discussions of potential cross-sector 
resilience problems that must be addressed through coordinated 
infrastructure investments. 

External Sector Requirements – PUCs, Federal Regulators, and 
Government Agencies

■ Regulatory Involvement and Support for Harmonized Gas-Electric 
Infrastructure Investment
Federal regulators and state Public Utility Commissions (PUCs) may 
be able to not only facilitate such informal, cross-sector investment 
discussions, but also help develop cross-sector resilience criteria for 
permitting approving project proposals. 
A 2015 study by the National Petroleum Council, Enhancing Emergency 
Preparedness for Natural Disasters – Government and Oil and Natural 
Gas Industry Actions to Prepare, Respond and Recover, proposes doing 
just that. The report notes that as proposed infrastructure investments 
are reviewed by state and Federal regulators, they already give careful 
consideration to the infrastructure project’s environmental impact. Along 
with those environmental considerations, government policy makers 
and regulators should give equal consideration to the resiliency created 
through the enhancement of increased energy infrastructure.79 However, 
conducting such assessments will be viable only if the gas and electric 
subsectors and their government partners build them together, with a 
focus that explicitly includes the unique resilience requirements of Black 
Sky hazards. 

■ Engagement of Governors and their Administrations
While the gas and electric subsectors will need to take the lead in 
cross-sector planning, state government leaders may need to support 
such efforts. On December 5, 2013, the Governors of six New England 
states signed an agreement, “New England Governor’s Commitment 
to Regional Cooperation on Energy Infrastructure Issues.” In this 
agreement, the Governors commit to continued development of regional 

79 NPC, Enhancing Emergency Preparedness, p. 70. 
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energy infrastructure in a coordinated approach to maximize cost savings 
and system integrity while enabling the states to meet clean energy and 
greenhouse gas reduction goals. The states have directed appropriate staff 
to work together with NESCOE and ISO-NE, and to use recent regional 
energy infrastructure studies conducted by the States, ISO-NE, and other 
regional organizations to inform their work on energy infrastructure 
issues.80 Governors in other U.S. regions might take a similar approach 
to help support cross-sector resilience initiatives. 

C | Investments in Gas Storage

Expanded underground or above-ground gas storage (including, potentially, 
Liquefied Natural Gas facilities) could make a potentially vital contribution 
to ensure the availability of fuel in Black Sky events. A significant amount of 
storage capacity already exists in many regions of the United States. While these 
facilities were initially developed to provide a cost-effective way to meet high 
demand during winter without increasing pipeline capacity, the QER notes that 
they also provide for a measure of resilience for the natural gas supply system.81 

However, if the gas storage system is to be scaled up to provide the degree of 
fuel resilience that Black Sky events will require, the ONG/Electric Subsectors 
and their partners will need to address a number of challenges, including 1) 
dependence of storage facilities on electricity during extended blackouts; 2) the 
lack of market incentives for adequate build-out of the storage system; and 3) 
regulatory constraints on storage expansion. 

1. Emergency power
As noted in Section III, gas storage facilities rely on control systems and other 

components that require electricity to function. Indeed, as with compressors  

80 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), Gas-Electric Coordination Quarterly Report to the 
Commission, Docket No. AD12-12-000, December 19, 2013, p. 5, http://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-
reports/2013/dec-report.pdf

81 DOE, QER Chapter II, p. 2-23; Judson, Interdependence of Electricity Generation System, p.19. 
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on transmission pipelines, a trend is underway to increase use of electric-power 
components rather than ones that use offtake gas.82 

Unless measures are taken to ensure the availability of power to meet these 
requirements, the reliance of storage facilities on electricity will hobble their 
ability to provide fuel for gas generators in Black Sky events. These fuel supply 
disruptions would lead to still further delays in power restoration, which, in 
turn, would magnify the impact of power losses on natural gas storage and 
transportation systems.

Recommendations

Internal ONG and Electric Subsector Requirements
• The most immediate way to mitigate these risks of cross-sector failure is 

to ensure the availability of adequate emergency power generators and 
diesel fuel supplies for gas storage facilities. As with all such emergency 
power initiatives, preparedness for long-duration, wide area outages 
will present special challenges for ensuring the availability of adequate 
diesel fuel (and, potentially, replacement generators for those that burn 
out from extended operation). 

Fuel Tanker Supplier

82 Siemens, “Pushing the limits of productivity: The all-electric liquefaction plant concept,” http://www.
energy.siemens.com/us/pool/hq/industries-utilities/oil-gas/applications/lng/Pushing%20the%20
limits%20of%20productivity_EN.pdf
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• Utilities can limit these emergency power requirements by prioritizing 
the restoration of power to the gas storage facilities on which they will 
rely. Doing so will require gas and electric utilities to collaborate in 
pre-identifying critical feeds and ensuring that replacement of damaged 
grid components (and plans for re-routing power) can help accelerate 
restoration of service for gas storage and delivery operations. 

2. Inadequate Market Forces to Drive Growth in Storage Capacity
Expansion of storage is occurring in some areas. Where geologically feasible, 

independent storage service providers are developing new salt formation 
storage facilities, given their cost-effectiveness in serving electricity generator 
plants and other growing uses.83 

However, market incentives to increase nationwide gas storage are 
weakening. In recent years, gas storage has come to be valued primarily for its 
ability to arbitrage prices as seasonal 
demands vary, as opposed to being 
valued for gas supply reliability purposes. 
But seasonal price differentials have and 
are likely to continue to decline. Growing 
natural gas production, and increased 
use of gas for electric-powered air 
conditioning in the summer, reduce the 
potential payoff of seasonally storing gas 
and of investing in expanded storage 
facilities. 84

Moreover, while salt caverns offer an 
especially cost-effective way to store fuel 
for generation, they are not geologically 
possible in many areas (including the far 
New England and California) that heavily rely on gas generation. If storage is 
to be scaled up to provide for resilient fuel supplies in such regions, incentives 

83 US EIA, Basics of Underground Storage, November 16, 2015, https://www.eia.gov/naturalgas/storage/
basics/

84 DOE, QER, Appendix B: Natural Gas, p. NG-21. 

Collocating power plants 
with new or expanded 
underground gas storage will 
minimize risks of Black Sky 
disruption in gas gathering 
and transmission. 
Where appropriate geologic 
formations are not available, 
expanding onsite diesel or LNG 
tankage can provide such 
resilience, with regulatory 
approval 
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above and beyond those provided by the market will be necessary to encourage 
such expansion. 

Recommendations

Internal ONG and Electric Subsector Requirements
• The ONG and electric subsectors should collaborate with regulators 

to explore whether and how additional resilience-oriented incentives 
might be created to encourage construction of new facilities, especially 
when those facilities would directly support fuel resilience for critical 
power generators. 

• Such efforts will be especially important for Liquid Natural Gas 
facilities, since LNG storage costs are far higher than those associated 
with salt caverns or other underground options. The Lincoln Labs study 
suggests that when market incentives are inadequate to support the 
construction of LNG facilities, public/private partnerships might be 
created to provide LNG storage for both peak use and other priority 
needs. In particular, that report also suggested that companies might 
be allowed to install and operate natural gas storage on military bases, 
with the military having first rights to the gas if a national defense 
emergency arises.85 All such options should be explored to incentivize 
expanded gas storage, especially when doing so could strengthen fuel 
resilience for Black Sky power generation. 

3. Regulatory issues and storage facility hardening
In the aftermath of the Aliso Canyon incident, regulatory concerns over the 

possible expansion of gas storage may continue to grow in California and other 
states. However, given the contribution that storage facilities could make to fuel 
resilience for high-priority generators, especially Tier 1 black start resources, 
it is essential to explore how the needs of improving air quality and Black Sky 
preparedness can be reconciled. 

85 Judson, Interdependence of Electricity Generation System, p.19. 
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Recommendations

Internal ONG and Electric Subsector Requirements
• Far-reaching efforts should be made to derive and apply lessons learned 

from the Aliso Canyon event so that, as regulators consider applications 
for the construction of new storage facilities, those project proposals 
have adequately mitigated environmental risks and fully met air quality 
requirements. 

• In addition, however, the electric and natural gas industries should 
work with legislators, regulators and other stakeholders critical to LNG 
expansion to incorporate Black Sky resilience considerations in their 
review of proposed projects and of policies affecting permitting and 
construction.

• Critical wells and other equipment at storage facilities will also need to 
be hardened against the direct effects of Black Sky hazards. Otherwise, 
they will be of no value for fuel supply resilience in power outages 
caused by severe earthquakes, EMP attacks, or other catastrophic 
events. Ongoing discussions within the ONG sector will be essential 
to prioritize and execute hardening investments against such hazards. 
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Power Transmission Lines

IV | PRIORITIZE THE RESTORATION OF 
POWER TO ELECTRICITY-DEPENDENT 
GAS SYSTEM COMPONENTS

One of the key resilience issues illustrated by the Polar Vortex events was the 
lack of awareness by power distribution companies of the electricity-dependent 
gas system components in their footprints, and the need to prioritize the delivery 
of power to them so that gas flows to generators could be sustained or restored. 
Gas pipeline companies had not informed their electric utility suppliers that 
compressors along key pipelines were now powered by electricity; potential 
opportunities to prioritize the restoration of service to these compressor 
stations were lost as a result. 86

86 Interview with Steven T. Naumann, Vice President, Transmission and NERC Policy, Exelon, November 
13, 2015
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In relatively short duration outages, the ability of compressor stations 
to operate on backup power generators provides a measure of resilience for 
sustaining fuel flows, and ensuring that gas will be available for black start 
resources and other critical generation assets. However, even with the adoption 
of the backup fuel resupply measures recommended in this study, prioritized 
restoration of power to gas system components will be essential for rapidly 
and fully re-energizing the grid. Such prioritization will require significant 
expansion in cross-sector information sharing and further refinement of BES 
and distribution utility restoration plans. 

Recommendations
Internal ONG and Electric Subsector Requirements

■ Strengthen sharing of data on electric powered compressors and 
other electricity-dependent elements of gas gathering, transmission, 
and storage systems.
 A recent National Petroleum Council Report, Enhancing Emergency 
Preparedness for Natural Disasters – Government and Oil and Natural 
Gas Industry Actions to Prepare, Respond and Recover, recommends that 
gas system owners and operators should explain the relative importance 
of the asset to the local or regional supply chain to assist their local utilities 
in planning restoration priorities. The report also recommends that 
outreach to such utilities should be conducted on a regular basis at the 
local level to ensure coordinated planning and effective communications 
during incidents. 87

Such efforts have already begun in the areas hit by the Big Chill, Polar 
Vortex, and other disruptive weather events. NERC reports that in some 
regions, companies are starting to identify critical electric loads in the gas 
systems, and given them special consideration in electric load shedding 
and restoration plans to ensure that compressor stations are on “protected 
circuits.”88 

87 NPC, Enhancing Emergency Preparedness, p. 55. http://www.npc.org/reports/2014-Emergency_
Preparedness-lr.pdf

88 NERC, Increased Dependence on Natural Gas, p. 29, http://www.nerc.com/pa/RAPA/ra/Reliability%20
Assessments%20DL/NERC_PhaseII_FINAL.pdf

http://www.npc.org/reports/2014-Emergency_Preparedness-lr.pdf
http://www.npc.org/reports/2014-Emergency_Preparedness-lr.pdf
http://www.nerc.com/pa/RAPA/ra/Reliability Assessments DL/NERC_PhaseII_FINAL.pdf
http://www.nerc.com/pa/RAPA/ra/Reliability Assessments DL/NERC_PhaseII_FINAL.pdf
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■ Further prioritize electric service to gas system components in 
accordance with generator criticality. 
A number of transmission companies and other BES entities already 
treat gas compressors as priority loads when those compressors serve 
pipelines that fuel black start resources.89 Such efforts should go forward 
on a nationwide basis. 
Power distribution companies should do the same to sustain gas flows 
to generators that serve critical loads. Distribution companies typically 
maintain prioritized plans for power restoration that are intended to 
accelerate restoration of service to hospitals, water systems and other 
critical loads. Distribution utilities should coordinate with gas system 
owners to 1) pre-identify specific pipelines and transmission system 
components that are likely to be necessary for fueling critical power 
plants in Black Sky events; and 2) ensure that when such events occur, 
and disruptions in gas and/or electric infrastructure occurs, utilities 
are prepared to adjust their power restoration plans and priorities to 
accelerate the delivery of power to available pipelines and associated 
compressors. 

89 NERC-FERC, Restoration and Recovery Plans, p. 9.

Engineers Collaborating on Priorities

V | PRIORITIZE AND PLAN FOR DELIVERY 
OF GAS TO POWER GENERATORS IN 
BLACK SKY EVENTS

Unlike coal or nuclear power, natural gas supplies for electric power 
generation compete with residential and commercial customers. As it became 
glaringly apparent in the Polar Vortex and Big Chill events, three problems 
can create special challenges for prioritizing the flow of gas to power plants: 1) 
lack of cross-sector situational awareness and timely information sharing on 
the risks that gas supplies will be cut to power plants; 2) the reliance of power 
companies on interruptible contracts that leave them susceptible to curtailed 
service in emergencies; and 3) the surprisingly low priority assigned to power 
generators for receiving gas compared to homes and other customers.
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A | Information Sharing for Coordinated 
Emergency Operations

Electric utilities point to a wide range of impediments to coordination of the 
natural gas and electric operations in blue sky conditions or mild-to-moderate 
weather events. For example, the conflicts between the timing of gas and power 
markets create difficulties for coordinating the natural gas commodity and 
transportation markets and RTO electricity markets. The power day is real-time 
on a calendar day basis, from 12 a.m. to 11:59 p.m. in the time zone in which the 
power is dispatched. The gas day begins at 9 a.m. Central Clock Time (Central) 
and concludes at 8:59 a.m. Central, regardless of the time zone in which the gas 
is dispatched. 90 For day-ahead energy markets, coordinating for gas contracts 
across these differing days can pose major problems, and lead to unexpected 
interruptions in the flow of gas to power generators when gas supplies are tight.91

Market timing issues would be of less concern in a Black Sky event. Given 
that such an event would pose potentially catastrophic threats to public health 
and safety, gas and electric subsectors might well suspend traditional market 
operations and focus instead on sustaining the greatest levels of service possible. 
RTOs and other BES entities, power distribution companies, and major gas 
transmission companies have detailed and frequently-exercised plans for 
sustaining and restoring service against hurricanes and other traditional hazards. 
In the case of earthquakes, for example, both rail and truck transportation will 
be a major problem in addition to gas pipeline failures. For severe earthquakes 
and other Black Sky events, the challenge that lies ahead is accounting not only 
for the greater damage that could occur within each subsector, but the need 
for coordinated emergency operations to sustain fuel for power generation. 

A wide variety of impediments exist to providing for such coordination, 
not the least of which are the legal and regulatory constraints that exist on the 
sharing of confidential information between power generation companies and 
the interstate natural gas pipeline companies. Overcoming these impediments 
will provide a crucial first step towards prioritizing the flow of gas to power 
generators when supplies fall critically short. 

90 AEP, Gas-Electric Harmonization, p. 6

91 PJM, Problem Statement, pp. 19-20
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Recommendations

Internal ONG and Electric Subsector Requirements
Significant progress is underway in some U.S. regions to provide for the 

shared situational awareness that will be necessary for cross-sector coordination 
of emergency plans and operations. These initiatives constitute emerging best 
practices that should be widely shared, and modified as needed to fit region-
specific requirements and opportunities. Key lines of effort:

■ Sharing of confidential data.
 PJM has signed coordination agreements with all major interstate 
pipeline companies in the region that allows the sharing of confidential 
and market sensitive data. The New York Independent System Operator 
(NYISO) is working with regulators to facilitate the sharing of confidential 
information concerning natural gas-fired generation with the operating 
personnel of interstate natural gas pipeline companies, intrastate natural 
gas pipeline companies, and LDCs.92

■ Advance BES-wide regional coordination with the gas subsector.
 As required by the FERC’s November 2012 Order, representatives 
from each RTO and ISO, including ERCOT, appeared before the 
Commission in October to share their continued progress in providing 
better coordination between the natural gas and electric industries and 
ensure adequate fuel supplies. The RTOs and ISOs reported no significant 
issues this summer (2012). They also reported on their winter 2013-14 
reliability plans. The RTO and ISO meeting presentations are posted on 
the Commission’s website. Additionally, in November, the Commission 
issued a Final Rule allowing interstate natural gas pipelines and electric 
transmission operators to share non-public, operational information with 
each other to promote the reliability and integrity of their systems. 93

92 FERC, Gas-Electric Coordination Quarterly Report to the Commission, December 18, 2014, p. 9

93 Federal Energy Regulatory Commission (FERC), Gas-Electric Coordination Quarterly Report to the 
Commission, Docket No. AD12-12-000, December 19, 2013, p. 10, http://www.ferc.gov/legal/staff-
reports/2013/dec-report.pdf
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■ Regularize mechanisms for cross-sector conference calls. 
PJM is working closely on improving interregional coordination with 
MISO and NYISO to improve situational awareness during emergencies, 
and held a number of operations coordination meetings in October and 
November. PJM holds daily operations conference calls with neighboring 
ISOs and other regional reliability coordinators (neighbors to the south) 
to discuss pressing issues and system status, as well as to share information 
on gas infrastructure conditions that may be regional in nature.94

■ Improve communications tools and networks.
MISO is expanding regular communications with pipeline operators on 
real-time operating conditions, based on publicly available information, 
to all pipelines (over 70) serving gas-fired generation in MISO’s footprint. 
MISO conducted a field trial of such regular communications with two 
natural gas pipelines (ANR Pipeline and Northern Natural Gas Pipeline). 
MISO has also implemented a real-time mapping tool to show MISO 
system operators all intra- and interstate pipelines in its footprint and the 
gas-fired units connected to them. The tool consolidates available pipeline 
information, which will help MISO better anticipate fuel shortages and 
forced outages. In addition, MISO launched a tool on its website to provide 
information on gas pipelines, including current pipeline conditions and 
maintenance notices, to its members. 95

PJM has developed improved tools and processes for two- way 
communication with the gas industry. PJM has also developed an 
internal dashboard of electrical interconnection areas impacted by 
pipeline issues such as capacity constraints or operational issues. This tool 
provides critical pipeline notifications in one location to enhance PJM’s 
situational awareness and allow PJM to better evaluate the impact of 
pipeline issues on generators. The dashboard was tested internally at the 
end of November 2014, and is now available to PJM’s system operators. 
Additionally, PJM has instituted weekly system status calls with a number 
of the prominent pipelines in the PJM footprint. 96

94 FERC, Gas-Electric Coordination Quarterly Report, December 18, 2014, p. 10. 

95 Ibid, p. 11. 

96 Ibid, p. 10. 
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MISO’s real time mapping tool used to identify and track issues with pipelines 
 that serve gas-fired generators [Source: MISO, 2015]

■ Leverage the Oil and Natural Gas (ONG) Industry Preparedness 
Handbook.
 The ONG Subsector Coordinating Committee has issued an Oil and 
Natural Gas Industry Preparedness Handbook, as a key training reference 
to help communicate to and educate stakeholders across the public and 
private sectors about the oil and natural gas systems and how their 
complexities influence preparedness for and response to an incident.97 
The current edition of the Preparedness Handbook focuses relatively 
little attention on gas-electric system interdependencies and emergency 
management guidelines to account for them. The National Petroleum 
Council has proposed that the Handbook be updated to highlight 
examples of interdependencies and facilitate further evaluations, 
communication, and awareness of the interdependencies of the industry.98 
The Handbook update should offer much more specific emergency 
management recommendations for gas companies to consider: 

97 American Petroleum Institute, “Oil and Natural Gas Industry Preparedness Handbook,” October 
2013. http://www.api.org/policy-and-issues/ policy-items/safety/oil-and-natural-gas-industry-
preparednesshandbook

98 NPC, Enhancing Emergency Preparedness, p. 57.
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• In collaboration with local electric utilities, identify the pipelines 
that directly support power generation and the electricity-dependent 
compressors and other gas system components that may be at risk 
in a catastrophic event;

• Develop collaborative emergency plans with those electric utilities 
to facilitate coordinated, prioritized restoration of service at key 
interdependency nodes;

• Account not only for the risks posed by Polar Vortex-scale weather 
events, but also Black Sky events with much more severe disruptions 
to gas and electric systems.

B | Interruptible Service Contracts

Since the deregulation of the natural gas industry in the 1980s and 1990s, 
interstate pipelines have acted as “common carriers,” offering unbundled 
transportation service to any shipper seeking to transport gas subject to its 
availability. The standard services offered by interstate pipelines fall into two 
broad categories: “firm service,” under which a shipper reserves capacity for 
exclusive use on a natural gas pipeline; and “interruptible service,” under which 
a shipper can transport gas on a day-ahead basis when capacity is otherwise 
available.99 

Not surprisingly, interruptible service contracts tend to be significantly 
cheaper than firm service. Firm contracts are costlier because firm capacity is 
paid for even if it is not used. Rather than pay those additional costs for fuel that 
is not needed, gas power plants often rely on interruptible contracts. Currently, 
the North American Electric Reliability Corporation (NERC) estimates that 
approximately 42 percent of natural gas-fired generators use interruptible 
contracts to purchase natural gas delivery service. This data is based on regions 

99 Schlag, Nick, Olson, Arne, Kwok, Gabe, Ming, Zach, Bolze, Mark and Hemingway, Kevin. “Natural Gas 
Infrastructure Adequacy in the Western Interconnection: An electric System Perspective, Phase 1 
Interim Report,” Energy and Environmental Economics, Inc. p. 7-8, March, 2014. https://www.ethree.
com/documents/E3_WIEB_Report_3-17-2014.pdf

https://www.ethree.com/documents/E3_WIEB_Report_3-17-2014.pdf
https://www.ethree.com/documents/E3_WIEB_Report_3-17-2014.pdf
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that are able to report on their firm contracts. 100 Certain regions are more 
reliant on interruptible gas contracts than others. For instance, in New England, 
less than 8 percent of firm pipeline capacity is held directly by a small number 
of electric generators. 101

The problem for Black Sky resilience: service under these contracts will 
indeed be interrupted, precisely when emergencies make the sustained flow 
of gas to power generators most urgent. During the Big Chill, for example, gas 
flows to generators owned by Luminant and GEUS shrank as overall supplies 
became tight. Both generators had interruptible gas contracts with the Atmos 
Texas Pipeline. The Texas Railroad Commission (TRC) contacted Atmos Texas 
Pipeline to request additional gas volumes to assist with electric grid issues. 
Atmos Texas Pipeline was unable to comply with the request, as firm residential 
and commercial customers were considered a priority.102 The rolling blackouts 
that ensued across the region further disrupted gas production. 

Similar disruptions occurred in the Polar Vortex. Once again, gas generators 
with non-firm contracts had their supplies curtailed. As generation declined 
as a result, the loss of electricity to power-dependent components of the gas 
system further reduced overall gas availability, thereby leading to still further 
curtailments to customers with interruptible contracts. More severe weather 
events (to say nothing of Black Sky hazards) can be expected to create still more 
intense and disruptive feedback loops. 

Recommendations

Internal ONG and Electric Subsector Requirements

■ Expand the construction of dual-fuel generators.
 In portions of the Pacific Northwest, where reliance on non-firm service 
contracts is common, some generation companies have sought to mitigate 

100 NERC, Increased Dependence on Natural Gas, p. 76, http://www.nerc.com/pa/RAPA/ra/Reliability%20
Assessments%20DL/NERC_PhaseII_FINAL.pdf

101 Adams, Briana. “Polar Vortex Review: Natural Gas Perspectives,” ICF International, December 26, 2014, 
p. 6. ; http://www.icfi.com/insights/white-papers/2014/polar-vortex-review-natural-gas-perspectives

102 FERC and NERC, Southwest Cold Weather Event, pp. 156-7. 

http://www.nerc.com/pa/RAPA/ra/Reliability Assessments DL/NERC_PhaseII_FINAL.pdf
http://www.nerc.com/pa/RAPA/ra/Reliability Assessments DL/NERC_PhaseII_FINAL.pdf
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the risks of service interruptions by building dual-fuel generators. 103 That 
is likely a viable strategy in other regions as well, as along as all of the risk-
mitigation measures discussed in Part A of this section are implemented.

■ Create mechanisms to recover the additional costs of firm versus 
interruptible contracts.
 Many state utility regulators who approve regulated utility cost recovery 
are not amenable to the excess cost that accompanies firm transportation, 
especially when – under certain circumstances -- even firm contracts do 
not prevent them from being bumped.104 Bulk Electric System entities 
under the jurisdiction of FERC face similar cost recovery challenges.105 
Generation companies should work with regulators to clarify the 
resilience benefits of adopting firm contracts, and develop options to 
provide for the additional funding those contracts require. 

C | Prioritizing Gas Supplies for Electric Power 
Generation: Managing Curtailment Risks in 
Black Sky Events

As with the coordination of gas and electric infrastructure and the prioritized 
restoration of power to critical gas system components, a wide range of cross-
industry collaborative efforts are emerging to help manage the risks of gas 
curtailments to power generators. However, these efforts are hobbled by a harsh 
reality: in many U.S. states, gas generators are categorized as relatively low-
priority, “non-core” customers. When gas supplies run short in emergencies, 
power plants (including those essential for providing electricity to gas systems) 

103 Schlag, Nick, Olson, Arne, Kwok, Gabe, Ming, Zach, Bolze, Mark and Hemingway, Kevin. “Natural Gas 
Infrastructure Adequacy in the Western Interconnection: An electric System Perspective, Phase 1 
Interim Report,” Energy and Environmental Economics, Inc. p. 9, March, 2014. https://www.ethree.
com/documents/E3_WIEB_Report_3-17-2014.pdf

104 AEP. Gas-Electric Harmonization, p. 9

105 PJM, Problem Statement, p. 14

https://www.ethree.com/documents/E3_WIEB_Report_3-17-2014.pdf
https://www.ethree.com/documents/E3_WIEB_Report_3-17-2014.pdf
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are far more likely than other users to have their gas supplies curtailed. Altering 
these gas curtailment policies when Black Sky events occur will be vital for 
strengthening cross-sector resilience and for saving and sustaining lives. 

1. Current Curtailment Plans and Policies
Either by statute or though regulatory measures, U.S. states typically assign 

a priority to various types of gas customers and specify the order in which gas 
companies should curtail service to them in emergencies. One common means 
to differentiate customers in California and other states is to divide them into 
“core” and “noncore” customers. Residential and small commercial customers 
are categorized as “core” customers. Large consumers, including electric 
generators and major industrial facilities, are constitute “noncore” customers. 
106 Core customers will be the last to have their gas supplies curtailed; power 
generators will be cut off instead to help gas companies sustain service to homes 
and other higher priority users.107

These categories typically reflect an underlying assessment of which 
categories of service are most critical for meeting human needs in emergencies. 
The National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC) notes 
that state policies in emergency curtailment plans prioritize the sustainment 
of gas flows for “essential human services”, including residential use and use 
by key facilities (such as hospitals and schools). Gas-fueled power generators 
do not fall into that category, and are often prime targets for gas curtailment 
if supplies run short.108

Some states further prioritize gas customers in terms of whether they have 
the capability to operate on alternative fuels. Virginia, for example, ranks 
priorities for sustained service in the following order: 

106 Anko Technologies Inc., State of California Energy Assurance Plan, California Energy Commission, 
June 2014, p.55. http://www.energy.ca.gov/2014publications/CEC-600-2014-006/CEC-600-2014-006.
pdf

107 See PG&E. Frequently Asked Questions: Local Curtailments, http://www.pge.com/pipeline/library/
faqs/local_curtailments/index.page; SoCal Gas, Curtailments. https://www.socalgas.com/for-your-
business/energy-market-services/curtailments; and SDGE, Noncore Service. http://www.sdge.com/
direct-access/natural-gas/noncore-service

108 National Association of Regulatory Utility Commissioners (NARUC), States Emergency Natural Gas 
Curtailment Policies http://www.naruc.org/gastool/map.asp#

http://www.pge.com/pipeline/library/faqs/local_curtailments/index.page
http://www.pge.com/pipeline/library/faqs/local_curtailments/index.page
https://www.socalgas.com/for-your-business/energy-market-services/curtailments
https://www.socalgas.com/for-your-business/energy-market-services/curtailments
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• Priority 1 - Customer requirements for residential service, and 
requirements for human needs (like home heating) without alternate 
fuel capability (AFC).

• Priority 2 - Customer requirements under 1500 million cubic feet (Mcf) 
per peak month without AFC.

• Priority 3 - Customer requirements over 1500 million cubic feet (Mcf) 
per peak month without AFC.

• Priority 4 - Electric generation requirements for essential electric 
human needs that do not have available supplies of alternate fuels or 
alternate sources of electricity.109

One factor that accounts for the top priority assigned to residential customers 
(as opposed to power generators) is that if gas service to homes is curtailed, the 
challenges of re-establishing service are enormous. Work teams must close the 
meters at all such homes, purge the gas system of air, re-pressurize with gas, 
and then visit every location to relight pilot lights and ensure safety.  

In the February cold snap of 2011, 32,000 customers in New Mexico were 
left without gas service, taking days and millions of dollars to restore.  Sandy 
disrupted the New Jersey coastal natural gas delivery system by creating over 
1,000 leaks on Long Beach Island alone.  According to New Jersey Natural 
Gas officials, they could not cut gas service to the Island because if they did it 
would take over six months to bring service back under current government 
regulations.110 

These challenges of restoring service provide strong incentives for gas 
companies to sustain service to the largest possible number of homes and 
small commercial users, as opposed to the comparative handful of large users 
(including power plants). Moreover, as gas has become cheaper and more 
available, the potential scale of the service restoration challenges for small users 
has rapidly grown. In New York City, for example, the number of New York 

109 Virginia Administrative Code, 20VAC5-300-110. Natural Gas Priorities and Rules. http://law.lis.virginia.
gov/admincode/title20/agency5/chapter300/section110/

110 Kelly-Detwiler, “We’ve Seen The Electric Grid At Its Worst: How About The Gas Network?,” Forbes, 6 
November, 2012. http://www.forbes.com/sites/peterdetwiler/2012/11/06/weve-seen-the-electric-
grid-at-its-worst-how-about-the-gas-network/#72a614b3bc45
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natural gas customers increased from 3.7 to 4.2 million between 2005 and 2014.111

Nevertheless, from a cross-sector resilience perspective, the low priority 
typically assigned to generators makes little sense. Curtailing the flow of gas to 
power plants will prevent them from sustaining service to electricity-dependent 
components of the gas system, and thereby produce steeper reductions in gas 
supplies available to other customers – including, potentially, those providing 
“essential human services.” Treating generators as a higher priority will help 
sustain gas service, especially in Black Sky events where widespread disruptions 
of gas and electric infrastructure are likely to occur. 

A generator is staged in New Jersey, before it departs to an area affected by Hurricane Sandy. 
[Source: Patrick Bloodgood, USACE, 11/03/2012]

Excluding generators from “essential human services” may also be 
problematic. While hospitals, nursing homes (in some states), and other 
facilities critical for sustaining life in emergencies often have backup generators, 
long duration outages will make fuel resupply to them increasingly difficult. 
Again, one of the most troubling outcomes of Superstorm Sandy was that a large 
number of the hospitals in New York City had emergency generators fail due 
to maintenance or fuel issues. A significant number of water and wastewater 
facilities were also on the knife’s edge of failure due to generator breakdowns 
and inadequate fuel supplies. The best way to ensure that these facilities can 
continue to function is to sustain (or rapidly restore) the flow of power to 

111 Waldman, Scott and Mahoney, Bill. “New York Increasingly Reliant on Natural Gas for Heat,” Politico, 
5 October, 2015. http://www.capitalnewyork.com/article/albany/2015/10/8578674/new-york-
increasingly-reliant-natural-gas-heat
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them. Doing so, in turn, will require the sustained flow of natural gas to power 
generators. 

Other facilities typically included in the highest priority of customers, 
including schools and nursing homes (in some states), frequently lack emergency 
generators and will have very little functionality if they lose electric service. 
The risk that reductions in electric service will disrupt water and wastewater 
service to these high priority customers, and ultimately render homes, small 
businesses and other facilities uninhabitable, provides a further impetus to 
rethink the curtailment policies applied to power generators. 

Gas and electric industry leaders are beginning to conduct such 
reassessments. Gas company officials increasingly recognize the impact 
that existing curtailment polices will have on the availability of power in 
emergencies. “It’s a very significant issue,” Tom Kiley, CEO of the Northeast 
Gas Association. “There is an obligation to serve home-heating customers, but 
on the coldest days we simply do not have the pipeline capacity to do that and 
send it to generators.” 112 Conversely, NERC has reported that as a result of the 
Southwest event in 2011, “there has been an investigation into whether critical 
downstream electric loads in the gas industry should be deemed ‘human needs’ 
customers and thus be exempted or given special consideration for the purposes 
of electric load shedding.”113 

However, transforming such discussions into concrete changes in statutes 
and curtailment regulations will be politically difficult. Texas provides a case 
in point. In the aftermath of the Big Chill, the Texas Public Utility Commission 
(PUC), the Texas Railroad Commission (RRC) and other energy stakeholders 
agreed that the 1973 RRC gas curtailment plan should be updated. Power 
plants are near the bottom of the priorities list; power plants with interruptible 
contracts are at the very bottom). Five years after the Big Chill, however, those 
curtailment priorities for generators have yet to be changed. The argument for 
gas priority for home heating is a good one, but most modern home heating 
systems will not work without electricity for the fans and thermostats.

112 Wittenberg, Ariel. “How New England’s dependence on natural gas is causing a pipeline traffic 
jam,” South Coast Today, 23 February, 2014. http://www.southcoasttoday.com/article/20140223/
NEWS/402230314

113 NERC, Increased Dependence on Natural Gas, p. 29. 
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Customers that benefit from current priorities cannot be expected to lobby 
to downgrade their ranking. Instead, efforts to revise curtailment policies 
should initially focus on 1) educating regulators, legislators and other officials 
on the unintended threats to resilience created by existing customer priorities; 
2) waiving curtailments to generators in especially severe events, versus lesser 
emergencies; and 3) sustaining the flow of gas to especially critical generators, 
versus all power plants.

Recommendations

Internal ONG and Electric Subsector Requirements

■ Conduct reassessments of curtailment priorities.
 Gas and electric subsector leaders, emergency managers, utility 
regulators, and other government officials should participate in cross-
sector discussions about curtailment priorities that would best serve 
public health and safety requirements in a long duration, wide area power 
outages. In particular, they should consider including gas generators 
within ‘essential human needs’ category to speed power restoration and 
limit disruption of electricity-dependent gas system components. 

■ Authorize emergency waivers to avert curtailments to power 
generators.
 Many state governors already have the authority to declare an energy 
emergency when they determine that the health, safety, or welfare of 
their citizens is imminently threatened by gas supply shortages.114 These 
emergency authorities should be revised to provide that when an 
especially severe event occurs, including those that would fall into the 
category of Black Sky events, governors can temporarily revise state 
curtailment policies and make preservation of gas service to power 
generators a top priority. 

114 The State of Ohio is typical in this regard. For a description of such authorities and how energy 
companies prioritize service in a declared emergency, see Duke Energy, “Natural Gas Priority Use 
Customers,” https://www.duke-energy.com/ohio-business/products/natural-gas-priority-use-
customers.asp 

https://www.duke-energy.com/ohio-business/products/natural-gas-priority-use-customers.asp
https://www.duke-energy.com/ohio-business/products/natural-gas-priority-use-customers.asp
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■ Concentrate on especially critical generators.
 To further reduce potential opposition to changes in curtailment policies, 
officials might partner with industry to designate only a limited, high-
value set of generators for sustained gas service in emergencies. These 
generators could include those that are back start resources or ones that 
service nuclear power plants and other critical loads. 
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Kerr Dam Near Polson, Montana

VI | STRENGTHEN FUEL RESILIENCE FOR 
BLACK START OPERATIONS

 Black Sky events will put a premium on the effectiveness and resilience of 
black start operations. With the widespread physical damage that EMP events, 
earthquakes, combined kinetic/physical 
attacks, and other Black Sky hazards can 
inflict, traditional “outside-in” 
restoration operations alone will not be 
useable to restore power to critical loads. 

 “Outside-in” restoration strategies 
have been highly successful in scenarios 
when power grid elements have shut 
down to avoid damage, and a fully 
functional grid segment is ready for 
restart. In Black Sky scenarios, power from outside the outage zone – even if 
sufficient capacity is available – would typically need to be imported through 

The nation’s black start assets, if 
enhanced to meet minimum 
requirements for Black Sky 
scenarios, will be uniquely 
valuable for saving and 
sustaining lives, on an 
unprecedented scale. 
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disrupted and damaged transmission networks, using control centers which, 
if useable, would themselves have limited functionality. 

Black start systems will be critical in Black Sky scenarios. They will be 
essential to enable restoration that will begin from “protected enclaves,” power 
islands within the outage zone that will kick start a gradual restoration process, 
as engineering teams work to find and repair widely distributed damage. The 
nation’s black start assets, if enhanced to meet minimum requirements for Black 
Sky scenarios, will be uniquely valuable 
for restoring electric service and for 
helping save and sustain lives on an 
unprecedented scale. 

The preceding sections have 
identified an array of measures that 
could help strengthen the resilience 
of black start plans and capabilities 
by mitigating the risks posed by gas-
electric subsector interdependencies. 
As gas-fueled generators increasingly 
replace coal-fired units along black start 
cranking paths, these mitigation efforts 
will become all the more vital. However, 
such measures will be most helpful if the electric industry can integrate them 
into a cohesive approach to strengthen black start resilience against Black Sky 
hazards. 

The analysis that follows proposes options that could help them do so, in 
ways that build on the robust plans and capabilities that Bulk Electric System 
(BES) entities already have. 

Black Sky / Black Start Protection
The gas and electric subsectors and their resilience partners should consider 

three lines of effort for enhancing black start assets to address Black Sky 
scenarios: 115

115 EIS, Black Sky Protection Initiative (BSPI), http://www.eiscouncil.com/App_Data/Upload/BSPI.pdf

Mitigating the risks of  
gas-electric sector 
interdependencies should be 
part of a cohesive approach to 
strengthening black start 
resilience against Black Sky 
hazards, building on the robust 
plans and capabilities that 
utilities, RTOs and other Bulk 
Electric System (BES) entities 
have already put in place.
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1. Fuel Security
Increase dual-fuel capabilities and onsite fuel storage for a core, “Tier 
1” subset of black start resources, to assure weeks of fuel availability in 
disrupted environments.

2. Protection Against Direct Black Sky Hazard Impacts
Through a prioritized, cost effective strategy-driven process, harden these 
Tier 1 blackstart assets and other priority resources against the direct 
effects of EMP attacks and other Black Sky hazards.

3. Nuclear Power Stations as Fuel-Secure, Black Sky / Black Start 
Cranking Path Assets
Explore how nuclear power plants might be more directly coupled to 
secure generation capacity, and also more quickly contribute to black 
start power restoration by gaining capabilities for improved flexibility 
in power operation (i.e., being able to operate with significantly reduced 
power output to help gradually serve load as it is brought back on-line). 

A | Fuel Security

Ensuring Fuel Availability for Black Start Resources

■ Hydroelectric Generating Stations
Many hydroelectric generation units have a large, secure level of “onsite 
stored fuel” by virtue of the water stored behind their dams. By investing 
in protection measures to assure particularly important hydro plants can 
survive the direct, destructive effects of Black Sky hazards, this capacity 
for self-sustained operation could make such units especially valuable 
for restarting other generators along the cranking path, and for helping 
to restore and sustain electric service to nuclear power plants, major 
hospitals, and other critical loads. 

■ Coal-fired Generating Stations
Once coal-fueled plants are fired up after a blackout occurs, they also 
have substantial capabilities to operate on a relatively self-sustained 
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basis. These plants typically have enough fuel stored onsite to operate 
for 30 days before resupply is necessary. This means, in spite of the risk 
that Black Sky hazards like earthquakes will disrupt railroad lines and 
other transportation systems to replenish their coal, their inherent fuel 
resilience makes them valuable as cranking path generation for black 
start systems, as well as for emergency service of critical loads. As for 
hydro plants, protection against direct damage by Black Sky hazards 
would make such plants important contributors to the “Tier 1” black 
start cranking path that will form the backbone of power restoration in 
Black Sky hazard scenarios.

■ Gas-fueled Generating Stations
Implementing the cross-sector resilience initiatives proposed in this 
volume could help sustain the flow of natural gas to gas-fueled generators 
that serve as black start resources. Nevertheless, given the risk that Black 
Sky hazards will inflict significant, wide-area damage on gas gathering, 
transportation and distribution systems, gas-fired generators that rely 
on “just in time” delivery of fuel will still lack the resilience of the coal 
units that they are replacing at an accelerating rate. In fact, sustained or 
rapidly restored operation of the nation’s black start “backbone” is likely 
to be essential, as a starting point and foundation to assure relatively 
timely repair and restored operation of as much of the gas sector’s widely 
distributed assets as possible.

A prime option to build preparedness against gas supply interruptions to 
black start assets lies in ensuring that such assets are capable of fuel switching. 
Section A noted a wide array of measures that can be taken to reverse the steep 
decline in the availability of dual-fuel generators, especially targeted initiatives 
to help support black start generators. As a starting point, the recommended 
financial incentives and regulatory initiatives can and should be adopted, to 
ensure that as many gas-fired blackstart resources as possible can operate on 
Ultra Low Sulfur Diesel (ULSD) or other secondary fuels. 

However, even if dual-fuel generators are widely deployed, adequately 
maintained, and realistically tested, the challenge will remain of ensuring that 
they will have adequate fuel to operate. The destructive effects of Black Sky 
events on gas supplies and cascading impact on other critical infrastructure may 
also disrupt the resupply of secondary fuels, and will help create an enormous 
mismatch between demands for resupply and the capacity of government 
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agencies and contractors to meet them. 
Thus, prioritizing the delivery of secondary fuels to black start resources 

and dual-fuel generators that serve critical loads will be necessary but not 
sufficient to address these resupply challenges. To maximize the resilience of 
such gas-fired generators, they should be able to match the fuel resilience of the 
coal fired plants they are replacing: that is, they should have sufficient gas and/
or secondary fuels stored onsite (or in very close proximity) to sustain power 
generation, coupled with a robust refueling plan. 

Internal Electric and Gas Subsector Gas Storage Requirements 
(Summary)

■ Gas Storage
Expanding the availability of onsite gas storage for black start resources. 
For example, wherever geologically practical, new black start gas-fired 
generators could be constructed next to salt caverns or other underground 
facilities that can provide readily available fuel. Permitting criteria 
and financial incentives for coordinated gas-electric infrastructure 
investments could also be targeted to help build additional storage 
capacity, including LNG facilities, to support critical generators where 
less expensive options are not viable. 

Combined Internal and External Secondary Fuel Storage 
Requirements, Gas and Electric Subsectors (Summary)

■ Secondary Fuel Storage
Increase onsite storage or dedicated nearby access for secondary fuels. 
In considering proposals to expand secondary fuel storage for dual-fuel 
blackstart resources, zoning boards, environmental regulators and other 
officials should work with stakeholders in power resilience to include 
unique resilience benefits that these projects may offer. Selective siting 
of these dual-fuel plants close to major secondary fuel storage sites and 
fuel terminals (and with dedicated, resilient pipeline access to them) can 
provide a valuable option in some key U.S. regions. 
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B | Targeted Hardening of Black Start Resources 
against Direct Black Sky Effects 

Ensuring that primary and/or secondary fuel will be available for black start/
cranking path generators is necessary but not sufficient to assure these systems 
will be capable of sustained or rapidly restored operation following Black Sky 
events. In addition, at least a designated, Tier 1 portion of Black Start generation 
and associated cranking path assets will need to be hardened, to provide for 
assured resilience against the direct impact of extreme Black Sky hazards. 

This includes, for example, protection against the following: 
• Geomagnetically Induced Current (GIC):116 Very high levels, or long 

duration exposure to moderate levels, of GIC, due to Severe Space 
Weather (i.e., an extreme solar storm) or EMP E3 (the “slow pulse” 
component – 10s to 100s of seconds – of a nuclear EMP strike).

• EMP E1:117 The very fast pulse component of either nuclear EMP or 
Intentional Electromagnetic Interference devices.

• Physical damage produced by coordinated cyber/kinetic attacks, 
earthquakes, and other manmade and natural hazards.

• Advanced persistent cyber threats that might disrupt the integrity of 
data and control systems that facilitate black start operations 

Utilities and other BES entities are implementing critical infrastructure 
protection standards against many of these hazards. For other threats, including 
E1, a growing number of power companies are taking voluntary measures 
to create “protected enclaves”118 as a starting point for black start operations 
in extreme conditions, hardening critical elements of their systems against 
direct Black Sky events. Additional BES standards focused on black start plans, 
capabilities, testing and exercises provide for further resilience for black start 
power restoration.119 

116 EIS, E-Pro Handbook (2014), pp. 102-108

117 Ibid.

118 EIS, E-Pro Handbook (2014), pp. 95-98

119 FERC, Order 749, “System Restoration Reliability Standards,” March 17, 2011, p. 4, http://www.ferc.gov/
whats-new/comm-meet/2011/031711/E-6.pdf 

http://www.ferc.gov/whats-new/comm-meet/2011/031711/E-6.pdf
http://www.ferc.gov/whats-new/comm-meet/2011/031711/E-6.pdf
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To build on these foundations for resilience, EPRO Handbook I 
recommended that equipment hardening and other mitigation measures against 
electromagnetic threats, as important, emerging hazards, be prioritized as part 
of a broader strategy: that is, the creation of carefully selected and secured 
power enclaves120 to continue serving (or very quickly restore) especially critical 
loads during an event, and also serve as key black start assets to accelerate 
inside-out power restoration on a region-wide basis. 

Recommendations

Electric Sector Internal and External Requirements

■ Black Sky Hazard Protection
The Secure Enclave strategy should be expanded to help protect black 
start resources against all Black Sky hazards. 
In implementing the NERC Physical Security Standard (CIP-014-2), 
BES entities are already required to focus protection investments on 
especially critical transmission substations and other assets. Building on 
those standards and others that apply specifically to black start resources, 
the electric industry and their resilience partners should also consider 
identifying the gas-fueled generation assets which (by virtue of improved 
onsite storage and other measures recommended in this volume) will 
have the most resilient fuel supplies in a Black Sky event. 
These generators and the hydro and coal generators that have inherent 
fuel resilience could be categorized as “Tier 1” black start assets for 
prioritized investments to protect them against even the most severe 
Black Sky Hazards. 

120 Ibid.
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C | Nuclear Power Plants as Potential Black Sky / 
Black Start Assets

Nuclear power plants are designed to quickly and safely shut down when a 
blackout occurs. Once they are shut down, plants rely on either offsite power 
from the grid or diesel-fueled emergency power generators to sustain the 
necessary flow of electricity to cool the reactor core and spent rod pools, and 
meet other plant safety requirements. 

Recognizing the priority to restore offsite power, electric utilities treat 
nuclear power plants as an especially high priority for restoration of service. 
Nevertheless, in the aftermath of Fukushima, the nuclear power industry has 
taken a range of measures to strengthen the ability of such plants to operate 
on emergency power.121 

Additional measures should be considered to further accelerate this 
restoration, and protect the assets vital for doing so against Black Sky hazards. 
For example, in a Black Sky scenario, an excellent option would be to provide 
assured, offsite power from a Tier 1, fuel-secure black start generation station, 
providing offsite power adequate to go well beyond a nuclear plant’s emergency 
needs. Under these circumstances, with such fossil fuel “sister stations” 
providing dependable, continuing offsite power, there may be an option to 
restart the nuclear plant, as a black start cranking path asset that could play 
a potentially vital role in overall power restoration and recovery operations.

Onsite “fuel”
Nuclear power plants typically have on the order of a full year of “fuel” 

in their reactor cores. If adequate, secure outside power is provided, these 
plants could continue to operate through a Black Sky scenario, or restart early 
enough to become an important restoration asset. Nuclear power plants could 
potentially become a vital part of the Black Sky System backbone which utilities 
could use to restore power across the grid. 

Nuclear plants have limited load-following capabilities, although this 

121 Nuclear Energy Institute, Fukushima Response. http://www.nei.org/Issues-Policy/Safety-Security/
Fukushima-Response 

http://www.nei.org/Issues-Policy/Safety-Security/Fukushima-Response
http://www.nei.org/Issues-Policy/Safety-Security/Fukushima-Response
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constraint is expected to ease over time, as a result of efforts such as Electric 
Power Research Institute’s (EPRI’s) Nuclear Plant Flexible Power Operations 
Program.122 In the near term, use of nuclear power plants as part of the cranking 
path associated with the Black Start system in very severe outages will require 
additional operational planning. For example, restart of a nuclear power plant 
would typically be delayed until there is adequate load in the relevant, islanded 
portion of the grid to roughly match the nuclear plant’s generation. For stable 
operation, “sister” generating stations should have load-following characteristics 
compatible with restoration plans for the relevant islanded portion of the grid. 

Recommendations

Electric Sector Internal Requirements, and External Requirements 
(Regulatory Agencies)

• As part of the Tier 1 prioritization of investments in protection for 
Black Sky-compatible black start assets, fuel-secure power plants and 
transmission systems that are best positioned to re-start and sustain 
the supply of electricity to nuclear power plants should be considered 
of paramount importance. Regulatory commissions should consider 
prioritizing such investments, as they evaluate resilience investment 
options.

• Consideration might be given to how those nuclear power plants might 
be more rapidly brought back on line in a Black Sky event to serve 
increasing load, especially as technical progress is made worldwide to 
enable better “load following,” or “flexible power operations” (that is, 
the ability of nuclear power plant operators to vary their plants output 
in response to regional electrical grid demands).123 

122 EPRI Program on Technology Innovation: Approach to Transition Nuclear Power Plants to Flexible 
Power Operations; Product 3002002612

123 “Program on Technology Innovation: Approach to Transition Nuclear Power Plants to Flexible Power 
Operations,” Electric Power Research Institute (EPRI), January, 2014, http://www.epri.com/abstracts/
Pages/ProductAbstract.aspx?ProductId=000000003002002612

http://www.epri.com/abstracts/Pages/ProductAbstract.aspx?ProductId=000000003002002612
http://www.epri.com/abstracts/Pages/ProductAbstract.aspx?ProductId=000000003002002612
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Conclusion: Enhancing the Nation’s Black Start System for Black Sky 
Hazards

The U.S. power grid’s black start system provides a solid foundation for 
progress in planning for restoration from Black Sky hazards. A carefully selected 
fuel-secure segment of fossil-fuel black start generators with adequate fuel 
onsite for weeks of operation, coupled with dependable, multi-week fuel storage 
at associated cranking path assets, will allow electric utilities and their utility 
and government partners to build Black Sky, black start restoration planning, 
adding to existing restoration plans the sector maintains today for a variety of 
less severe events. 

By coupling such dependable black sky generation assets to nuclear power 
stations, the security of the nuclear power fleet in Black Sky conditions can be 
enhanced. And by considering opportunities to operate nuclear plants during 
the early days of post Black Sky restoration, the power industry could provide 
a solid, robust foundation for restoration from even the most extreme power 
outage scenarios.
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